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LOCAL AFFAIRS.

The Burrill National Bank
OF
Authorized

ELLSWORTH, MAINE,

to commence business October 24,1887, the
of Ellsworth, Maine.

pioneer National Hank

ADVKRTlhKM KN

NKW

bankruptcy—Eat Hanna Bros.
Geo R Hau lock— A ppitcAtloti to State board at

bir examiner* for admission tc the bar.
Exec notice—E*t Wm P Mnltb.
-K« Marla 8 Lee.
"
"
A Ubte E Joy
••
••
Kst Clarissa C Coggins.
••
E^t John o Moore.
Admr notice—Est Jula E heasy.
Edmond J Walsh—Application to State board
of bar examiner* tor application to the bar.
Mr* Frank Mil*—Room and board wahted.
Corat* and brush act—Loet.
•lame* l>or»au—Cockeiels for sale.
Hllvy A Scott—M« at and grocery store.
Clark A Wlthain—Bowling alley, ladles* day.
Reliable Clothing Co—Clothing.
C R drone— Lunch room and restaurant.
G A Parcher— Apothecary.
E G Moore—Apothecary.
New York:
0
R H Macy A Co—January sale of white goods.
•*

**

—
—

••

WE SOLICIT ACCOUNTS OF INDIVIDUALS,
FIRMS and CORPORATIONS, and OFFER EVERY
ACCOMMODATION CONSISTENT WITH SAFE
AND LEGITIMATE BANKING.
Correspondents, National Shawmut Bank of Boston; National Commercial Bank, Albany, New York.

W.

C.

F.

&

I_MASON,

AT ELLSWORTH COST-OFFICE.

In

FIRST NATIONAL BANK BUILDING. MAIN STREET, ELLSWORTH, ME

the

property
O.

a

trifle

compared

Write

or

call

■AIL* RECEIVED.
From West—7.16 a m, 8.1 J p m.
From Bast—1U6 a m, 5.30 and !0.17 p

m.

Goiro East—7 s m and »J0 p m.
Goiro West—11.50 a in, ft and Ipn.
No Sunday mall.

Harry C. Woodward left Monday

on

TARLEY,

W.

with the value of

go without it?

Why

effect December 4, 1906.

MAIL CLOSE* AT roSTOFFICK.

NOTICE.
insured.

—

SCHEDULE Or MAIL8

GENERAL INSURANCE.
Insurance costs but

rUlti MKKK.

Id

for

Boa ton.

Ellsworth.

There will be a supper at the Unitarian
vestry this evening at 6 o’clock.
E. F. Robinson, jr., left Monday for
Manchester, N. H., where he will be em-

ployed.

DANA

If you have a

You have

Carriages,

large

a

or

Miss Catherine dimonton returned to

Robe

Portland, Conn., last Thursday, to resume
teaching.
Prof. Harry C. Emery, of Yale, left for
New Haven Monday, after the holiday

guarantee against discomfort from the

a

coldest of weather
I have

Coat

or

vacation.

the hardest of winter storms.

assortment at

prices

mill for the winter.
The friends of Miss Eva Aiken, who has
been ill the past week, are pleased to know
that she is now improving.

DAVIS,

E.

HENRY

Lap Robes.

Whips,

Sleighs/ Harnesses,

The regular sessions of Monaghan’s
dancing school will be resumed next Tuesday evening.
Elmer L. Kingman left yesterday morning for Monson to take charge of a spool

that will suit.

Mrs. Georgia Manley, of Auburn, is in
Ellsworth, called here by the serious ill-.
ness of her brother, O. H. Bradbury.
A special conclave of Blanquefort commandery, K. T., will be held Friday evening. Work: Orders of the Temple and

(OBtOIXAL BCCKBOAKn MAN.)
FRANKLIN STRKET,

ELLSWORTH.

...

Malta.

NEW GOODS

SILVY & SCOTT,

NEW STORE

There will be a special meeting of Suncouncil, D. of L., next Saturday evening. All members are requested to be

rise

present.

MEAT

MARKET.

The supreme judicial court for Hancock
county will convene next Tuesday, with
Justice dewall C. Htrout, of Portland,

We beg to announce the opening of a new meat maiket in Ellsworth. We
propose to carry tirst-class goods, and sell at reasonable prices, store in
Hagertliy building, next door to restaurant, opposite Manning block, Main St.
F. E. Silvt.
'V. L. Scott.

Telephone Connection.
Gouda Delivered.

CITY LUNCH ROOMS
FRANKLIN STREET.

LADIES'

THE

AMD

RESTAURANT.

GENTS

Don’t stay away on account of high prices, for mine are as low as elsewhere.
Beef Steak, I’ork or Lamb chops, with fried jmtatoes, Bread and Butter,
Tea or Coffee—all for 25 cents.

presiding.
Rev.

P. A. A. Killam, of the Baptist
took part in the dedicatory exercises of the new Baptist church at Cherrytield last week.

church,

introduced
Clark & Withara
their bowling alleys—a ladies’

a new

feature at

C. R. Cl RONE, PKOP’R. day,
'■

P. S.—If anything you get doesn’t suit, just tell me, sol will know

next

time what to do.

KEEP YOUR
FEET WARM
when KIDUTO in cold
weather by using the celebrated

Heaters

J. A. McGOWN,
Manufacturer aud Jobber of

Marneaaea. Trunk*, Whip*. Rob**, Blanket*, Rubber and Oiled Clothing.

Main Street,

THE—

CLARION.
Whether it’s
nace—if it is

a

ORGANS Cleaned, Repaired and
Tuned. Sewing Machines

Repaired.

end
L««va orders el Staples, Smith
or mall a postal addressed to
Box 469* Kllaworth. Maine.

Moody's,
Organa,"

Oriental Rug

range or a fur"Clarion”, it is

requirement.
Made by the Wood Bishop Co.,
liangor. Sold by
sure

to meet every

J. P. ELDRIDGE,
Ellsworth

LADIES’ DAY
at Clark & William's

Friday,

Jan.

Bowling Alleys,

12,

afternoon and evening. Alleys will be
devoted exclusively to ladies. No gentlemen will be allowed unless accompanied by ladies.

SLLSWORTH.

Cleaned and

a

Main Street,

Sold by

COCKERELS FOR SALE.
My buff Plymouth Bock cockerels took first
and fourth prizes at ttM Freeport poultry Show
last week. They took similar prizes last year.
I sold this year’s First Prize bird for |20. I
have other Ane ones for sale.
Ellsworth, Jan. 10,1906,

James

Dobuan.

afternoon and

evening.

unless

accom-

Donaqua lodge, K. of P., will
installed Wednesday evening of next
week by Deputy Grand Chancellor James
B. Havey, of West Sullivan. A turkey
supper will be served.
Officers of

L. L. MORRISON, SKOMEOAI, ME.

WM.

■Uls.

Everythin* to work with,

riuoxt WHAM.

HOC itLAND,

Ml

Flowering Plants
AT TM

Bonn lUBUb

ELLSWORTH
CBT

r. 0, floflip.

GREENHOUSE.

PL°^MRvomii«^8,0NB-

In the case of Mrs. Nettie Gray, 6f North
Penobscot, whose hearing on the charge of
manslaughter was in progress as The
American went to press last week, Judge
Peters found probable cause, and bound
her over for the April grand jury under
fl,000 bond, which was furnished.
F E. Siivy and W. L. Scott have formed
a partnership under the style of Siivy &
Scott, for the purpose of carrying on a
meat market. They have leased the store
in the Hagerthy building on Main street,
next to Mrs. Duffee’s restaurant.
They
intend to open for business next Saturday
morning.
Lygonia lodge, F. end A. M., has elected
oflloera as follows: H. W. Dunn, W. M.;
E. 8. Means, 8. W.; Charles E. Dews, J.
W.; George A. Parcher, treasurer; N. J.
Moor, secretary; H. M. Moor, S. D.;
Andrew Falls, J. D.; F. B. Aiken, George
Haskell and B. F. Joy, finance committee;
Henry L. Moor, proxy to grand lodge.
Officers of Lygonia lodge, F. and A. M.,
and Irene chapter, O, E. 8., will be installed next Monday evening.
The
officers of the Eastern Star chapter will be
installed first and the worthy matron requests all members to be present at 7
o’clock. The lodge installation will follow. Ladies are requested to bring cake.
Blanquefort commandery, K. T., will
receive the official visit and commandery
inspection by Eminent Sir Arno W. King,
grand captain-general, next Monday
Order of the Temple.
evening. Work:
The committee in charge consists of
Curtis R.
Foster, John F. Knowlton,
Joseph W. Nealley, Harry E. Rowe and
James E. Parsons.

person, claimed half a pint o{ whiskey,
and wept home with it. Other members
were

represented

:

by attorneys. Judge

Peters declared the other liquor in the
hands of the sheriff forfeited.

Edwin L. Seymour, a Frenchman who
long lived near Tunk pond, to-day
languishes in the county jail in Ellsworth
because of lack of suffic ient respect for
the game laws of Maine.
For a long time the game wardens have
suspected that the netting oi ducks in and
out of season whs being practiced at Tunk
pond. Barrels of ducks shipped to Boston
from the east had been seized from time
to time, the sender having left the barrel
at the freight station in the night, with no
mark to show his identity.
On a recent visit to Tunk pond, Warden
George U. Dyer, of Franklin, found unmistable signs that ducks had been netted.
On the shore of the pond he found where
the ducks had been baited, two springpoles which had been used to throw the
net over the ducks, and a wire long
enough to reach from the net to a blind
built near by. On the shore there were
duck feathers and blood.
From this point on the pond, a welltrodden path led to the main road near
the Seymour house. Following this trail.
Warden Dyer saw signs where soneone
had occasionally set down a bag ancf at
these points there was blood.
After this piece of detective work,,.
Warden Dyer came to Ellsworth aud obtained a search warrant. With this, and
accompanied by Warden Frank Thompson, of Eden, he searched the Seymour
place, and found nine ducks, dressed, and
with heads and feet removed.
Seymour was brought to Ellsworth and
arraigned in the Ellsworth municipal
court. He claimed the ducks had been
shot by him in open time; that he had
shot them all through the heads, and he
became enthusiastic as he expatiated on
his prowess with a gun.
Seymour’s son-in-law, Joe Oubert, testified that he had seen Seymour catch
ducks in a net on Dec. 27, and kill them
with a club.
Judge Peters imposed a fine of |6 for
each duck found and costs, amounting in
all to about |60, and Seymour was committed to jail in default of payment.
L. F. Giles appeared for the State and
D. E. Hurley for the respondent.
has

party given by the January committee of the Congregational society last
Friday evening at the home of Judge and
Mrs. L. A. Emery, was a very pretty and
The

pleasant
largely

The evening was given
conundrums, charades and
music. Dainty refreshments were served.
The committee in charge consisted of Mrs.
L. A. Emery, chairman; Mrs. W. A. Alexander, Miss Helen Bonsey, Mrs. J. A.
Cunningham, Mrs. Frank Fitts, Miss
Hannah L. Holmes, Mrs. Q. F. Newman,
Mrs. L. W. Page, Mrs. Arthur Shute, Mrs.
8. K. Whiting.
affair.

to

TjOWBR dam bought.
This Property Exercised,
and Deeds Pass.
Title to the lower dam on Union river
this morning passed from the Ellsworth
owners to the Bar Harbor A Union River
Power Co., when W. H. Bnrlen, of Boston,
president of the company, ^exercised the
option held on the property, and paid over

Option

on

112,000.
The option thus taken up was one given
by the Ellsworth owners of the dam to
the Boston Reduction Co., and by them
transferred
would have

pow'er

It

company.

expired to-day, and with its

expiration full
to

the

to

title w*ould have

the Ellsworth men.
Mr. Burlen came to

reverted

Ellsworth

this

morning, prepared to pay over the money
or the dam, and did so. The papers were
signed and delivered, and Mr. Burlen left
at

noon.

The property transferred includes the
dam and the valuable mill privileges on
each side of the river.
As an indication of the ultimate consummation of the large power plant development here, the transaction this morn-

ing

is

encouraging.

Mr. Burlen, when here this morning,
said he had been disappointed so many
times when he had made statements concerning the project which he felt perfectly
safe in making, that he would make no
more definite statements.
He said, however, that matters at present looked most

Esoteric lodge, F. and A. M., has elected
officers as follows: Harry E. Rowe, W.
M.; William E. Leighton, 8. W.; James A.
French, J. W.; Arthur W. Greely, treasurer; James E. Parsons, secretary; Herbert A. Ash, 8. D.; O. H. Bradbury, J. D.; encouraging.
E. E. Rowe, T. E. Hale and J. H. Brimmer,
finance committee; George F. Newman,
STATE CONVENTION.
jr., proxy to grand lodge.
Officers of Ellsworth lodge, A. O. U. W., Everything Ready for Meeting of
Mechanics Here To-morrow.
were installed last evening, by Past MasThe State convention of
the Junior
ter Workman J. F. Knowlton, who was
delegated to that duty by District Deputy Order of United American Mechanics will
George W. Higgins, in his absence. At the be held here to-morrow. The meetings
It is
will be held at Odd Fellows hail.
same v. eeting three applications for membership were received. The meeting of expected there will be a large attendance
the grand lodge A. O. U. W., will be held of mechanics from all over the State.
The entire State council is expected.
in Portland Feb. 15.
Misses

Paulene Foster and Grace C. King

left

Smith installed the officers of the post,
and Past President Louisa Goodwin inThe
stalled the officers of the corps.
names of the new officers of both post and
corps have already been printed in THE
After the installation reAmerican.
freshments wrere served.
8.

The firm of Staples, Smith & Moody,
which for several years has operated music stores in Ellsworth, Portland, Augusta

meetings

The

here will

begin

at 7.30

CONTRACTORS ASSIGN.
Firm Kinployed on Winter Harbor
Water Works Job in Trouble.
Winter Harbor, Jan. 10 (special)-—
firm of H. & M. E. Tracy, contract
tors, of Southwest Harbor, which has
been employed on the Winter Harbor

The

water works

j

of West Sullivan.

After

a recess

and supper there

will

of

REXALL
DYSPEPSIA
TABLETS
Regular 29c boxee.
Call early, as the
•upplj la limited.

MOORE’S DRUG STORE.
Corner opposite P.O.

job,

has made

an

assignment

benefit of their bondsmen on the
contract.
They are C. T. Hooper, of Winter Harbor, J. T. R. Freeman and A. I#
Holmes, of Southwest Harbor.
No statement of assets and liabilities
has been made, but it is understood the
principal liability is for labor, amounting
to between $1,100 and $1,200 and material
sufficent to bring the total liabilities up to
about $2,000.
The contractors have met with difficulties on the Winter Harbor job.
Henry
Tracy, the senior member of the firm, who
for the

o’clock, after a supper. The address of
welcome will be by M. Beckwith of Good
Will council. After the opening there w’ill
be work in the first and second degrees by
William T. Sherman council, of Bluehill,
! and in the third degree by Morancy coun-

j cil,

NETTED DUCKS AT TUNK.
Edwin L. Seymour Found Guilty of
Violating the Game Laws.

be

work,

was

Moore

brothers, songs, jokes and dances
by David Shorey, James Savage, Samuel
Frank
Echenagucia.
Chapman and
Speeches by the State officers and others

superintending the
personally
taken ill, and the management
devolved upon his son, M. E. Tracy.
The completion of the water works will
require about $1,000 more, and the work
It is
will be continued by the assignees.
expected to have the work completed in

will follow’.

about

a

degree work by the same councils, with
the order reversed, and an entertainment
which will include specialties by the

was

month.

After the closing of the convention, the |
CHURCH NOTES
Oriental degree will be w’orked by Good
Will council and the Arabian plan by
METHODIST EPISCOPAL.
William T. Sherman council.
Rev. J. P. Simonton, pastor.
To-night there will be a public meeting
Sunday, Jan. 14 —Morning service t
with Bagaduce council at West Brooks- I
the pastor. Sunday
10.30. Sermon by
ville, which officers of the State council school at 11.45. Union service at
Baptist
w ill attend.
church.
SWAN’S ISLAND ROUTE.

and Waterville, has been reorganized and Steamboat
Company Holds Annual
The February committee of the Congreincorporated as the Staples Piano & Music
Meeting-Satisfactory Showing.
gational church is planning to give an Co.
Charles I. Stables, of Ellsworth,
The annual meeting of the Ellsworth,
entertainment sometime next month.
manager of the Ellsworth store since its Bluehill and Swan’s Island Steamboat
This committee is also compiling a cookis
of the
establishment,
vice-president
Co. was held at the office of the clerk in
book that will be placed on sale.
The other officers are E. L.
company.
Ellsworth yesterday afternoon.
Capt. S. A. Goodwin arrived home last Staples, Portland, president; Dr. D. P.
The same board of directors was elected
Saturday. He had expected to remain all Ordway, of Camden, secretary and treas- as follows: F. S. Lord, O. W. Tapley, J.
winter, but was obliged to change his urer. The president, vice-president and sec- M.
Higgins, C. L. Morang, B. T. Sowle.
plans, leaving yesterday for New' York, retary, with A. J. Long, a Hancock county At a meeting of the directors officers were
wr hence he will sail shortly for Porto Rico
boy, compose the board of directors. The re-elected as follows: F. S. Lord, presiin his vessel, the Harry W. Haynes.
company will continue its present stores,
dent} O. W. Tapley, treasurer and general
and plans for the extension of its business
Mrs. C. J. Swan, w ho was called here by
manager; L. F. Giles, clerk.
are already under way.
An informal report of the business of
the illness and death of her father, Steis
observed
week
of
The
being
prayer
the company since the new organization
phen Monaghan, left yesterday for her
and
Methodist
Baptist took hold of it on Sept. 7 last, was made.
home in Boston. She w'as accompanied this week by the
with union services. The ser- This
report showred that from that date to
by her sister, Miss Lucy A. Monaghan, churches,
church
at the Baptist
Sunday the close of the season, the boat had paid
who will remain for a visit of a few weeks. vices opened
J.
He
vs.
evening, with short addresses by
the operating expenses. In view of the
Officers of Esoteric lodge will be in- P. Simon ton and P. A. A. Killam.
Mon- fact that the bulk of the
passenger and
stalled Thursday evening of next week.
were
day and Tuesday evenings’ meetings
excursion business was over w’hen the new
The invitation is extended to all Masons held at the Baptist vestry, and the meetthis
management,
company assumed
ings Wednesday, Thursday and Friday showing is extremely satisfactory.
2Drorrtiftnntnt&»
Methodist
evenings will be held with the
It is the intention of the company to
society at the Free Baptist chapel. The resume the passenger, mail and freight
union services will close with Sunday
service early in April. The company alevening’s meeting at the Baptist vestry.
ready feels the need of a larger boat for
There w'as an echo of the recent raid at
the freight service, and with the expected
the West End club, of Bar Harbor, in the
increase of business during the coining
Ellsworth municipal court Monday. The
season, this need w'ill become imperative.
success of Sheriff Mayo on his previous
'-

ESTABLISHED IMS.

FARROW,
Works.
SAI L.-MAKER.
made from old

Beautiful, curly, fluffy Bag*
Woalen, Tape*try, Brumela «r Valent Carpet*.
Carpets tduaaad rlauu. Bend tor olrcular.

AS 0AMCOOK

Friday

men

be

Neatness is my watchword.

Carriage

next

will be allowed
panied by ladies.

No

*

Mrs. W. T. Bradley, of Tomahawk, Wis.,
with a friend, will accompany the remains
of her father, John M. Cheney, which are
to be interred here.
They are expected
to-morrow morning.
Mr. Bradley, who
has just recovered from an attack of appendicitis, was unable to come.

Monday to return to Wellesley college
after the holiday recess at home.
They
stopped en route at Augusta, where they
Dr. Abby M. Fulton leaves Saturday for
were the guests for a few days of Mrs. G.
Baltimore, as a delegate to the National P. Dutton and daughter Louise. They
woman’s suffrage convention which meets
were the guests of the Ellsworth boys at
in that city in February.
Bowdoin college at a reception of the Psi
Brimmer
fell
on
the
sideH.
John
icy
Upsilon fraternity in Brunswick Monday
walk last Thursday morning, receiving a
evening. They will proceed to Wellesley
and
a
that
wound
severe scalp
shaking up
to-day, attending the Ellsworth reunion
confined him to the house for several days. in Boston this evening.
James Dorgan’s buff Plymouth Rock
The union installation of the officers of
cockerels took first and second prizes at Wm. H. H. Rice post and the woman’s rethe Freeport poultry show last week. Mr. lief corps was the occasion for a large and
Dorgan's birds took first prize at this very pleasant gathering at Grand Army
show last year.
hall Monday evening. Past Commander M.
have

REGULAR DINNER, 25 CENTS.

and their families. After the installation
refreshments will he served, and a hop
will follow. To-morrow evening Esoteric
will work: the third degree.

I AS SROOHD-CLAPS MATTER t
AT mu ELLSWORTH HOSTOF-'ICE.
\

190(5.

visit to the club in the summer, w hich rePrices arc no higher at drone's lunch-rooms !
sulted in the arrest and conviction in the
on Franklin street than are charged elsewhere.
Ellsworth municipal court of John C. I
Regular dinner. 25c. Everything scrupulously
Herlihy, the “janitor” of the club, in- neat.—Ad vt.
duced him to make another raid last
month, when a quantity of liquors was
found in the lockers and seized. When
the raid was made, several members of
the club put in an appearance and claimed
the liquor in their lockers and were allowed
by Sheriff Mayo to take it. But after
these members had taken all they claimed
to own, search of the other lockers re-■
vealed many bottles marked with their
names, all in the same handwriting. This
was confiscated. At the hearing Monday
only one member put in an appearance in

ELLSWORTH,

Bay side—Preaching Sunday

at

p.

m.

Adame, pastor.
Sunday, Jan. 14— Morning service

at

Mr. Simonton.
CONGREGATIONAL.
Rev. J. M.

Sunday school at 11.45.
Prayer and conference meeting
day evening at 7.30.

10.30.

UNITARIAN.
W. Sutton,

Rev. S.

pastor.

Sunday, Jan. 14—Service
Sunday

school at 11.45

Fri-

on

at 10.30

a. m,

a. m.

BAPTIST.

Killam, pastor.
Sunday, Jan. 14— Morning service at
10.30. Sermon by pastor. Sunday school
Rev. P. A. A.

at 11.45.

Union service at 7.30.
COM I NO EVENTS.
ELLSWORTH.

Wednesday, Jan. 10, at Unitarian vestry
—Supper by woman’s alliance; 15 cents.
Thursday, Jan. 11, afternoon and evening, at Odd] Fellows hall—State convention Junior Order United American Mechanics.

Husband—Business is not

so good as it
I’m afraid it
will be necessary for you to reduce your
dressmaker’s bills. Wife—Why, how can
I, John? 1 don’t make out her bills!
was

last year,

my

dear,

so

Society Floral Emblems
always correct.
BAK HARBOR only.
Open all tbe year 'round.

MOSES’

are

Address

Family Medicines.
AGENT FOR

D.

D.

D.

Cans an forms of Eczenw.

CHRISTIAN

Frayer Medina ‘l'tipic For the vVeek
Brteinning .Inn. 14.
By REV S. H. DOYLE.
Topic.—What t.'lclst taught about money and its uses.—Hatt. 11, 11; Mark x, 1731

KDITKI* BT “AUNT

It* Motto:

characmoney. Nor is this simply
ter, die of the present day. In all times
men have appreciated the value of
money and have very often been willa

ing lo obtain it at the sacrifice of everything that is honorable in life. For
Iscariot betrayed his
money Judas
Saviour; for It Lord Bacon betrayed
the great trust of honor that was placed
in his bauds, and for gold Benedict ArI’aal deno. d betrayed his country.
clares tha money is the root of all

An

MADGE”

and

Hopeful

Dear M. B. Friend*:
by a friend
New Year’s Day, and I pass them along

The above lines
on

to you,
sage to

sacrifice of honesty and of honor, to
lay up great riches we cannot hut he
appalled at the thought of the power
that money wields in the world.

could

as

they

were

may

sent

bring

of you.
the table by

some

see

I

me

a

helpful

mes-

w ish the nieces
which I am writ-

ing. It is decorated with some lovely
paper flowers made by “Aunt Dudley”
Roses, deep
and sent by Uncle Dudley.
red and white, lilies, sweet peas, field and

While i. would he most interesting to
ox-eyed daisies. Aunt Dudley, how did
know just what Christ thought about
Many thanks.
you do it alt!
com
be
et
must
it
money and its use, j
Besides the flowers there are letters and
recorded
little
there
is
fessed that
very
cards, dozens of them, from my nieces. If
in the gospels so far as He is con- all
your good w ishes are realized I surely
humble
aud
simple shall be a
cerned. lie lived a
happy woman, and 1 thank you
iuto
close
Ufo and was seldom brought
sincerely because I know the words are the
re! .tions with great financial problems. sincere
expression of your hearts.
Moreover, His method was not to deal *
Now just some extracts from these let*
conditions
with the social aud financial
! ters that are to you all:
of His day, but to lay down certain di“L” writes: “I extend to you and all
vine principles that in time would 1 the M. B. sisters a w ish that the new year
work out all the problems of human
may be bright and prosperous.”
life. We can feel assured, however,
“C” writes that she had just been writj
that If Christ were living today he !
mg to i481oppy”, who has gone from Monwould lu no way sauctiou any false or tsna to
|
Spokane, Wash.
dishonest accumulation of wealth or Its
I had a nice personal letter from Aunt
use in such a way as to defraud othAm
New Year's

Day.

Maria written

CIS

VI

VI

1

C

IUIUI

sorry

Ul

to say she has been ill, but was better then,
belong unto them.
: and we will all hope she may not continue
Looking into the life of Christ from having those severe ill turns. Her letter,
the standpoint of the money question,
; though, was cheery like herself,
we can feel assured (1) Christ would i
I have thought much of “E” since her

sanction the consecration of money t>
God for the extension of His kingdom
When but a child, to
in the world.
Him were offered the gifts of great
men, and there is no record that in His
after life He in any way condemned
the consecration of money to the extension of His kingdom. (21 The value
that Christ attached to money in Its
use in the church depended upon the
motive in the heart of the giver rather
than the amount that was given. This
fact is clearly demonstrated in the incident in which he praised the poor widow in her gifts above the Pharisees,
who had given gold where she gave
mites, because out of her poverty
she gave all. while what the others
gave was very small in comparison to
what they possessed. The question of
the value of the money consecrated for
Christian use is one rather of what we
have left than what we give. (3> Christ
would still preach the doctrine that
money must not stand between Him
and the salvation of the soul. The rich
young ruler who left Christ because he
loved his money above his Master had
awakened the interests of Christ. He
looked upon him with great favor, and
yet He demanded that before he could
become His follower he must give up
his money that there should be nothing
to stand between him and his Saviour.
Whatever else we may think about
money and its use. every one should
clearly understand that no man who
worships gold can at the same time acceptably worship God, and, moreover,
no one who gives money the first place
in his heart can give any place to Jesus Christ, for Christ must be all or

nothing.
“Our

Millions.'*

The goal toward which Christian Endeavor is striving for the year dating
from the international convention last
July is one million new churchgoers,
one million new church members, one
million new Endeavorers and one million new dollars for missions. Recently, writing on this theme. Dr. Clark
had this helpful suggestion in the
course of his article:
“I wish that we might have very definite records kept by every society of
the numbers brought to church, of
those brought into the church, of new
members, active, associate, co-operating and honorary, and of the amount
of money given for missions at home
and abroad. To this end I would suggest some such chart a9 this, to be
drawn upon a large scale and hung up
in the prayer meeting room, on which
the record may be kept and which will
serve as a reminder and a stimulus to
all the members of the society to do
their part:
OUR MILLIONS.

“Doubtless some of my friends who
more skillful than I in this matter
can
suggest improvements for this
chart but it may serve as a rough outline for you to improve upon. Let the
pcesideiit fill tu the record at the end
of each month and let 11s hear occasionally ct the United society headquarters, Boston, that we may encourage other* to do a like work/*

Are

many of life’s cares and sorhave fallen to her lot. She says:
“Have read the M. B. letters w itb interest

letter

j

came ;

rows

j

loO

Suits,

and thought of happy “Sister B.”, who
j could write in the sound of merry voices,
i Aunt Maria is so jolly—really they have
| ail done me good, and I love them all
and dear Aunt Madge, and wish them
| peace and joy and happiness.”

is a positive cure for all those painful
It will entirely
ailments of women.
cure the worst forms of Female Complaints. Inflammation and Ulceration,
Falling and Displacements and consequent Spinal Weakness, and is peculiarly adapted to the Change of Lift,
It will surely cure.

Backache,
It has cured more cases of Female
Weakness than any other remedy the
world has ever known. It is almost infallible in such cases. It dissolves and
expels Tumors in an early stage of
development.. That

Bearing-down Feeling,
causing pain, weight and headache, is
instantly relieved and permanently
cured by it* use. Under all circumstances it acts in harmony with the
female system. It correct*

j

“Susan’s’’ message is: “As Christmas is
past, 1 will wish you and all members

|
j

of the M. B. C.

joy

j
j

Happy New Year.”

writes: “I always encolumn, and if at any time
anything worth offering shall be

“A Subscriber”
the M. B.

have

glad to do so. 1 have often thought what
; pleasant times you must all have at your
| reunions, and would really enjoy attendI ing one, but as I cannot, am glad others

Mr*. V«n Dubb-Na* Bridget. I'm
this evenin* to give « supper and a dance
what
ing, and I want to show my guest*
Cook-Well, mum,
you can do. The New
at
1 won’t diaappoint yet. I tuk tb’ prite
th’ firemen'* aocial hop aa th' hist lady
dancer

or Painful Periods, Weakof the Stomach. Indigestion. Bloating. Nervous Prostration, Headache,
General Debility. Also

the

can.”

_

Dear Aunt Madge and Sistert:
1 wish you all a llappy New Year. Christmas has come and gone, and I hope all of you
enjoyed the day as we did. “John” and I
were Invited out to dinner, and the 6ix mile
ride pave ua a strong appetite.
Aunt Marla wanted ua to tell of what we had
for dinner on Thanksgiving day. I will mention one thine 1 had, and that was one of Aunt
Madge’s mock cherry pies; we are very fond of
them, and the company 1 had that <Jay thought
it excellent.
Now I want to tell you about our Christmas.
We had chicken and roast beet—that was cooked
especially for "John”, as he isn’t fond of
chicken. Then we had all the chicken fixings
one could think of; white, fruit and chocolate
cakes; orange, cream and squash pies; coffee
with whippet! cream; marguerites and tarts,
nuts, candy, grapes and apples. Now wasn’t
that a feast "fit for a king”.
We enjoyed our ride home, as It was warm
and sunny, and in the evening we went to a concert and Christmas tree In our little schoolhouse on the hilt. Who had a more enjoyable
Thanks
mas

to

you.

Aunt

Madge,

for your Christ-

gift.

I send a recipe to you that 1 know U goodvery much like a mince pie and not much work
to make.
Souk Milk 1*ie— Two eggs, 1 cup of chopped
raisins, 1 tablespoon melted butter, 1 tablespoon
flour, % of cup of sugar, dessert -poon of vinegar, cinnamon, clove and nutmeg, pinch of salt,
1 cup full of bonnyclnbber milk; cook In two
crusts. This makes two small pies.
N. L. II.
Dear Aunt Madqe:
I want first to thank you for the lovely Christmas card you sent me. I was very much aur
prised when It came, for I do so little for the
column I surely thought you had forgotten me.
I do enjoy reading the letters from all the sisters, and have been more than Interested in
reading about the M. Bs.' outings, for 1 have
taken one myself this fall to Bosto", Waltham,
Auburndale Lexington and Newton, Mass., and
thought I, too, would write something of my
adventures. Have neglected to do so, but may
later.
When 1 read the account of Esther’s trip on
the boat, and about her shopping tours, I could
not help smiling, It did seem so real.
I want to say to Erne 8tine that I shall keep a
dish of boiling water handy when I fry doughnuts after this date. If that will keep them fresh
and soft, for my John doesn’t like them after
they are the least bit hard.
With Christmas greetings and the season's
best wishes for all, from your niece,
8.
I wish all the sisters a Happy New Year, and
will give a delicious fruit cake recipe. It should
be kept aix or eight weeks before cutting. This
makes two nice loaves.
Fkcit Cake—Six eggs, 1 pound brown sugar,

X pound butter. 1 pound flour. 1 gill molasses,
2 tablespoons water, X pound citron, ljf pound
raisins, chopped, K pound currants, a teaspoon
cloves, 1 teaspoon allspice, nutmeg and cinnamon,
teaspoon soda dissolved In molasses;
bake two and one-half boors, slowly.
Will some of the sisters kindly give me a good
tapioca recipe? Mine always are salvy.
VTLOXA.

Aunt Madge.
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can’t straighten up;

You

Train*

comfortably at night.
It’s sign of sick kidneys—
l*ain from the kidney region.
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the kidney* and you
them to stay cured.

cure

backache,
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make lasting cures;
Ellsworth proves it.
permanent Ellsworth cure:

Kidney pills
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Stop on ilgnal or notice to Conductor.
Tbeae train# connect at Ban/or with throa**
train* on Main Line, to and from Portland. Be*
ton and St. John.
Paarenger* are earnestly reoueated to prorate
ticket* before entering the train*, and e*t* -ui’y
RlUwortb to Kalla and Kail# to Elleworth
K. K. BOOTHBT. G. P A T. A.
GKO. K. EVANS.
Vice Pm. and Gent M*na«»»

EASTERN

Steamship Company
WINTER SCHEDULE.

store and used them
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Two

Trlpa A Week.

leaves Bar Harbor Montis;
scd
t»
touching at Seal Harbor.
Soutliwcm Hitbor, 8luslt|
at Rockland with atearr.tr for

^learner*

UKi
j IhurwUfi
N<
ll.rliof
it>««
ton. connecting

steamer leave* Hlurhlll

Mondays and Thar*

night after commencing to use Doan’s da y* HVtm for South Hluehtll, Broeklln, v<i*
*u)
wick, Mir l*le. Sarcentvllle. l»ark Hart
Kidney Pills I had a good restful night's Rock laud, connecting wlu steamer lor Hosts*
RETURNING
sleep, something I had not been able to
ond

;

the

grass-cutting raechan ism is turned into a set of paddles that

TH* l.ATKHT IN BATHROHKS FOR HRN A HI
THOHK MAI>K OF KIL* FIMKHKI) TfcKHY

get for two months. The use of Doan's
Kidney Pills cured me, and since completing the second box I have not been
troubled as I was before.
Price 50 cents.
For sale by all dealers.
Foster-Mil burn Co., Buffalo, N. Y., sole
agents for the United States.
Remember the name—Doan's—and take
no

other.

CLOTH.

dress is given up to women, just make
a tour some afternoon among the fnshionable shops.
There you will see the
most elaborate bathrobes and lounging
robes, all done up in stunniug colors.
One handsome lounging robe, which
looked as if it might be a garment of
state—it was so heavy and rich—was
made of beautiful Zennanah silk,
which, with other expensive qualities,
lawn-mower that he hails the snow-shovel
is soft and thick.
It was black and
with joy, and by the end of the winter he
lined with the palest lavender taffeta,
feels just as bitter toward the snow-shovel,
haviug a wide turn down collar and
and is once more delighted to push the
fastened at the neck and waist with
lawn-mower. But if you
combine the
lavender cords.
two, then he will simply have the memory
Several others almost as rich looking
of one ever before him while he is operatwere of heavy brocaded cut velvet in
ing the other.”
pale gray and deep crimson, looking
Realizing the truth of this statement, warn and comfortable enough to make
the inventor took up his model and went 1
a tired business man long for his pipe,
out, saying that perhaps he could twist his
easy chair and a magazine by the
the thing around and convert it into a
fire.
and
dress-fitter
for
mop-holder
women,
Another, and with luxury written in
as they will buy anything.
every fold of its ample girth, was a
robe of flue black broadcloth lined with
Blaine, the Schoolboy.
rich plaid, looking ever so warm and
Edward Stanwood's new
biography of comfortable.
James G. Blaine says: “The few glimpses
But the most serviceable was a bathwe get of him at this,
the schoolboy robe of mercerized white
cheviot, with
of
his
period
life, not only suggest the broad variegated stripes running to the
future politician; they show in something
deep hem. It was lined with terry
like maturity the traits for which he was
cloth and bad deep cuffs and a turn
afterwards famous. He knew' every boy
down collar of the same. This, with
in school by name. Perhaps there was no
the heavy white cord at the w aist. was
accomplishment which more endeared him ever so useful and could
easily be
to casual acquaintances than this marvelwashed.
ous memory of names and faces and his
Irunng these last few weeks of such
ability to recall the circumstances of the
glorious weather that New York t» alfirst meeting.
most surprised out of itself there ha*
“His reputation in thiB
respect some- not been much use for fur
overcoat*
times led people to expect too
much,” the and only a few are seen In the autosame account continues.
“He himself reand nutomoblling ha* become
lated that he was accosted at a town in mobiles,
such a universal fashion that Its devoOhio, after one of his meetings, in the
tees have fads and fancies which are
traveling canvass of 1884, by a man who
very changeable.
referred to his memory for
faces, and
Alaska dogskin and Russian calf
asked if Mr. Blaine remembered him.
coat*, all heavily lined, are very popu“Evidently Mr. Blaine did not, but
lar for motoring. One of the oddest, yet
before his tongue made the confession
most beautiful, things this week was
already apparent on his face, the mau
seen one very rainy day.
It was a gensaid, with unconcealed disappointment:
“Why, I was in the crowd at the station tleman's imported umbrella. The handle was of purest Ivory wrought In a
when you passed through here in
1876, and
design which none but the patient little
stood right before you.’
Jap would attempt. As with most oriBrother Dickey’s Philosophy.
ental carvings, the figures were hideEf you climbs high, de w-orl’envies
you, ous, but done with such exquisite worken ef you stays
low, please God dey’ll manship that it made the whole an altrample you ter death!
most Invaluable gift.
I ain’t got faith ’nuff ter make de sun
stan’ still; en ef I had I wouldn’t exercise
it kaze I tired out ’fo' night comes ez it
Scott & Itowne’s Calendar.
is.
Scott & Bowne, manufacturing chemGars such a thing ez cultivatin’
happi- ists, of New Y’ork, proprietors of Scott's
ness- but some folks ain’t
got sense ’nuff Emulsion, issue their desk calendar, as
usual this year, in the uaual convenient
ter raise de devil on de Fo’th er
July.
Life is des long ’nuff ter make you won- and useful form. The desk calendar is a
der how in the worl’ it come ter be so
necessity for the busy man who, by this
short!
convenient method, keeps track of busiI don’t bother myse’f 'bout
what’s
cornin’ ter deworl’; de worl’s been meetin’ ness appointments.
its troubles since long ’fo’ I could remember.
Calendar Received.
The Walworth Manufacturing Co., manHalf the World Wonders
ufacturers of brass and iron goods and
how the other half lives. Those who ul
Bucklen’s Arnica Salve never wonder if il tools, 128-136 Federal St., Boston, are sendwill cure Cuts, Wounds, Burn*. Sores anc
ing oat s useful desk calendar. Each leaf
all Skin eruptions;
they know it will in addition to date and
n-* "*■”
Mrs. Grant
space for memoranGW
E.
Shy,____
Reynolds St.
111., says: “I regard it one o da bears a familiar quotation or an item
Springfield,
the absolute necessities of
1
of historical interest of which the day is
housekeeping
Guaranteed by E. G. Moore,
druggist, 25c the anniversary.

literally sweep the snow to both sides of
You see, by combining both
j “S. J. Y.” alludes to the joy and good the path.
will that are diffused by little gifts at implements in one, together with perfect
of operation and great saving of
time, and then refers to the ease
ji Christmas
and strength, and—”
many thousand poor who were reraem- space
“I’m sorry,” interrupted the manufac- j
j bered, clothed, fed and made happy for at turer,
“but it will never go. Don’t you j
least one day and adds: “It shows that
surely the spirit of the Master is in the see, by the end of the summer tne average j
world.”
man
is so tired of and angry with his !
I
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Franklin Road
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fort. There was a dull, heavy aching at
times, and then again it would be sharp
pains, especially when I made a sudden

Practical but not Profitable.
a model,” said the inventor
to the manufacturer, “of an appliance
that is sure to have a large sale if it is put
on the market.”
“Indeed?” aaidthe manufacturer. “That
19 most interesting.
What is your invention?”
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with very beneficial results. My back ached so that it
was difficult to lie, sit or stand with com-
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Mrs. Charles E. Higgins, of 108 Water
Bt., Ellsworth, Me., says: Doan’s Kidney !
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“blues.” and backache.
sure indications of Female Weakness,
For
some derangement of the organs.
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Makes

Backache

Kidney

Dizziness, Faintness,

snow-shovel.

A M
Sorrento.••••.

All Bent Over.

Read of

ability, irritability, nervousness, sleeplessness. flatulency, melancholy or the

BANGO*

A M

Extreme Lassitude, “don't-care” and
want-to-be-left-alone feeling, excit-

PI 3 All AM MID.

HARBOR TO

BAR HARBOR.

fflrtncai.

Doan’s

ness

HA it

VhiiiI Cittan h. an If flammatlon of the delicate
membrane lining the air passage*. Is not cured
Don’t
by any mixtures taken Into the stomach.
Take Ely’s Cream Halm
waste time on ihem.
through the nostrils, ao that the feverori.iswolleo
Never mind how
tissues are rcarhdl at once.
have
long you have suffered nor how often you
been disappointed, we know Ely’s Cream Balm
others
has
cured
by th*j
will cure you as It
thousand
AIIdruggists, fOc. Mailed by Ely
Bros., 36 Warren Mreet, New York.

Their work

Suppressed

Comnwnrtiig Dec. 4, 1905,

th’ flure.

ELLSWORTH.

Cure

Irregularity,

LIDIA K.

on

God will
Let us not live fretful live*.
never stretch the line of our duty beyond
We
ought
the measure of our strength.
w ttn
to live with the grace of the flowers,
of
the joy of the birds, with the freedom
t»
this
Question
Without
wave.
and
wind
God’s ideal of human life— W. L. W atktn-

Cure

—

a
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From a woman's standpoint there
does not seem to be much whimsical
extravagance in men's fashions, bui
when one reads of the receut arrival ol
a certain Englishman with 150 suits
well, what of extravagance then? And
one of his fads—It Is yet to be proved
whether it will become a fashion—was*:
what might be called a stock tie ot'
black silk, allowing Just a little bit of
his collar to be seen. It brings to mind
the old fashioned stock that swathed
the aristocratic necks of our great
grandfathers, only with them there
were no stiff high collars, but only tbt
softest ami finest of meehlin.
The pastel shades still continue to be
very popular In four-in-hands, and at
4II times of the day there are seen the
softest pinks, hunters* green, heliotrope
and pale lavender—indeed, so varied
are the colors that any one Is fasbiouable. Even the stablest old gentleman
who seldom departs from his beloved
black is seen day after day with a
■mart tie of hunters* green, which h<
half apologir.es for wearing
French four in-hands are to be seen
everywhere, either in two and a quarter
or two and a half inch siies. For after- i
noon
or
with semi dress. English
squares and puff shapes In black, white j
and colored silks are worn by the l>est i
dressers.
But when it comes to indulging his
really natuil love of color, which on ;
the street a;. 1 in full or semi evening j

Lydia E. Plnkham’s
Vegetable Compound

Let the white mantle of repentance fling
Soft draperies about it, fold on fold,
E’en as the new sr.ow covers up the old.

we

Englishman, With

!fet« the Fashions in Ties.

Let the old life be covered by the new.
The oi l, old pasl, so full of sad n lstakea.
Let It be wholly hidden from our view
By deeds, as white and silent as snow flakes.
Er? the earth life melt in eternal spring,

look about us today
and see the ruin and destruction that
ha e con e into the lives of thousands
u.' men through an effort, even at the
as

“Helpful

NEW YORK LETTER

The purpose* of thl* column arc succinctly
state*! in the title and motto--It Is for the mutual
benefit, an<J aii.<* t*» ue nelpful un«l hopeful
Being f- r the common good. It l* for the com
mon use—a public servant, a purveyor of in
formation ami suggestion, a medium for the insolicitterchange of Pleas. In this capacity it
communications, anil Its success depends largely
( om
on the support given it in this respect
municatlona must be signed, but the name ot
writer will rot i»e minted except by permission
Communication.-! will be subject to approval or
rejection by the editor of the column, but won*
Addn.es
will be rejected without good reason
all communications to
The America!*.
Ellsworth. Me.

The world today has well been called
No more fully uld the Ismoney mad.
faolttes In the wilderness worship the
golden calf than thousands of people
In the present generation bow down
before the power and the desire for

evil, and

xUAcrtiscincnts.

fllutoal Benefit Column.

ENDEAVOR.

From Boston Tueada ja and Fridays at Spa
From Rockland Wednesdays and 0*inrdar»«t
30 a m. touching at Stonlngton. Soumwra
Hirhor. Northeast Naroor and **eal Harl-*r.
From Rockland Wednead*ys and Satur1aj»«
•VJC a m. touctdng at L>ark Harbor, Sargent vilk.
l>eer U)c, '•edgwlck, Brooklln, South Itiucbtt
and lilac hill
From WeatTiemont Monday*
All rarvo. rxerpi live stock. via the Hea'nan
of thla Company, U InaurvM aeslust Art and
marine risk.
F. 8. SitKBMAK, GenT Agent, Rockland. M*
p. ,t u«n*i te»i,a*a.
t.Ainit aI'nTta, v.
Foster's Wharf. Boston, Mas*.
H
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Petticoat

Fourth Avenue and 2lst St.,
New York.

99c

Located in the heart of the

Postaega

city,

lie.

one

block east of Broad-

way, two blocks south

from
Madison Square. House new !;•
decorated and refurnished
Rates #1.00 per day and upward, European plan.
Edward Coyne & Co.
F. S. Willard Mgr-
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FAMOUS ANNUAL
JANUARY SALE

I'ndenmislins and White Gauds
UNPRECEDENTED

PRICES.

L

You may share in this money saving opportunity aa well as the residents of New
York city.

to

model, aletcti or photo of invent
For fn
fn<e
patentability.
ktemabiitty
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TRADE-MARKS

rlt*

UNDERSKIRTS:
Cambric, umbrella ruffle, with hemstitching.
umbrella ruffle,
tucks.
OQffc—1Cambric,
******
torchon lace edge.
NIGHT

GOWNS:

low
n«ck,
O0Q—C^m.brtc»
stitched lawn ruffle.
square
QOn-Carnbrlc.
e(j insertion and

Ot/v

with

umbrella cambric
torchon lace and lace edge.

Cambric,

OA

hem-

neck, embroldercambric ruffle.

DRAWERS:
I (L*—Cambric,

tucks

and

rufflp

embroidery

JQq—Cambric,
O f

—1Cambric, V shaped neck, tlghr fltw
ting, two rows embroidery edge.
Cambric, low neck, back and front

lac*

insertions, beading ribbon and lace

rows

ELLSWORTH

Steam

of Maltese

Laundry

‘WO

ruffle.

CORSET COVERS:
V shaped neck, lace inaer1
P^u^^wbrlc,
xuv
tlon. beading ribbon and lace edge.
French style, wide lace

trimmed with two

1<S-

opposite u.s patent orncc
nrri
WASHINGTON. D.C.

and Bath Rooms

PAT, NO

WASHES.

noth*

All kind, of laundry work done at abort
Goode celled for end delivered.
WEST
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THE FREDERICK PARKER PI-ACE

THE

the next In order, with a large, square,
the left of the road
two-story house upon
now
with a tlrie lawn in front; the barn,
stood on tho opposite side of the
,70m
was built Is
road. Just when this house

writer,

but it

built before 1840, and still standing. In it
the writer attended winter schools for
several sessions, as it was the custom for
scholars of that and of the Tide Mill district to go from one to the other.
In that schoolhouse, too, the writer
attended at evening a school of music
taught by Mr. Davidson, where his first

prob-

was

ably as early as 1820.
The farm connected with the house and
of the main
barn extended on both sides
road for some distance, and was probably
that of ltobert Parker, Frederick's father,
who came to the town from Andover,

lesson

Mass.,
Robert Parker was born March 13,1745;
married ltuth, daughter of Joseph Wood,
She was
the first settler, Nov. 29, 1773.
died
bom in Beverly, Maas., Dec. 18, 1753;
Jan. 20, 1825, aged seventy-two years. Her
husband died Feb. 12, 1818, aged seventyof Peter
three years. He was a brother
chilKrra and Col. Nathan Parker. The
dren of Robert Parker were:

Feb.

1836. There
died

Dec.

Maria,

Harriet

born

Haskell,

Andrew

April 23,

June2,1822; died

born

May 11, 1824;

Rockland.
4. Abigail Sinclair, born Dec. 9, 1827;
married and lived in Boston.
5. Mary Ann Haskell, born Oct. 6, 1830;
married and lived in Boston.
8. Robert Harlow, born Jan. 14, IK®.

moved to

was a farmer and a
He and his family were well
known to the writer in his youth. After
his death the place was sold to Fred A.

Parker

Frederick

worthy

man.

at

THB

ANNIE WOOD PLACE.

occupied some years by was a little farther
beyond the James
Baptist clergyman. It
Clough place, upon the east side of the
lay idle after that until bought and put in
road, which the writer well remembers,
repair by Mrs. Kline, of Cleveland, O.,
from Its foundation for more
whose sister and family use it for a sum- though gone
than sixty years. When and by whom it
mer home.
was built the writer does not pretend to
THK U ISO RGB CMOATB
Fisher, and
Rev.

Mr.

was

Tripp

a

PLACE,

know.

rear of the Fredthe next to be conhouse,
sidered and described.
That place lay
away from the main road, and was reached
by following a cart-path across field or
pasture of Mr. Parker, through gatee and
bars. It consisted of a one-story house,
a

half mil© west in the

erick Parker

{tainted red,
of land.
house

or

small barn and

a

few

Wood,

acres

never

consumption
She did tailoring

a

THK

of

a man

who had

I.KONAHI) CLOCOH PLACE
were

Wood,

say about

ISM, by

Mr.

Clough,

who

continued to occupy it from that time until his death in July, 1866, in his siltyfourth year.

Leonard Clough was the sixth child of
and Abigail |(Pecker) Clough,
born Sept. 3, 1801, married Mary Jane,
daughter of Samuel and Fanny (Colburn)
Wood, Nov. 30, 1837.
He was a spar-maker by trade, who
made the spars for vessels built at Blue
Hill for forty years before his death. He
made the spars for brig “Equator” from a
draft made by the writer, and from which
she was rigged and her sails cut and made.
Asa, sr.,

in

been

the family of the

house
nearly opposite the Annie
Wood place. That house was built very
near or a little before the death of Miss

and

pay”.

piece

in

writer’s father for many years prior to
her death, and it was interesting to hear
her and the writer’s father, who had been
friends and acquaintances from childhood,
talk over the affairs of the early families
of the town. They both had good memories and thoroughly understood the subjects upon which they conversed.

One day, in speaking of eating lamprey
*els, Mr. Choate said, with much disgust,
“Eat lamprey eels! 1 would just as soon
<*at

of Israel

in 1841.

his
sometimes
irreverent,
sayings, and
Although kindly, withal. He called Long
Island “the Land of Promise". When
asked why he thus called it, he replied:
“Because the people there promise but
man

daughter

the Tide Mills, Dec. 24, 1776; was a
tailoress, never married, and resided in
the old house above mentioned with her
niece, Sally Savage, until her death by

(This house was supposed
to have been built by a Mr. Davis.]
Mr. Choate was born in New bury port.
Mass., about 1778, learned the trade of
house carpenter and joiner, and went to
Deer Isle, w here he married and resided
previous to his occupancy of this place.
He came to Blue Hill prior to 1840; died in
1858, aged eighty or over, and his wife died
in 1882, aged eighty or over.
Their children, consisting of one son
and several daughters, were born at Deer
Isle. The son, named George, died in
childhood; one daughter married Amos
Carter, another married Samuel Hall, the
youngest married Abel Towne, and another daughter married and lived at Deer
original

the

near

does not know.

was an

was

sr., and granddaughter of Joseph
the tirst settler. She was born

Wood,

Whether Mr. Choate built the
that it is still standing the writer

Mr. Choate

Wood

Annie

is

a

used as fields and pastures, which were
covered by the primeval forest when he
first began work upon it. After Mr. Holt’s
death the place was sold to other parties.
Mr. Atherton and family resided there
a number of years, and then it passed
into possession of Miss Effie Ober, daughter of Mrs. Atherton by a former husband
now
Mrs.
Effie Kline, of Cleveland,
Ohio, the present ownfer.
The house has been so changed and improved as not to be recognizable as the
one in which Jedcdiah Holt spent the last
years of his life, and where he died. It is
now

used

whi.h

for

NATIONAL BISCUIT COMPANY

Its

residence, for
having large
delightful view of the bay,
a

Trade Mark

summer

it is well adapted,

ground and

a

Mt. Desert Hills.
From this house one passes by Dodge’s
woods on the right, where boys of the
writer’s day went to gather beechnuts in
the fall of the year, there being no buildings on either side of tbe road at that
time until after the four corners of the
road were reached near the old meeting
islands and

noose.

THE GOLDEN Si’iDEu.
“Follow the

He

was

4pad death

a

modest, good

man, and

by

his

valuable citizen and
his church and neighbors a true friend.
Mr. Clough left no children, and the
house and place passed into other hands.
the town lost

a

six weeks.”
The boys sometimes dulled his saws and
tools by using them w ithout permission,
so he said to
them, “Boys, if I catch you The house is still standing. A few years
dulling my tools I’ll make a burnt sacrifice ago his widow died, thus ending the famof you!”
ily record of that branch.
He was an early riser, often up at 2
j
THE JEDEDIAH HOLT PLACE
o’clock in the morning, saying that four I
next in order, and in the boyhood
is
the
“r five hours
sleep was all he required.
the
He built a barn for the writer’s father of the writer was the last house upon
the meeting house.
somewhere about 1838, and he w’ouid walk road before reaching
was of two
from his house w hile doing so and be on The first Jedediah Holt house
stories; that was burned Beventy years or
hand for breakfast at 5 o’clock.
was built a storyOne morning, breakfast being ready, so ago, and upon its site
Mr. Holt rethe mother cf the writer said in his hear- and-a-half house in which
bis death, Aug. 8, 1847, aged
,n8* “I wish the boys would get up and sided until
four months and fifcat breakfast with us while it is nice and ninety-three years,
warm.” “Leave that to me,” said Mr. teen days.
He was the son of Nicholas Holt, who
Choate. He went to the foot of the
to Blue
chamber stairs and shouted, “Come down came from Andover, Mass.,
was born at Anhere, quick, boys, the back room is all on Hill in 1765. Jedediah He married Sarah
fire!” The boys, of whom the writer was dover, March 12, 1754.
Feb. 24, 1778. She died Jan.
one, jumped out of bed and ran down in Thorndike,
six children as foltheir nignt clothes to find their parents 15, 1838. They had
lows;
and Mr. Choate seated in the
dining-room
without showing any anxiety or alarm.
1. Jedediah, born March 3, 1779; marWhen asked where the fire was, Mr
ried Polly Viles; he died Sept. 4, 1842.
2.
Jeremiah F., born May 24, 1781; marChoate answered, quietly: “In the fireplace, boys!” The boys went back to ried Elizabeth Osgood; he died April 14,
their beds muttering
imprecations upon 1832.
Mr. Choate, but
3. Jonah, born Nov. 4, 1783; married
finally took it goodAlmira
first, Eliza O. Stevens; second,
naturedly as a Choate joke.
The writer was a favorite with Mr. Wilcox; he died Feb. 19, I860.
Choate on acoount of his name and age,
4. Samuel Phelps, born July 8, 1788;
1

Flag"

Wabash R. R.

—

June 27, 1879.
3.

A man’s mark is his honor. It stands for him and he stands for it.
It’s the old Saxon way of signifying good intentions.
The right to be protected in the exclusive use of a trade mark haa
been long recognized by the common law and enforced by the
chancery courts of England and thi9 country.
The Government puts its mark on a bond to give it value.
The NATIONAL BISCUIT COMPANY puts its trade mark in red and
white on each end of a package of biscuit, crackers or wafers to
distinguish these products and to guarantee the quality, and it does.
To more clearly comprehend the real value of this trade mark, try
packages of BUTTER THIN BISCUIT and LEMON SNAPS.

To-day there is one modern house upon
the right, beside the Blue Hill inn, land HOWTHE GILDED TYRANT GATH1831.
one on the left, all modern and of little
ERS IN THE GRASSHOPPERS.
4.
Martha Haskell, born Oct. 22, 1833; interest from a
historical^point of view.
married Alfred Stillman Osgood.
The view along that stretch of roadjof CUNNING OF THE SPIDER—ONE SPECIES
5. Harriet Webb, born Jan. 7, 1833; ! the
mountain, a part of the village, Peter’s
CATCHES TT8 PRF.Y WITH A LA8SO
died July 20, 1838.
Point, the ridge of land]beyond,~the|little
6.
Harriet Webb, born June 15,1839.
\ NOTH KB MAKER RALLOONP.
bay, Parker’s Point, etc., is truly fine and
7.
Charles Abbott, born April 13, 1842;
pleasing.
died July, 1845.
The writer traversed that road many
A gilded tyrant, with velvety Mack
8.
Charles Merrill, born June 25,1818.
times in youth, in going to and from his
Is the huge golden spider
Mr. Clough and wife were Jolly and fond homo at the Tide Mills to the old meeting marking-*.
sitting in her house woven of silken
of company, especially of young people. house, the village, and to school at the
James Russell, their eldest child, worked academy, when every object, far and^near, meshes. Her weaving, too, Is marvelwith his father as a helper at the forge was engraved upon his memory through ously strong, and the six guy ropes
and anvil, living at home until the death life, and every stone in or beside the road
that support her swinging habitation
I
of his parents. The blacksmith shop has were familiar to him, as well as the houses
some five feet long.
And what may
long been gone from its site, but the ! and their inmates.
Mme. Spider be watching for?
Ah. a
house is still standing and occupied, but
( To be continued. I
gay green grasshopper, that, with more
probably by strangers to Us former ownathletic action than wisdom, springs
ers and occupants.
KLLSWOKTH MARKETS.
right into the very midst of Mine.
James Clough and hb son did the ironSpider’s net. And she had been on
work of brig *‘E justor”, built at the Tide
Slump In Kgg Market-Sugar Will be the alert for Just such a victim. The
Mills in 1850, and commanded by the
Lower.
Higher—Corn
web swings to and fro with such viowriter. He was of a sunny nature and
The prediction made in this column last
lence that one would expect it to be
something of a joker. At the death of a week that
eggs would be lower, was fully
brother-in-law many years ago he retorn to slireds.
But, no; before the
as
have
from
35
to
verified,
they
dropped
marked that “a death in the family had
stupid grasshopper can possibly kick
28 cents retail with only 25 cents for the
its favorable feature, as it enabled relahimself looses, and, notwithstanding his
farmer. There is a good supply at this
tives to procure a new suit of clothes to
struggles have torn a large rent in the
price.
wear
the funeral."

1830.
>.

him,

James Russell, born July 4, 1828;
married; died when over seventy.
2.
Mary Ann Moore, born July 27, 1828;
married Robert W. Armour.
3.
Caroline Elizabeth, born Feb. 27,

were:

born

six children born to

1.

Frederick Parker was the aeventh child
of Robert and Ruth (Wood) Parker, of
the family above, born Oct. 30, 1788, and
died April «, 1387, aged seventy-eight
years, five months and six days. He married Harriet Haskell, born in Beverly,
Maas., March 1, 1J93, on April 18, 1818.
She died May 1, 1877, aged eighty-four
Their children
years and two months.
KU logwood,

were

Phelps Holt, living

with him in the old house that was burned.
He lived an honorable and respected life,
saw the town grow from a half dozen
families to nearly 2,COO inhabitants, and to
be a place of thrift and owning a large
number of vessels built in the town, beside the granite and other industries. His
farm contained a good many acres on both
sides of the road, cleared, cultivated and

for

PLACE

never

Stephen Holt.

Sarah

an

follows:

as

19, 1781.
5. Robert, born Dec. 1, 1782; died at sea.
6. Hi moon, born July 24, 1786; married
Lydia Faulkner Steven*.
7. Frederick, born Oct. 30, 1788; married Harriet Haskell.
8. Nab by, born Mfirch 12, 1792; married
Robert Haskell Wood.
9.
Kdith, born March 3, 1795; married

1.

violin,

described, with a blacksmith shop on the east and house on the
west side of the road, adjoining the Frederick Parker farm. This house was built
prior to 1840 by Mr. Clough, in which his
family and he resided until his death.
He was the seventh child of Asa, sr.,
and Abigail (Pecker) Clough, born Sept.
3, 1803. He married Mary Marshall Carman, of Deer Isle, lie died Feb. 7, 1883,
in his eightieth year.
He was a blacksmith and shipsmith, and in the earlier
years of his married life resided at Deer
Isle, but moved back to Blue Hill before

1, 1778; died Aug.

Robert, born Feb. 3, 1781;

i.

the

JAMES CLOUGH

THE

Samuel, born March 9, 1774; married
second,
Mary
Parker;
tlrst.
Lydia
Mathews.
2. Nabby, born Jan. 8, 1778; died Dec.
horn

uj>on

is the next to be

1

13,1801.

received

was

instrument he has been fond of through
life.

about 1786.

19, 1(81.
3. Mosei,

DISTRICT SCHOOLHOUSE

PARKER

stood upon Parker land beyond the old
barn upon the east side of the main road,

is

not known to the

£t cretl0tmntf.

which corresponded with those of his married LydiA Lowell; he died 8ept. 29,
dead son George. He on more than one 1327.
occasion helped him plough, plant, and
5. Stephen, born May 10, 1788; married
hoe his garden, on which occasions he Efy Parker; he died May 16,1830.
would have the help of his “hired man”—
6. Sail* Prince, born July 3, 1792; died
a jug of New England rum.
With all his Nov. 14, 1803.
jokes and eccentricities, Mr. Choate was a
Mr. Holt outlived his wife and all his
favorite with young people, and he was 1 children but Jonah. The write* rememfond of their company and society. Peace bers him fs an
aged man, past labor, with
to his ashes I
his
Samuel

bluehill history.

Through

Car Service is operated between

New York, Boston and Chicago and St.Lonis
And with but

change to

one

Kansas City

Omaha.

and

Tourist cars every Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday, from Boston to
Chicago,
which New York passengers can take at Rotterdam Junction, New York.
Connections made with Tourist Cars for Los Angeles, San Francisco and other
Pacific Coast points, daily.
Reclining Chair Cars, Seats FREE.
Privilege of Stopping Off for Ten Days at Niagara Falls.
B.B.HoCLELLA5, G.E.A.,

887 B'way. N Y.
C. S CRANE.

J.D. McBEATH, N.E.P.A.,
G.P.AT.A., St. Louis, Mo.

nas selected a suitame position ior ner
silken palace she flexes a number of
lines in all directions for anchorThere has been a material advance in web. he finds himself incased in a silk strong
Then in the midst of these she
age.
the price of sugar in the wholesale maren shroud, deftly woven by his enemy,
constructs a beautiful web, somewhat
kets, and dealers who are compelled to go and !n this he swings helplessly. Then
in the shape of a thimble, but
not
into the market now could not sell'at the
Mme. Spider comes down her zigzag
quite so lar;«*. It is full of water and
retail prices we quote to-day—5 to 5%
and
sizes
her
therefore
not
like
a
catch, may
stairway
up
diving bell. How
cents. The local retail price will advance
Is the water to be got out and replaced
be gives him a little nipping bite an 1
within a week.
with air?
Flour also, though as high as the last then leaves him to his fate until such
The true explanation is wonderful.
time as she wishes to serve him up
wheat crop would seem to warrant, has an
She carries the whole of the air re
advance
has
for
the
dinner.
not
famlty
upward tendency, though
quire<* from the surface. Her body
There are many of these great golden
yet affected Ellsworth prices.
and legs are covered with grayish
Corn Is a little cheaper, another 5 cents
spiders in thickets. All of them look hairs. She plunges quickly into the
being marked off the price of a 100-pound sleek and well fed. There Is an Amer- water. The movement is so
rapid that
bag by some of the local dealers this week, ican
spider which haunts evergreen the air has not time to escape from her
bringing it down to fl.20.
trees and catches Its prey by means of
hairy coat, and she goes down surThe quotations below give the range of
rounded by globules of air.
When
The web of this spider is trl
a lusso.
retail prices in Ellsworth.
angular lit form, consisting of four across the threshold of her own home
Country Produce.
she carefully dislodges this air by rubBatter.
longitudinal >nes and a large number
herself with her legs.
The libCreamer j per k...J8 <j30 of cross fibers connecting them.
Two bing
.•.20
25
g
erated bubbles immediately arise to
Dairy.
comer's of the triangle are attached to the roof of her house and there reOhceao.
I lest factory (new) per ft.16018
twigs, but the other corner, which main.
In this way she at length fills
18
Beat dairy (new)..
terminates in a single thread, is held the whole bell and takes up her posiDutch (Imported).90
on
a
.*......06
the
neighbor
Seufcbatel.
spider,
perching
by
tion In it, always head downward.
KffffS.
ing twig. When a fly strikes the web Here she passes the winter, keeping
Kreah laid, per doc........24 330
the spider loosens his hold, and the ! snug and quiet until the warm days
Poultry.
elastic threads instantly entangle the | of spring Invite her to the surface in
Chickens.18 §22
! quest of flies and other small Insects.—
Turkeys.27
15
Fowl..
If you anchor a pole In a body c' Lipplncott’s Magazine.
the
ttur
Hay.
above
the
water, leaving
pole
10 §12
Beat loose, per ton.
face, and put a spider upon It, he will
The Hr Iff tit Child.
Baled. ...Itt
a marvelous Intelligence by his
exhibit
•draw.
“Now, children,” asked the teacher,
he
will
first
At
of
spin “what little boy or girl will tell me
escape.
8 811
plana
Loose.
15 n web several Inches long and bang to
Baled.
what sort of an animal the kangaroo
the
other
to
while
he
nllows
Vegetables.
one end,
Is?”
that
In
the
the
04
off
In
float
wind,
hope
7' Onions, lb
Potatoes, hu
“It isn’t an animal at all/* said th*>
SO Beets, lb
(S
Of
course
Celery, bunch
some
strike
It will
object.
little wise boy.
i» Caoi.ate. lb
02K
Ctiiuce,
He
waits
a
failure.
03 Carrots, lb
C2 this plau proves
Squash, ft
“Not an animal, Johnny?**
Oj
1)4 Parsnips, lb
lurulpo, ft
until the wind shifts perhaps and the:
It’s a
“No’m.
big grasshopper.**—
50
Spinach, p*
o.T
sends another silken bridge floating
Beans—perqt—
Chicago Tribune.
12 §15
failure
Yellow-eye
Another
in another direction.
10
Pea,
Is followed by several other similar at
Fruit.
How to Build Bridges.
tempts until all points of the compass
Cranberries, qt 12§15 Apples,(cooklng)pk
General Grant used to tell a story that
But neither the re25 g ^5
2^j30 have been tried.
oranges. doa
! amused him greatly, of a certain rough
30
A pples, (table)pk 40 g«5
Lemons dos
sources nor the reasoning powers of the
who accompanied “Stonewall”
Groceries.
spider are exhausted. He climbs to 1 carpenter
Jackson in many of his marcues. Once
Rice, per ft
.068.08 the top of the pole and energetically
Coflee—per ft
was making a rapid
when the general
20 §25
.168.25 Vinegar, sal
Klo,
to work to construct a silken bal35 Cracked wheat,
.05 goes
Mocha,
movement, he came to a deep stream ; the
loon.
35 Oatmeal, per ft
.04
Java,
had been burned and it was nec.20
Buckwheat, pkg
Tea—per ft—
He has no hot air with which to in- j bridge
.04 j
-458*05 Graham,
Japan,
essary it should be restored as soon as
flate It, but he hus the power of mak
.04
.308 06 Rye meal,
Oolong,
Granulated meal,ft 023<
Sugar—per ft—
ing It buoyant. When he gets Ills bal- possible.
Granulated, 05«05>4 OH—per gal—
Jackson sent for his engineers and the
loon finished he does not go off upon
-06
.65 8 70
Coffee—A 8 B,
Linseed,
w hat was required,
12 ! the mere supposition that it will carry carpenter, telling them
Kerosene,
Yellow, O
-0534
08 flu
Powdered,
the engineers retired to their tents to
him. as men often do. but he fastens and
Molasses—per gal—
hours later the
.35
He theu gets Into his prepare the plans. Two
Havana,
it to a guy rope.
-50
Porto Rico,
that bridge
aerial vehicle while It Is fast and tests carpenter reported: “General,
J30
Syrup,
but them picters ain’t come
it to see whether its dimensions are is finished,
Meats and Provisions.
He yet.”
capable of bearing him away.
Pork, ft.
Beef, ft:
18 sometimes finds that he has made it
.158*30
Steak, ft
Steak.
16
Beans with Bacon.
Roasts.
.108*26
Chop,
too small, In which case he hauls It
Ham. per ft
.068 10
168*22
Corned,
Cut into one-fourth inch strips 4 slices
10 down, takes It all apart and constructs
18
Shoulder.
Tongues,
.05308
Bacon,
lf§20 It on a larger and better plun. A spider of bacon, or 8 slices of very thinly cut orTripe,
10
Salt
Veal:
bacon. Put into a frying pan and
25
10 §12 has been seen to make three different dinary
Lard,
Steak,
108*14
balloons before he became satisfied cook until crisp. Add 2 cups of cold baked
Serve for
with his experiment. Theu he will get beans and cook 5 minutes.
05
Tongues, each
Spring lamb, 12 426
In, snap his guy rope and sail away, to breakfast.
Fresh Fish.
land as gracefully aud us supremely
06 Scallops, qt
Cod,
Pearl Cake.
Independent of his surroundings us
06 Lobsters, lb
Haddock,
One- half cup butter, 1 cup sugar, creamed;
could well be Imagined.
12*18 Smelts, lb
Halibut,
50
Shrimps, qt
Oysters, qt
The diving bell Is considered to be a one-half cup milk, a teaspoonful vanilla,
20
Clams, qt
great Invention, yet long before man 1 and three-fourths cups flour, one-fourth
Fnel.
thought of his diving bell the water cup cornstarch, 1 teaspoonful baking powCoal—per IdWood—per cord
7 50
5 0080 60
Broken,
Dry hard,
spider bad hers, In which Bbe reared der, beaten whites of 3 eggs.
3 0086 00
7 60
Dry soft,
There are sever750 her numerous family
Roundings per load
750 al remarkable things about thla nest.
10081“
6X0
Cream Rice Pudding.
Blacksmith’s
704
Buttings, hard
One of them Is the manner In which it
Floor, Grain and Food.
Two even tablespoonfuls of rice, 1 teamade.
Is
48 §50
Flour—per bbl—
Oats, bn
of sugar and a pinch of salt.
5 008 6 00 Shorts—bag—1.2o ft
23
In that businesslike manner which spoonful
Stir into a quart of milk. Bake in a slow
Corn,100ft bag 1 20 §l >5 Mixed feed, bat,
characterises all spiders she boldly
Add raisins or nutmeg if
oven 2 hours.
1288138
Cora meal,bag 190 §125 Middlings, bag 1808140
plunges Into the water and walks down
Cracked corn, 120 §125 Cotton seed meal, 1 66
the stem of a pend weed. When she preferred.

176 Washington St

Boston.

KITTKRY TO CARIBOU.
One

of the three mills of the Leatheroid

Mfg. Co. at Kennebunk was burned
Thursday.
Loss, f20,000; insurance
57,500.
The Mil bridge-built schooner Nokomis
was

wrecked in

cently.
days in

The
an

the Gulf of

crew

open

Mexico

re-

reached land after six

boat.

Patents have been granted to Maine inventors as follows: Perry A, A. Killam,
Ellsworth, nursing bottle holder; Andrew
3. Macreadie, South Portland, car signal;
John R. Nye, Waterville, cooking utensil;
David W. York, Gardiner, washbowl
valve.
The

report of the State

commission, recently filed,

enforcement

that the
total expenses of the commission to the
first of the year were fl0,924.72. The amount
shows

in fines and fees of officers is
f1,938.80, making the cost to the State for
the nine months that the commission has
has been in existence, $8,985.92.
The appropriation was |7,500 per annum.
received

Opportunities.
BUI

Simpkins never gits along, an’ folks Is real
surprised—
“A mighty smart young feller”, la th’ way
the> ’ve go* him sized.
An* iUll’s uncommon likely, but he natch* Uy
falls flat,
B’cause he’s sot on chance* th’t he never kin git
at.

I mind him talkin' mighty big o' things th't he
c’d do.
If he c'd sit away from yere an’ put hla Mens
Y*

through;
this thing glta
keeps him down,

see.

B'cause
in
He

he

his mind an*

misses chances th't

come

t' have

golden

right yere

a

special gift for epottln’ every

opportoonlty, six hundred

An’ while

ne lingered mlllyuns in
promised land,

He overlook th* chances th’t is

now

right

he kinder sets aroun* au* dr

flndlb’ mines,
Er cleanin' up a fortune in

proraoll

miles
f«jr off

some

showln’

j

Au’

sorter

town.

seems

A

on

V

am*

at

o'

ir<»n«y

He won’t see nothin’ here t’ hum, but J •*’ lives
off his dad.
While ol’ Jed Hanks, th’ butcher, need* a clerk,
all-tired bad.
A woman’s face
tune.

may be

a

druggist’s

for-

The little folks love Dr. Wood’s Norway Pine
Syrup. Pleasant to take; perfectly hauuess;
positive cure for coughs, colds, bronchitic,
asthma.

'IfiurrtisniuntB.

^toasts.

—

Taate and Smell.

Full fcize 30eta., at Drug-

gists or by mail; Trial Size 18 cte. by mail.
Ely Brothers, 56 Warren Street, New York.

$ iic ^Usurntt) American.
LOCAL AND POLITICAL JOURNAL

A

PUBLISHED
EVERY WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON
AT

ELLSWORTH, MAINE,
BY THB

HANCOCK COUNTY PUBLISHING CO.
F.

Surry feels a little chagrined because
of her beautiful views like Contention Cove and Newbury Neck have been
put on Ellsworth post-cards. But Surry
can furnish many more pretty views for
Ellsworth, and then have a plenty for the
some

Bowling Tournament Won By Red
Men—Winter Sports.
The members of Porcupine lodge, K. of
P., will give their Annual concert and 1*11

Equal Suffrage.
Ellsworth, Me., Jan. 8,1906.
To the Editor of The American:
The friends of the cause of equal politifor the

sexes

Rollins. Editor and Manager.
W. II. Titus, Associate Editor.

ription Price—#2 00 a year; $100 for six
«cnth«; V> cents tor three months; tf paid
strictly in advance, $1 5u. 75 ami Sj» cents
respectively Ail arrearages are reckoned
ttoe rate of *2 per year.
Advertising Kates—Are reasonable, and will
ot made knowt. on application.
Business communications should be addressed
Tut
to, **mi all money orders roa*ie payable to
Ells
Hancock county Publishing to.,
worth Maine.

for

warming beds

will

Hancock county.

vogue.

full to the

was

And the initials

PHASES.
c

Full
Moon

jn

c

10

nira

■» r»

Quarter 1 /

p.

1 :”7

ay
a

This week’s edition of The
American is 2.250 copies.

Average for the year of 1905,

2,313'

WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 10, 1906.
The advocates of single statehood
for Oklahoma and Indian Territory
there
are coming to the fore, and
promises to be quite as hard a Sight
over this question as over the question of separate statehood for Arizona
and New Mexico. There is a stroug
delegation from Indian Territory in

brother!

becoming reconciled to the
handing down of the Robbins murder as
another of Maine’s unsolved mysteries.
The Deer Isle Messenger last week says:
is

Deer Isle

MOON'S

were

those of her

year since “Bill” Rob In? met an
untimely death In his lonely home at Mountainv'.lle at the hands of a brutal and unknown as
sassln.
it wo Id seem that the officers have
done every reasonable thing to bring the guilty
one to punishment, and that th>.lr efforts have
not been more successful Is regretted by note
more than by the people of Deer Isle. The mur
derer, thus far, goes free and unmolested, ei
cept by the prickings which must occasionally
dlsturo his guilty conscler.ce. Though were
grei that the criminal has not been ferreted out
and made to suffer the penalty of bis act, none
wish to see, by any ppsslble perversion of evidence. an innocent man Implicated In the affair.
Yea, U Is Indeed better that a dozen guilty men
go free than one Innocent man suffer.
It Is

now a

The

mended

by

Isle

be at

lale

new

an

the

Haut

lighthouse

lighthouse

board will not

Haut Head if the

au

recom-

recommen-

other session
The Philippine tariff bill introdnced
in the Houso bids fair to cause a couple of weeks of debate at least. The
main opposition comes from the cane
and beet-sugar interests and from the
tobacco true., which says it is afraid
tbe American market may be flooded
by cheap tobacco, as the sugar men
are afraid it will he flooded with
cheap
•agar. But it is very likely that the
bill will pass, even if in somewhat
amended form, and there will be a
lolling down of tbe tariff bars winch
form one of the chief obstacles to me
material

development

of the isauds.

Several of our oldest and most
valued weekly exchange* celebrate
birthday anniversaries with their first
issues in 1906. Toe Belfast Journal
passes ns seventy seventh milestone,
Kockiand
the
Courier Gazette
its
sixtieth anu me Ellsworth American
its lifty second. All thrs- are splei,
did local weeklies, clean and enterprising, and worthy of the success they h-.ve won.
Health and i-.n
life to ail of them!—Kennebec Journal

venioiu to Uu«

tl-htug ground*,

Casgif farter, Weighing 400
Pounds, Dies at South Bluehill.
Bluehill, Jan. 9 (special) Miss Cassie
Garter, the fat gir! of Maine, died at her
home in South Bluehill Monday
Miss
Carter was in the thirtieth year of her

»

co*

>

light

fog bell, struck by machinery, would guide fishermen
Into this harbor
a beu they could not find
It without such abi
D Is estimated that these could be establish* d
for fit.400
station with s

A short time ago in th s column reference wa» made to the execution of Ebenext r

Ball,

at

Oastine.

A correspondent from
copy of some verses which
were written on his death by Rev. Jonathan Fisher, of Bl uehill.
There are. 14 J
Blue hill has

a

lines in the poem, rhyming
It is printed in two columns,
paper 17x11 inches.
picture of a

some

At the

by couplets.
on a

top is

sheet of
a

grut

suspended on a
of people all
great
woodcut was also made by

gallows,
about. The
Father Fisher.

Miss

s

veulent In dlsoiuce and has uch good holding
ground and 1* ms well sucltereu, especially Irvin
all th* wnr«t winds, northeasterly and caster!
from which shelter Is most needed. It 1* htgtm
valued and much frequented by Ashermeu.

with

MAINE’S FAT GIRL DEAD.

and Is

man

a

mass

bottom of the
“Printed aod for sale by
Backstovrn”
Holland,
(now Bucksx.-ucts:
port). Fol. wing ax«. a
At

the

sheet it reads:
A. H.

—

age. and weighed at her death
over 400 pounds.

something

Miss Carter, when born, weighed only
six and one-half pounds. Her father was
• man of medium weight, and her mother
'weighed only 115 pounds. Not until she

LINKS

[On the dealn of Ebencx*r Ball, woo was
cuted ai C'aetiue October SI. 1811, lor the
derol John Ttleatou Down».j

exemu

The day la coroe, the M.lemn hour draws near,
When O, poor Ball, you quickly must appear
Before your God amt Judae.
Tn-mtodou*
What dark foreboding* well mty Intervene
With him, mhoae soul la not by grace within
Flimly supported and released from aln.

year old did the child show any
abnormal increase in weight, but in her
acond year she began to accumulate flesh.
At the age at twenty months she weighed
sixty-five pounds, and at five yuan of age
ahe weighed 162 pounds.
Since that time she had continued to
gain flesh. Her weight and measurements
when last taken, nearly two years ago.

Tho’ death eternal stares, devoid of fear
You seem, nor drop one penitential tear.
God's messenger* you slight, wbos* frtendh

five

Would

•wis

a

as follows:
Weight, 385; height,
feet, four inches; waist measure, four
feet, five inches; bust measure, five feet;
hips, six feet. Since then it is estimated
ahe had gamed about
fifty pounds in
weight.
Death was due to fatty degeneration of |
the heart.

Hard as a rock of adament or steel.
Can nothing move yon? Nothing make you feel?

care

were

W.

Political Notes.
E. Rragdon. of Franklin,

that he is

a

announces

candidate for representative to

legislature from the class towns of
Franklin, Sorrento, Sullivan, Goulds boro.
East brook. Winter Harbor, Waltham and
piantationa Nos. 7, 8, 9,10, 21 and 23. Mr.
Bragdor states that it is generally conthe State

that Franklin will name the next
representative and that he is receiving
ceded

assurances

nearly

from

leading republicans

all the towns in

m

the class.

Ptr« at East Franklin.
Franklin, Jan. 9 (special)—The dwelling and bara of Mrs. Frank Patten at
BaSt Franklin, with connecting extension,
were burned yesterday afternoon.
The fire started in the barn from some
aw known cause, and spread to the house.
All the furniture was saved.
The loss is estimated at fl AGO
with
insurance of

|9A0

fare

your soul from

eadless, black dec

Tttelr counsel* you despise, from all they say
You turn your face disdainfully away.
Ye gazing crowd, behokl the wretched man!
Hard tbo' be Is, yet pity, while you can.

The young people and many of the older
people are enjoying the splendid skating.
On Sunday there was quite a crowd at
Eagle lake. Several ice boats were out,
and with the strong breese, had rare

Tho' some short season, you
escape the sword
Of justice here, mark this
unerring word:
Heaven’s holy vengeance will at length purtu
Toor wtlty souls, and
bring your crimes t

Dated, BiuehUl Nov., ian.
MOSES* VXOftAL WORK Is
widely klo»
Address BAR HARBOR only.
all
the
0*eo
year round.

A.

basketball team

re-

BOWLING

similar
and

Editor of the .4nw*rwan:

To the

by

I take the following from the Lewiston
Journal of the 6th inst. Will you please
insert it in The American ?

ing

a

some

when

a

As I

was

looking

I found

week

has
can

on

my apple tre^s
large number

There

over
who

wei

Every persoi

tree.

one

Men 1st
I. O. O. F. 1st
Masons 1st
Red Men 2d
Foresters 2d
I. O. O. F. 2d
Masons 2d

Knights

since.

ever

facturer,

Knights

at

He
one

was a

1.

*-C

"a

mind and

iium

ui

a

omnivorous reader.

society people

ligion

nireiigtn oi
and

a kind and indulgent
father, a good neighbor, and a worthy citixen, and will be sorelv missed.
The funeral was at St. Joseph's Catholic
church Monday. Jan. 8, at 9 a. m., Rev. J.
D. O'Brien officiating.
The church was
well filled with sympathinng friends. The
bearers were
M. J. Drummev. David
Friend, Jeremiah Hurley and D. L Fields.
Interment was at Mt. Oalvarv cemetery.

CHENEY.

Johu M. Cheney, tor many year# an esteemed resident of Elisworth, died Saturday at the home of his daughter. Mrs. W.
T. Bradley, in Tomahawk, Wis.
Mr.

Cheney

was

eighty-two

years of
of his life haa
He was an en-

We offer Oae Hundred Dollars Reward for
say case of catarrh that cannot be cared by
J
Hall's Catarrh Cave.
r. J. CHENEY A CO, Toledo. O.
We, the undersigned, hare known ff. J.
Cheney for the law 15 Tears, sad babes' Mm
perfectly honorable la all buslines transactions
nad financially able to carry sot an v a Mirations
made by Ms firm.
Wau>»g, Kiaras A Msitib.
Hall*,
dtreetiy upon the blood aad mucous surfaces of
the system. Testimonial- teat free.
Price 75
cents a bottle. Sold by t
Dmrjl.u
Take Hall’s knmlly rule for constipation.

Clearing

•"
••

woman

The

prune their genea-

grow

goods

50c
•'

and LACES

as

final.

■

yard; reduced from

ALL STAPLE

Everything

7t*c.

Ladies’

and

DttY 00008

KKOOLEO.
prices

in the store will go at marked-down

M.

GALLERT.

Klantrt.

R

its--

OOM with board by lady with one child.
Address Mr-*, Frank Pitt*. Kl swortb.

•*»

LETTER TO ELLSWORTH AMERICAN READERS.
A. I'archer Guarantees Hyomei to
Catarrh or It Costa Nothing
Editor of the Ellsworth American:—
In view of the prevalence of catarrhal troubles at this season of the
year, I want to tell your readers that
I have never sold anything that gave
G.

Cure

satisfaction than Hyomei, when
used in catarrhal troubles.
You get
immediate relief from the treatment,
and consistent use will prove to
every
sufferer, as it has to many of our customers, the virtue of this preparation.
The complete
Hyomei outfit consists of a pocket inhaler, a medicine
dropper, and a bottle of Hyomei. and
the price is only $l, while additional
bottles can be obtained for 50 cents.
I positively guarantee a cure when
Hyomei is used in accordance with
directions, or I will refund your
money. This certainly shows our faith
and belief in the virtues of Hyomei.
Yours very truly,
G. A. 1'ARCHER.
more

A common mistake of local advertisers
is to estimate the value of
advertising
space of one newspaper by the amount
asked by souse other publication. It is a
mistake of judgment for a business man
to estimate the value of space in a
reputable newspaper with a good circulation
that
some
other
by
of
publication which
will accept business at any price and be
Times.

REDUCED.

iujd 10c per yard.
in Silks. About a dress patii 111
terns of Foulard Silks
Mi.

Wash Dress Goods Reduced.

say that people who marry
to look alike. She-Then you

HtDrrtisnnnus.

to

TOC
*1.10

-RoberUon.

*, M.nKl-T.
B VIC HAK' OH
0|»n Mil ilir )rir 'r«uu4.

pleased

••

«*

1

j

30c

A lot of tine Scotch Ginghams, the lttc kind, reduced to U 1.&
12 l-:ic Percales at 0 l-2e. 15c Dimities and Lawns O 1.2c.

wrong with the rewho never has a kindly

j must considei my refusal
j
M

35c and

at

Our reduc-

UNDERWEAR.

Men of earnest thought an1 quiet contemplation exercisa a wonderful influence

soon

T9 eta- reduced

We have several small lots of Misses’, Children’s
J’mier*ear which we close at a reduction.

He—They
i

There are some

YVaifct Patterns at

*1.00
1.80

t.awu-d

numbers, according to recent
estimates, there are 10),0(X) autom >biles in
use in the United States.

of action

50c dress

sn^bt he

In round

over men

~M eta.

78C

Biggest Bargain

thought of her rival.

!

Sale.

Clearing

See our bargains at 5c

something

a

Great

a

Greatly Reduced.

EMBROIDERIES

at 59c per

of

of

Out the Black and Colored Dress Goods.

Our

It sometimes happens that when a young
man dotes on a girl her strenuous father
acts as a.i antidote.

deep thinker,

ami now all th t are lrft will

A bona tide clearance. Price surprises fei yowr favor.
tions have been more radical than ever.

tions.

There is

#50.00

WAISTLNGS.

logical trees by cutting their poor relaIf one is to keeb his aim in
must not have too many aims,
Kcerett bar.

business,

Quickstep

A lot of white Mercerized
from #1.50 ami #2.Ou.

Carter of the Odd Fellows’ first team was
second with 1.9M pins.
Harold F. Carter
of the Odd Fellows’ second team, was
w
third, ith 1,927 pins.
Some

fur

Waists

No of pins
14,856
14,579
14,372
13,934
13,350
Masons’ first

O. O. F.

Margaret and Lucy.
Mr. Monaghan was

JOHN M.

of

big

a

We offer all of our fall wool Waists at
among them sold as high as *2.uu.

Knights of Pythias
H. E. Wakefield, of the
team had the highest individual score, his
total number of pins being 1,991.
A. E.

re-

He was an independent in politios, and in the later years
of his life his thinking took him away
from old party tinea, and into social ism.
\ir. Monaghan was the father of a
family of thirteen children. Mrs. Monaghan died in February, 1893. Of this large
family of children eight are living-Alice,
wife of Edoiou E.io,
of
Stomngton;
Annie, wife of Arthur H. Urant. of Attleboro, Mass.; Mabel, wife of Carroll J.
Swan, of Boston; T. Frank, of Uardiner;
Charles E., of Ellsworth, and Misses Mary,

an

2d

Foresters

manu-

practically

unusual

character,

Pythias

Masons

time did

dozen years or so he had
ared from active business.

of

7,291

••

scarfs and small furs at a reduction of oiie-llilrd to one-half

March Out to the

7,181
7,081
6,946
6,643
6,401

"

$:i7..'M)

#.'16.00

of foi mer price
Wc !:ave liail

7,298

Red Men

the

Ellsworth’s

carriage

which

#45.oO

**

Mtiffs,

Pythias 1st
relative standing of the combined

The

the largest
business in that line in Hancock county,
employing a large crew. For the past
aau

<M*e
98c
1 48

Women'. I in-lined Coats, black broadcloth covering
lednceil fn.ni #27..V)
$17.98
$.'i 1 /Mi reduced from

$27.oO

7,311

Foresters 1st

aged and most highly-respected citizens,
died Saturday, Jan. 6, after an illness of
aoout thro. *. e.ks with a complication of
dis-ascs, at the home of his son-in-law,
John E. i>oyh.
Mr. Monaghan w as a nati/e of Ireland.
He was Dorn in 1829. lie came to this
country w hen a young man, and had lived
here

7flc

$1.12

FURS REDUCED.

fol-

No. of pins
7,558
7,398

Red

MONAGHAN.

of

#1.2:1
35c

—

was as

lows :

OBI IT AK\

one

••

offer at

Fellows secured
Masons’ teams were

The standing of the teams

orchard should burn every neat he
find.
Rodney Alb

Stephen Monaghan,

98c

we

Odd

and the

third.

an

STEPHEN

The

place

second

possessors of the handwas offered by the

teams:
last

brown tail moths' nests.

twenty

proud

79c

at

Eiderdown Dressing Sacks, #1.00, now
"
'■
#l,5o.
*•
•*
*2.00,
We have some long Kimonos and Hath Robes
one-third of former price.

each order hav-

cup which

silver

association.

ineoib r of the

over

a

represented,

first and second team. The Red Men
winners of the tournament, and

became the

Editor of The American:

To the

interest

has been induced

th-

succeed lion. L C. Mow,
airing bis views of the hII important Issue of
*‘l am for probihuion
resubmiaaion aa follows
Oral and 1 tat an* all the time, and on er no circuiti (dance* whatever mould 1 vole for re ubml-x-lon. nor would 1 accent m- nomination
under any other conditions. A* to the oitMr
senate lo

questions, my rtcord,

were

the

Wrappers

••
••
••
1.50
50c Kimono Sacks, at
"
#1.00
"
1.50

Five fraternal organ-

this tournament.

were

Male

has created

contest

izations

Hrary R. Dawson, of Monroe, announces
hl» candidacy for the republican nomination lo
the

#1.00 Flannelette or Percale
••
••
••
1.25

TOURNAMENT.

friendly rivalry that

DRESSING SACKS AND WRAPPERS.

KIMONOS

The bowling tournament at the alleys of
the Y. M. C. A. closed Friday evening. No

Candidates.
Eden, Jan. 8, 1906.

“I p to” the
West

pall-bearers.

country's coin; your deeds of fraud giv
•

Y. M. C.

Take your choice of Cadies' Suits, recardless of former cost at #4.‘.1K
Coats at #2.98, $4.98 at $7.48.
iM per cent, reduction on Ureas skirt*.
Misses' and Children's (laments, a reduction of .T1 1-/1 per cent.

turned

country has known.
A. F. Qrekly.

body

o'er,

REMARI\ABLK KKDlCTlt »NS.

sport.
The

j

SUITS, COATS, SKIRTS.

Saturday from a four days’ trip,
for a protest from every intelligent
during which they played three games,
and woman, nothing but the last trump winning them all by good scores. Wedwill arouse them from their slumber.
nesday night they beat Old Town high
Let us hope and pray that Dr. Fulton 25 to 12; Thursday, Winterport, 34 to 13,
has awakened an interest in the grandest
and Friday, Frankfort, 38 to 1.

age, and the greater part
been spent in Ellsworth.
gineer by trade, and for many tears was
He hangs ex pirlng! Chilled la every rein
I employed by the Halls.
Thro' the vast crowd; a sudden thrill of pain
Five year* ago he went West to live with
his daughter. He
Darts through each nerre;a sudden deep aar
spent a few weeks here
last
prtae
summer, and his joy at his return to
familiar scenes and faces was onlv equalled
Moves the whole host, and mingled moans arise
by that of his host of friends at seeing
The day Is dark, the lowering clouds
appear,
To all these the news of his death
: him.
From point to point the winds.
Increasing veer : came with a keen sense of personal ioaa.
Cold mists at length from eastern seas arise
The
will be brought here for interAnd tbreat’niag tempests murmur thro* the ment. It is
expected to arrive to morrow.
X skies.
A delegation from L.vgonia lodge. F. and
No pleasant sun roll* down a smiling west,
A. M.. of which the deceased w as a memThe lively emblem of a spirit blest.
ber, will receive the body here and act as
There will be no services
Ye, the late comrades of the man we saw
here.
This day fail victim to the offended law
Break your base league; dare counterfeit no
Haw's This?
Your

Every January Deduction Sale of the | ast, anil they have been
notable enough, is to lie excelled —that certainly Is shown in the variety
of the merchandise, the soundness of the qualities offered, the marvelBargains press forward
lous cheapness of the most desirable kinds.
from every section of the store nothing shall lie loft behind if price
h ill sell it.
No goods will be charged during this sale. All goods sold
strictly for cash.

man

our

BEGINS.

KNOW SO WELL

post-graduate study.

idiots,
untaxed Indians, is not sufficient to call

reform

REDUCTION SALE YOU

THE GOOD OLD-FASHIONED JANUARY

W. Bunker and wife, who left
New York, spent a few days
in Boston. They left last Friday for New
York, where the doctor w ill begin at once

dation of the board is

by fishermen to be exceedingly good d hlng
grounds. The most profitable fishing Is during
November and December, when northeast snowstorms are apt to prevail, and are often of great
severity. Toe trawls s*t by fishermen c.onoi
be suddenly left without material toss or nl*ad
vantage, and when storms or night Mppro&cb,
the vessels often need to reinala on the grounds
till the last moment, when It Is of the utmost
Importance mat tin y i«v aide. qulofcl) and with
certainty and s.f«-*y, to mate a M-curc hsrt»or
Isle au IItut n »r »»r l- t»*«• »kj-i ttarimr cot*

WISE BUYERS, BE EARLY l

D.

Dr.

I hot** them* views will
adopted. The rec- House, will answer
ommendation is for a light at Robinson's meet with the approval ol the republican party
and separate e.at,-hood was promised
Isle au Haut thoroughfare, which of Waldo onuniy."
them in the act passed by Congress point,
is on the west side of the island, and
Who will be the next to show his colors?
and
are
averse
they
eight years ago,
would be of no value to vessels entering The temperance voters of Hancock county
tolling ties up with Oklahoma on Bluehill bay. The light would be pri- would like to hear from the senatorial
tbe statehood issue. A hearing will
marily for the benefit of fishermen. The candidates in said county.
aoon be given the delegation, aud tbe board in its report says:
E. M. Hamor.
Lower east Penob.-cot bay and the water
joint pressure from Indian Teniiory
The
Brotvntall
at
Brooklin.
seaward
for
a
di
lance
of
about
miles
and Arizona may result in soloing up
ten
outBrooklin, Jan. 5, 1906.
the two statehood measures lor an* side of Saddleback ledge lighthouse are claimed

Washington. They say that statehood

REDUCTION SALE.

last week for

crin inais and

ment classed with

JANUARY

animals.

The town of Sullivan has for many
capacity of all the
soapstones, and wbeu an unexpected guest years been noted for its progressive, wellinformed men a id women, and it has been
I—an elderly lady-put in an appearance,
the hospitable woman of the house rose a matter of surprise to those interested in
to tne emergency, went out and picked up the various reforms that the people of that
town have manifested so little interest in
a stone which she had noticed lying near
the fence of the adjoining church yard. matters of vital importance to our counIt served its purpose admirably as a bed- try.
If the disfranchisement of 30,000,000 of
warmer, but when, in the morning, the
guest examined more closely the stone, our people, who are taxed and not repreimagine her feelings when she discov- sented, held amenable to laws they have
ered that it was the footstone of a grave. no voice in making, and by our governhouse

r' St

A SALE
YOU WILL TALK
ABOUT.

M GALLERT

at the Casino Wednesday evening.
rejoice to hear
The ladies’ aid society gave a benefit
that as a result of the untiring efforts of
Surry citixens who will start post-cards of Dr. Abbie M. Fulton a meeting was held dance at Music hail Monday evening
crowd.
Surry.
at Sullivan last Friday evening, to hear which was attended by a large
Monday evening the installation of the
The
brown-tail moth has invaded the question of “Equal Political Rights
was
Brooklin. Rodney Allen reports finding for the Sexes” presented by Dr. Fulton. officers of Harmony chapter, O. E. 8.,
A good audience of the representative held in Masonic hall. Refreshments were
many nests on the trees in his orchard,
there being over twenty in one tree. This people of the village was present, and both served.
is the time to look for and destroy the men and women manifested their interest
On Friday evening, Jan. 12, the musical
able manner in clubs of the
nests, and the man who does so is not only in the subject, and the
University of Maine will give
close
their
was
which
it
loss
presented, by
a concert at the Casino to be followed by
through
saving himself from serious
end.
until
the
next
attention
the depredations of the caterpillars
dancing. Thirty men will take part in
That the speaker made a good impression the concert.
summer, but is a public benefactor.
and
able
manner
her
earnest
presentaby
Miss Juliette Nickerson went Monday
A good story came to the ears of the tion of a righteous cause was evident from
to Vinalhaven w here she wiL investigate
Hanone
of
of
the
women
from
that
twelve
the
fact
the
other
leading
day
Gossiper
the condition of the sheep on the islands
cock’s neighbor counties. It was in one of in the village enrolled their names as
in the vicinity in the interests of the
of
where
houses
members
of
the
those country
soapstones
Equal Suffrage league
society for the prevention of cruelty to
The
were in

rights

cal

_

W.

jr Quarter

SbbntisnnntU.

IIAR HARBOR

ComBpontirnct.

COUNTY GOSSIP.

get it.—Leavenworth (Kansas)

Host.
AND BRUSH SET- Between residences of C. B. Monaghan on Birch are.,
and J. E. Doy e on StabawT road. Will finder
please return to C. h. Monaoham. Ellsworth*

COMB

Sptifal Nonas.

*“!'*<:r’“»r

Hereby giee. notice lb.1
rP*1* b»» t»rer duly
I
appointed e.ecub
,r ,rf
*“<* IMUMDI of wim.it, r.
Bmilh. late of Mi. u„m. ln ,h,
coaDty of
bond! being required
h.'ftff?11’no
,n‘" °»
All Demon, herle,
f .g.in.i
“Ifthe»M.
demand.
estate of Mid deeest'd
are
to

uesired to prasent the umr for settle*n<1 1,1 Indebted thereto are
reqiieit.-d
H
make payment immediately.
Btoonmnio B. Huit,

^January i^im.

rPH, s.*“h,crlbees
JP

NOTICE.

'VrOTICE it hereby giren that Edmond J.

Walsh, of ElUwortb, has made applies
tion to the State Board of Bar Examiners for
examination for admission to the Bar a| the
n< xt session of the Board to be held at Bangor
on the first Tueaday of February. idoa.
Joum B. M 4 DIG AX,
Secretary of the Board.
AT

NOTICE.
is hereby giren that George B.
Hadlock. of Ialesforj, has made application to the Slate Board ©.* Bar Bsaminera
7"'r.xamiuers
for examination for admission to the
Bar at
the next session of the Board to be held at
Bangor on the first Tueaday of February. IIS
John B. Maoioan,
of the Board.

NOTICE

__Secretary

CARO OF THANKJi.
the undersigned, desire to thank 'the
people at Ellsworth who were so kind
and untiling
-—•■"8 in their efforts to
w render
rentier all
a.i the
tne
.^l.t.uc. pou bl, during the .ickne«
and
death of Mrs. Flora Brown
recently.
Mas. Boss Stbilk (mother).
Known (husband).

WE.
--

•«

-—

-——

—

NOTICE.
U. 8. CmcciT Coubt. Main* Durntcr. *
Poatlahd. Dec. ®, 1906.
{
to the rules of the Circuit
Court of the United States for the DieOict of Maine, notice is
hereby
that
TO^worth, in said district.
has applied for admission as au
attorney
7 and
counsellor of said Circuit Court.
E- Hmv, Clerk.

PURSUANT

giecu,

SygJRr.W1*0*

__J*M«a

SPECIAL NOTICE.
not trespass in Cuniculocua
Park.
demand
xand protection to life and
pro pert
from the c<-Maine, and I
O. Pun Amts.

D°

-*

Brow'1un
®* prOTOCtlOU
forbid nil persons harbor
by iwroiu
barborin*
in* or tr«
trs
h.r on my account,
>ng
ing ner
M
.cconnt, as
p.y
* no b
of Tier competing nfter

MYbe7orh?ri ll/"*' ““’1Hhlllk»’ing
tbl.deu

EHiwortb,

Dee. so.

lgos.^*011*-

D> b*0W!

by the

hereby gtee notice 1'iu

l“ljr appointedof ekecul.
Mart.
,wl'1 »od testament
in the eonmy of
A1 Bocf*P°rt,
no bond,

term, of

n

saw) will.

All

being ieqi.ir*d
h»nnf

person.

f‘be estate or..l7deSeaoS
‘be same lor aetile.Ja-ff.Indebted
P''r“^ thereto
™enl* *®d
are
to make payment

requested

immediately

_ii:: j:

rPu® »ab*cnher hereby gives notice that
dalJ appointed eiecutrls
I."f*n
will
and testament of Abble K.
tirffa1^Lw°,e» ElMworth. in the county
■**
no bond» b«iD*
ot “Ml wtIL All persons
tbs estate of aa*
*'present the same ft#
a»d *11 indebted thereto are
Wmenl immeo Lately1
nog,
January
Bkeths Joy THonreo*

h

‘V®1*

*•*,„*“•*?V

_

*?b*c.ril>€r *»ereny gives notice that
appointed executor of
.wl uS
n-.d?ly
*nd
testament of Clarissa ('•
,wl4n °*
Lamoine, in the county of
^v*«* hood* *•tb*
srsbsr^.ftod
All persons haring demands
of “id deceased are oeI**uu th*
for

23d.‘f lpIe“n*
*hdehted
JJi
make*2
payment
January i.

PpHE

of\h.

r}°£r**

settlement,

thereto

are

immediately.
I90g.

requested

to

Pnanx L. Honcxm*.

subscriber hereby gives notice that
duly appointed executor
io
will and testament of John 0.
.©f Hartaville, in the county
“d «iT*n bond, a. ih.
d*f*f**dPersons haring demands

U„Hdii££i'

IKlf

«e«at#-of said deceased ere da*
settlement, and
»r* requested to m*h*

lintdPhf .*??*
payment^1 tbereto

P^^U^jdiAtely.
pHB isbKnbd

H. T. 8iiA»t.

hereby gives notice that

^"oooo bnrlxii

‘bo

demand.

ignUU

*‘®e*oLed are desired to preilfV4
for settlement, and all indexed

eame

nad^Uly

"<i***‘*d

JnnuUfi, ItM

to

make

payment

ua-

Dun Dgaft-

FROM WASHINGTON.

HANCOCK COUNTY

rinn to Abolish Small Customs Dintrfcta-Maine In the Navy.
Washington, D. C., Jan. 8 (special)—
The State ot Maine i« doing her part in
keeping up the Unitod States navy. Figfurea given out at the bureau ot navigation
a few days ago show that there are 277
bnliated men in the navy who were born
in Maine. Theae are more than half
enough to man one of the big new battleahi|ie and make a good proportion for the
Pine Tree State, when it ia remembered
that the total enlisted force of the navy
ia 20,8W. Some of the 277, howe ver, now
hail from other statet, as but 102 are now
residents of Maine.
The other New England atatea do even
Conbetter than Maine in enlistment.
necticut, a state of about the same size,

REPORT

TREASURER

OF

AND

COUNTY COMMISSIONERS.
COUNTY

IN

EXCELLENT

CONDITION,

BUT

CASH

FINANCIAL
BALANCE

SMALLER THAN LAST YEAR.

report of the county commissioners, Nahum Hinckley, John P.
Kldridge and O. W. Foss, with reports of
County Treasurer Tapley and Sheriff
Mayo, has been completed.
The annual

The report this year is larger than usual,
including a court directory and list of
county officers, with terms of eupreme
court, probate court and county commissioners' court.

The report shows a decrease in the net
for the year of f4,81‘2.06, against

has 197 natives among the Jackies of the
navy, of whom 442 are now residents of

resources

Investigation violations of liquor law:
25.00
Balance 1904: James A. Hill,
43.14
Aaron S. Bunker,
212.96
1906, Byron H. Mayo,
426.84
David W. Carney,
379.37
Joseph H. Eaton,
369.04
Michael A. Shea,
333.60
Bloomfield Higgins,
174.24
Burke Leach,
24.29
R. H. Springer,
20.40
John E. Webster,
19.40
David Wescott,
17.48
R. H. Howard,
F. M. Douglass,
15.30
8.00
Eugene Warren,
B. H. Mayo, express liquors,
66.78
46.00
Attorney prosecuting liquor cases,
120.00
Turnkey,
426.26
Janitor,
Water supply for courthouse and
75.00
jail,
105.19
Telephone service,

aubcttignnrua.

ALL THAT’S LEFT HERE IS YOURS
AT A SMALL PART

INTEREST KEEPS UP IN THE CLEARANCE SALE.

winter underwear and hosiery, handkerchiefs, mufflers, gloves, and all the
belongings of
dress, are being cleared off the counters, sold out, wrapped up, and carried off to give comfort
and service to somebody.

Too Huch

Their remuneration has been small in all
but two or three of the Maine customs

districts, but their good standing has
given the service dignity and, under such
conditions, smuggling has beeu inih h less
than it would have been had the govern-

Aurora,
Bluehill,
Brook 1 in,

a

list of the courny tax for

101.15
53.73

Unpaid
Unpaid

Mt. Desert, fl,940.15 Due
306.08 Due
Orland,

006.90

Otis,

281.10

Penobscot,
Sedgwick,

49.94

341.19

on
on

Balance

plantations,
road taxes in plantations,
stenographer’s bill,
probate court-fees for 1904,
taxes in

due

Weaver,

on

fine of C.

only kept inspectors

on

“The collectors in

—

not allowed to pass
ulees there is assurance against those two territories coming

tottfthe Union singly.

and Jail,
Slot machine investigation,

Here in This Stock.

Wb ARE DETERMINED TO CLOSE OUT THIS STOCK.
IT’S YOUR OWN FAULT IF YOU MI-S THIS SALE.
We have certainly been calling your attention to it.
People have
been talking about it. Many of your friends and neighbors have
been here and keep on coining for more of the bargains that are to
be picked up here every day on the counters.

If you

Man of

are a

Here is

Family

and have

Boys

to

f

Clothe,

chance for a substantial saving. Bring the lads with
you and see what we can do toward fitting them out for all the
year ’round at sale prices. Boys’ and youths’ goods are all included in the general reduction. Mothers of boys will appreciate
the values and understand what the sale means, when
they see
the way we are selling these goods.

t

a

^

taking approaches; time presses; the values will not wait
lor your convenience. W'e are going to crowd such selling into
the next few days as will make a big hole in this collection of

Stock

goods.

nmiaT)w

*

come

the:

while:

sale:

on,

is

NOT WHEN IT’S OVER.
A. little cash will go a long way now. You may as well take what
you want while the goods are
here and the chance is offered. Somebody will get them if you don’t, for we mean to
dispose of
them. I* irst come, best served, is the motto of a sale like this-—where
every day sees lines
broken, lots partially closed, the last of some bargain that cannot be

replaced.

Men’s Pants, $1.50, $1.75, $2,

81.25
and
$5.50,
Campion, $5
now 82.50
now

The all-wool

Youths’ Suits,

$0.50, $7

and

$7.50,
now

,

Suits, $10 and $12,

Youths’

now

84.98
88.00

Boys' Suits, $2.50 anil $3,
Boys’ Suits, $4, $5 and $0,

now
now

All of

our

$1

HATS.

$1.75
$3.98

Shirts marked down to 79c
One of the largest line of
hats in the city;
your

choice, $1.98

i ins sale commenced

ihursday, Jan. 4, and lasts until Thursday, Jan. 18.
weeks for bargain-seekers.
Money refunded if goods are not satisfactory.

Two whole

RELIABLE CLOTHING CO.,
GEO.

F».

SfVI ITM,

IVIgr.

FIRST NAT. BANK BLOCK,

MAIN AND STATE STS.

81.95 |
437.96

BORN,

WHITE VS. FITTS.

14 80
26.25

Case of Interest

A.
150.00

273.14
Brooksville, 320.83
Total resources,
|10,351.06
guard.
201.07
Bucksport, 1,102.10 Horrento,
Liabilities.
***
Mai^pe tgMu'hgff
403.18
585.38 Htoningion,
Castine,
on bills of cost allowed by
each case a deputy or twof-when- needed,
Due
400.77
('ranberry I., 216.00 Sullivan,
The
and these have been capable men.
1253.01
supreme court,
220.60
519.65 Surry,
Daer Isle,
collections
Due on bills of cost allowed by
is
annual
result
that, while the
117.03 Swan’s Island, 202.57
Dedham,
576.50
have been small, except at such ports as
county commissioners,
64.15 S. W. Harbor, 434.35
East brook,
58.50
Due on constables’ fees,
Hangor and Portland, the collections at Eden,
324.92
0,101.24 Tremont,
Due Hancock county law liBoston and other ports have been much
107.08
Trenton,
Ellsworth, 2,312.08
1,016.80
brary association,
larger than they would have been with a Frank in,
78.22
439.80 Verona,
leas efficient service at the various points I
88.90
410.43 Waltham,
Gould*
boro,
:
Total
901.81
liabilities,
fl,
over Maine.
374.43 Winter Har., 423.07
Hancock,
Total resources, Dec. 30, 1905,
110,351.05
“I do not anticipate any difficulty in
I.
36.44
83.06
Long PI.,
IsleauHaut,
Total liabilities, Dec. 30, 1905,
1,904.81
defeating such a plan as Mr. Tawney pro233.83
Lamoine,
poses, even should it ever pass the House,” i
24
Dec.
Net
resources
06.07
30,1906,
|8,446
120,013.65
Mariaville,
“The
added the senior Maine senator.
Comparative Statement.
Amount assessed on towns as
Maine eustoms officials have no reason to
|13,058.30
20,013.65 Net resources Dec. 31, 1904,
above,
be disturbed.”
Net resources Dec. 30, 1906,
8,446.24
Amount assessed on unincorEx-Gov. Burleigh observed to-day that
858.42
porated places,
Not decrease in 1906,
|4,612.06
he thought there was “little danger of the
Timber and grass on reserved
STATE ROADS.
PM being adopted. The idea that it
22.06
lands,
would result in economy is a mistaken
During the past year the county com$20,894.13 missioners have visited twenty-one towns
one, as the government would lose much
more than tht extra amount of salaries,
TREASURER'S REPORT.
in the county, as required by the laws
were the plan to be put in operalion by
is a summary of the county regulating the expenditure upon State
Following
the treasury department.”
treasurer’s report, which has been exam- roads. The towns visited and receiving
ined and approved by the county com- aid from the State are Amherst, Bluehill,
Congress resumes its session this week. missioners :
Brooklin, Brooksville, Bucksport, Castine,
The legislative wheels begin to turn in
Dedham, Eden, Ellsworth, Franklin, Han.Receipts.
Senate and House. As the date for reas$12,817.86 cock, Lamoine, Orland, Otis, Sedgwick,
Cash on hand Jan. 1, 1905,
sembling was Thursday, not much work
20,167.96 Stonington, Sullivan, Surry, Trenton,
will be done, but the committees of both Municipal tax, 1904-1906,
1,471.72 Waltham, Winter Harbor.
'rax on unincorporated places,
bodies have been preparing bills, and be348.89
JAIL REPORT.
State and county taxes,
fore long there w'ill be plenty to do.
road taxes,
1,019.24
The report of Sheriff Byron H. Mayo, as
The members of the Maine delegation in Plantation
court:
the House, headed by Gov. Burleigh, were Fines and costs, supreme
approved by the county commissioners, is
2,143.00 as follows: Number of weeks board of
Violation of liquor law,
In no
here on time to be in their seats.
478.19
other law's,
of
Violation
prisoners for 1906, 217 1-7; number of priswinter for several years have the Maine
Fines and costs:
oners committed during the year, twentymen had more work on hand in Washing172 06
Har
Harbor
court,
municpal
nine
twenty-six males; three females.
ton. This is especially true of Gov. Bur149.51
Western Hancock mun. court,
The various offenses for which they w’ere
leigh, to whom Speaker Cannon llooks in
50.22 committed were: Assault, four; larceny,
Ellsworth municipal court,
iarge part to frame up the omnibus public
15.00 eight, intoxication, 10; malicious mischief,
Oeorge R Fuller,
sale of intoxicating liquors,
building bill, which will be passed at this
13.93 one; illegal
B H Mayo, sheriff,
session of Congress. There now remain
one; debt, three; forgery, one; violation
1,303.84
of county officers,
Fees
of game law, one.
but few members of experience on the
Alcohol from seized liquors:
committee in passing biUs of that charac92.48
H
F
From
Whitcomb, 1901,
“Wiggins is a w hole lot of a sportsman,
ter. One of them is Gov. Burleigh, and as
38 37
isn’t he?” “Yes, a dead game sportsman.”
From B H Mayo, 1906,
he has given careful atteutioa to the needs
M. Laughlin for bar examinations, 16.80 “A what?” “Buys most of his game.”
of the country for public buildings, his
1T2.46
Interest on deposits,
She—What do you snppose is the caues
extent
a
is
relied
to
large
judgment
upon
.75
American Express Co. for damages,
He—I think the
of so many divorces?
in determining just what items shall go
road
alteration
county
Stumpage,
numerous marriages must have something
into the omnibus bill, and what items
18
00
in Hancock,
to do with it.
shall be left out.
3,000.00
Temporary loan,
There is as yet no culture, no method of
Many northern people are tarrying in
men, that is so rich and
$43,520.06 progress known to
Washington at this season of the year.
Total,
complete as that which is ministered by a
The climate remains for the most part as
EXPENDITURES.
great friendship.— Ph%Uipa Brooka.
truly
mild as early May, which, along with the
(367.40
Look for things to be glad about. Insist
attractions of Congress and a busy official Court house repairs,
winter, makes stay here unusually pleas- Court house furniture and supplies, 136.10 on being happy. It is your duty; it costs
ant.
This is also the time when the
637.52
effort, but it pays. Happiness comes only
RepairB at jail,
wealthy northern people, who spend their
56.02
furniture and supplies,
w inters in the
through making those around you happy.
South, remain here a week Jail
Mun.
or two, as a rest from their
There never was a day that did not
journey to Judge Western Hancock
Florida and Cuba.
16.50
bring its own opportunity for doing good
Court, expenses,
The statehood bill, which Maine men
that never coula have been done before
198.00
have had a lot to do with first and last, is Insurance,
4382 and never can be again.—William Burcoming to the front again. The Maine Stable,
leigh.
43.89
senators have both stoodvery firm against Collection of taxes in plantations,
Enterprising Druggist—Here’s a card,
30.96
making two new state* out of Arizona Repairs on Brooks ville bridge,
and New Mexico,, and they have not
36.00 madam. Every time you buy something
treasurer,
County
their
the
chknged
attitude in
slightest.
867.42 I’U punch it. When two dollars’ worth is
When the biU gets over to the Senate Plantation roads,
purchased you get five soda water tickets
again it will ba thoroughly debated and Electric lighting for court house
ment

Honey Tied Up

We can use whatever cash the goods brin;;, even if it shrinks to a
part of what we paid. What
is more, we need the space these goods occupy : shelf room, counter
room, is a valuable thing in
a clothing store, where we must look far
ahead, where shipments of next season’s merchandise
are received long be foie ihe time comes for
selling them.

—

Following is
1906, all paid:
f
Amherst,

overcoats, good

dashery,

j

appointed

ORIGINAL PRICES.

Men are being outfitted here every day with less of a cash
outlay than you’d ever believe possible
unless you actually come here yourself, and see with your own
eyes just what we are doing in
the sacrifice of tine clothes for little mortey. Stylish suits and
hats and haber-

Wood and coal for courthouse and
a net increase of fBfi0.32 in 1904, and a net
732.61
the state, lint, of course, Connecticut has increase of
jail,
in 1903.
The cash
ft,916.84
several cities of considerable size near the balance this
binding and blank bookB, 637.60
is f9,640.00, against |12,- Printing,
year
340.00
scat-oast and a goodly number of the sail- 817.86
last year, a reduction of |3,177.77. Stationery,
recruited from coast ;
303.16
ora nowadays are
This decrease in balance and resources is Express, telegrams, postage, etc.,
Clerk of courts,
744.60
cities.
due to two causes heavy bills
principally
Sew Hampahire, which has only a short
2,189.90
of costs for coroners’ inquests and grand County commissioners,
Board of prisoners,
646.59
coast line and but one city of any size on
in Bobbins murder case, on
jury
inquest
for prisoners,
26.35
that coast, has ltitl native sons in the navy
the one hand, and a falling off in amount Clothing
Medical attendance for prisoners,
98.00
of whom 166 claim that state as their pres- received
from liquor tines, from fl,451.09
Bhode Island haa 172 naIndexes of records,
320.67
ent residence.
in 1901, to |2,143.00 last year, or a decrease
Road notices and surveys,
147.95
tive aona in the United States navy and
of |2,308.09. The cost for investigation of
Sheriff’s incidental expenses.
70.8-1
372 Jackies claiming that state as their violations of
the liquor law last year was
98.70
Miscellaneous,
place of residence.
about |700 greater than in 1904.
commissioners’ bills of costa:
Massachusetts is the second state in the
There were fewer prisoners in the county County
Criminal actions,
Union in the matter of navy enlistments,
1,524.83
than in 1904, the report of the sheriff
jail
Coroners’ expenses,
907.13
again emphasizing the patriotism of the showing a total number of twenty-nine
to
239.18
New England people. The enlistments of
Agents, cruelty
animals,
as against forty-six in 1904, with
prisoners
State and county taxes,
321.00
native born Massachusetts men are 2,170,
a total of 217 weeks
board last year as
Salaries of officers:
while 2,870, or enough to man five big batof
The
cost
825
the
before.
against
year
Judge of probate,
1,200.00
tleship*, claim Massachusetts as the state board of
prisoners in the county jail dur950.00
of their residence.
Register of probate,
as
the
ing
past year was, however, |627.98
Clerk hire,
300.00
In the older days of the republic, reor
an
of
in
against f813.93
average
19(M,
Clerk of courts, six months,
1,060.00
cruiting officers could go down on the about
week
in
1904
and
|2.89 per
|2.50 per
150.00
Clerk hire, six months,
coast of Maine and pick up plenty of comweek in 1906.
650.00
Register of deeds, six months,
petent men for service in the navy on
This greater coaf for care of prisoners
Clerk hire, six months,
450.00
short notice. But matters have changed
may be attributed to the new law which
Judge Ellsworth municipal court, 600.00
greatly. Not snly are the sailor lads on went into effect
this
law
July 1. Under
Recorder Ellsworth municipal
the coast of Maine fewer than they used
the county is required to buy the food for
to lie, hut they are not as competent to
and
prisoners and provide for the cooking
Judge Western Hancock municilight the country’s ships wifhout trainserving of it, instead of contracting with
600.00
pal court,
ing. The time was wheh they needed lit- the sheriff for board of
prisoners at |2.50
Recorder Western Hancock
Now months and years of
tle training.
week, the sheriff finding everything
300.00
service on the battleships are necessary to per
municipal court,
as
heretofore. The new arrangement
Bar Harbor municipal
the making of good Jackies, however
Judge
would doubtless result in a saving in
750.00
court,
brave and well put up they may be.
large counties where there are many pris800.00
Sheriff, six months,
but in Hancock county it will prove
oners,
a
about
commented
Hale
.Senator
425.00
to-day
County treasurer,
more expensive.
in
reorthe
to
on
foot
movement
Houpf
,000.00
Temporary loan,
The placing of all the county officers on
of
service
the
24.99
Interest on temporary loan,
country,
gtnixe the cuatotna
salaries resuits in considerable change
Allowed by supreme judicial court:
to abolish many of the old districts, where
in the items in the report this year, but
collections
are taken
email
,975.10
comparatively
Supreme court bills of costs,
as the salary arrangement did not begin
Grand jurors,
757.47
in, as is the case with many Maine dis1 for moat of the officers, or, in
until
July
in
Traverse jurors,
place
tricts, and substitute inspectors
,195.68
case of the county commissioners, not until
has
118.00
of collectors and deputies. The plan
Constables, serving venires,
no fair comparison
82.50
Clerk of courts,
been put forward
by Representative January of this year,
and
fee
between
tbe
salary
system
system
710.22
Sheriff and deputies,
Tawney, of Minnesota, imr? chairman of
can be made from this year’s report.
20.00
the committee on appropriations/*
Referees,
COUNTY TAX.
104.21
Auditors,
“Why, all that ia very dAf(" said Senator
Commissioner to examine proHale. “They have been trying to do that,
County Treasurer Tapley’s report of the
594.50
bate records,
at intervals, for many years, but* we have county tax makes an excellent showing.
never had difficulty In defeating it, tbr the
Not a dollar of the 1906 tax remains unTotal disbursements.
133,879.97
present system is generally satisfactory, collected, and in addition 1904 taxes due
Cash on hand,
9,640.09
Our customs ser- from Hast brook, ffjO.58, and Verona, $84.72,
and is not expensive.
ver in Maine has been very efficient. ,1 have been collected. Only once before has
|43,520.06
be conceded thii the such a
am sure it will
showing been made Ui 1903, when
RESOURCES AND LIABILITIES.
appointments have been good. Kepre- all taxes f ir the year and a back tax from
Resources.
ventative men in their respective com- Otis were collected.
Cash in treasury,
|9,640,09
as collectors.
been
munities have

op the

Ellsworth

to

Tried

Bangor.
The action of Robert H. White, of Bangor, vs. Frank Fitts, of Ellsworth, was
tried in the supreme court at Bangor last
week. The plaintiff sued to recover $4,000
In

damages growing out of a contract for
cutting stave wood. Plaintiff alleged that
May 25, 1904, he agreed to cut the timber
suitable for staves
land
saw

on

certain tract of

a

about 280 acres, and to
into logs of nine, twelve,

containing
the

same

fifteen and
rate of

fl

eighteen feet in length, at the
a

cord

as

fast

defendant

as

for use in his mill.
That defendant on Nov. 30, 1904, discharged him from his undertaking and
refused to allow him to continue in the
performance of said contract, and employed other men to cut and saw’ lumber
should need the

same

upon the tract.
The defendant made

liability, admitting
entered

a

general

that

he and

into verbal contract

1904, whereby plaintiff

on

plaintiff
May 25,

was

25 to July 1, 1904, cut
logs in a satisfactory manner, but that thereafter the plaintiff carelessly and unskillfully cut and sawed the
timber. The work was unsatisfactory and
caused great inconvenience, delay, loss
and damage. After repeated requests and
from

MARRIED.
LLEN—R ACK LI FF—At Rockland, Jan 1, by
Rev Wt Ham .1 Day, Mbs Hattie Allen, ol
II rook 11 n, to Itolaud Rack HIT, of Rockland.
DANE— DA WES—At Tremont, Dec 25, by Rev
John A Lawri-noe, Mis* Florence G Dane to
John Verrill Dawes, both of McKinley.
DOLL1VER-KENT-At Seawall, Jan 7, by Rev
J R Aldrich, Miss Lucy F Dolltver to Wlnlield
t* Kent, both of Seawall
DUNHA M-WARREN—At 8urry. Jan 6, by J
F Staples, esq. Miss Annie F Dunham to Fred
R Warren, both of Surry.
HOWARD-COUNCE- At South Brookavllle,
Dec 31, by Rev A B Carter, Mallnda Mav
Howard, of Brookavllle, to William Samuel
Counce, of Appleton.
NICHOL— BRADBURY—At Lamolne, Jan f,
by Rev Thomas McDonald, Mrs Celia K
Nlchol, of Biuehlll, to Elijah S Bradbury, of
Lamolne.
A

DIED.

denial of

to go upon a
tract of land belonging to him in Otis,
and cut and saw stave timber, for which
plaintiff was to receive fl a cord, and that

plaintiff

KATON—At Little Deer Isle, Jan 2, to Mr and
Mrs Alfred Eaton, a son.
SINCLAIR— At Ellsworth, Jan 4, to Mr and Mrs
Herman Sinclair, a son.

May

and sawed said

warnings, on Nov. 30, 1904, he prohibited
the plaintiff for further cutting and sawing and discharged him from the work,
and on Dec. 20 paid plaintiff in full.
A verdict was rendered for the plaintiff
for |500.

CARTER—At South Biuehlll, Jan 8, Mias
Cassle Carter, aged no years.
ClIBNEY—At Tomahawk, Wis, Jan 6, John M
Cheney, formerly of Ellsworth, aged 82 yearn
GRAY—At Surry, Jan 8, Mrs Gertie Gray, aged
21 years, 3 months.
SAWYER—At Augusta. Jan 5, Mrs Nancy
Sawyer, of Deer Isle, aged 73 years.
STINSON—Drowned at Sunshine (Deer Isle),
Jan 5, Lewis C Stinson, aged 17 years, 11
months, 22 days.
M1LL1KEN— At Ellsworth (Bayslde), Jan 7,
Benjamin Milllken, aged 84 years, 11 months,
13 days.
MONAGHAN—At Ellsworth. Jan 6, Stephen
Monaghan, aged 76 years, 5 months, 16 days.
VEAZ1E—At Castine, Dec 30, Charles Veazle,
aged 66 years.
WILSON—At Castine, Jan 4, Mrs Abigail
Wilson, aged 75 years, 6 months. 23 days.

be

now

paid

to take

A hearty appetite does not always Indicate a
healthy condition. It is not the quantity of food
which la eaten but the quantity which is asslm
listed, which determluea the actual value of

the food consumed. If the stomach and organs
of digestion and nutrition cannot convert the
food into nourishment, and Into blood, then tbe
For all
food la an injury Instead ot a benefit.
disorders of the stomach and its allied organs of
digestion and nutrition, there is a certain
remedy in Dr. Fierce’* Golden Medical DisIt
covery. It removes cloggtng obstructions.
strengthens the stomach, nourishes the nerves,
ehrloMs the blood and builds up the body. It
Isa flesh-forming, muscle-making preparation,
making firm flesh instead of flabby fat. "Golden

arranging
City for

settleall un-

taxes under my contract
which 1 am obliged to pay
if not collected.
I cannot allow my bondsmen to; settle yddi^tax, and I
suggest that yon go to the
bank and borrow the money,
which will cost you no more
than you are now obliged to
pay the city; it will save
you the expense of having
lien claim attachments placed
on your property, or the unpleasant duty of my committing you to jail.

Kindly give this your immediate attention.
J. H. Bresstahan,
Collector.
Office in Cushman block, Franklin St.
Dec. 29, 1905.
Taxes went on interest Aug. 1, 1905,
as

per vote of

City

Government.

JORDAN,
ANI)

a

long walks after meals, and I’ve
bin walking after them ever since.”

me

lam

ment with the

FURNITURE

mischief-maker,” said
I’ncle Eben. “De mos’ good you kin do
in dis world ain’ much, but the mos’ harm
you kin do is a heap.”
“So you’ve just returned from a hunting trip. Have any luck?” “I should say
so.
Why, one night I won a hundred dollars in one jackpot.”
Mrs. Styles—I want a hat, but it must
be in the latest style. Shopman—Kindly
take a chair, madame, and wait a few minutes; the fashion is just changing.
“What caused you to become a tramp.”
“Me family physician, mum. He advised
“Don’t

TAXES! TAXES!

UNDERTAKING.
I have leased the ground
lloor of the Eno building
on State street, and have

moved from my temporary
location on Main street.

L. W. JORDAN,
To read your sign people must go
to it
/
Send your sign to the people by
an American want ad.
American want ads bring homes to
the homeless; rent properties and bring
satisfaction to buyer and seller.

using

American want ads get anything
you want or sell anything yon have
to sell.
Thousands of people in Hancock
County read The American want
column every week.
free.
Madam—That’s a fine idea.
I’ll Medical
Discovery"contains no alcohol, whiskey
189.60 take two dollars’ worth of
If your want ad Is not there they
postage stamps or Intoxicant of say kind, and Is equally free
21.90 now.
are not reading it
from opium, cocaine and all narcotics.

Ellsworth,

Maine.

Porcelain

Inlays.

The most up-to-date dental

work. Crown and Bridge
Work.
Gas, Ether and
Cocaine for Painless Extraction.

H.

GRJEELY,
DENTIST.

Btain Street,

Ellsworth*

subscribers at 107

The American has

mi the 117 post-offlees

in

Hancock county.

AU th* other papers in the County combined do not reach *o many. The Ameriand has

Hancock county.
fte, baf tt is the only paper that

never

useful.

and

in

only paper printed

not *he

can i«

prop

A Bank Account is

Everard Lunt arrived home last Satur-

COUNTY paper; all th*
local papers. The circula-

COUNTY NEVS
WEST

mw ''»****

and

Basil Lunt

Edwin

to-day for Hingham, Mass.,
employed this winter.

SULLIVAN.

D. Gordon ha.* put up a large amount
during the past week.

Mrs.

George

Rumill
where

Divis is visiting her
Webster, while her

daughter,

husband is running his clam factory.
Capt. Charles P. Lunt came home Jan. 3

Frank Springer spent Saturday and SunHay with his parents, John Springer and

to

Blaisdeli has returned home from
Harbor, where he has been employed

Cbaper
Bar
for

time.

some

Herrick, the photographer, has] engaged
rooms for the remainder of the w inter in
the Blake block.

Deasy, of
Wednesday on
1*. R.

with the

Bar

Harbor,
in

business

was

in town

connection

between the towns of Frank-

case

lin ami Sullivan.

High

term of

a

began

for
Monday,
eight weeks. Bradbury Smith
the pupils from.iWest ^ullivan,

school

will carry
the same as last term.
Andrew Doran is

making arrangements

to fit up a blacksmith shop in the builcing know n as the “old schoolhouse”. He

employ

will

hois'-shoer.

a

The annual meeting of the Sullivan
Kills Tow Boat Co. was heldflastfweek, at
which officers were elected for the ensuing
year, and
A

large

dividend declared.

a

crowd

attended the drama “Past

Uedemption”, Wednesday evening, Jan. 3,
presented by the Foresters and Companion court in

a

very creditable

D. D. Grand Master

Harbor,

manner.

Whittaker,

of Bar

of
David A. Hooper lodge, F. and A. M..
Wednesday evening, Jan. 10. Invitations
have been seut to brothers in Ellsworth,
Bar Harbor and other near-by towns.
TSvere will be work in the first degree, followed by a banquet. A large attendance
is

will

install

the

officers

expected.

Jan. 8.

A. B.

SEAL COVE.
Mrs.

M. A. Walls is at borne from Mt.

Desert.

Mrs. Sophronia Harper, who has been
qwite ill, is much better.
Miss

Una

Robbins,

of

McKinley,

was

spend

with

two months

his

to work.

to

dip
a

your account, cares
jour money, and fur-

nishes you

a

check

grammar school pupils
gave a free entertainment Friday evening
at the A. O. U. W. hall.

primary

f'rmntv

Capt. George W. Lunt and wife antheir oldest
nounce the engagement of
daughter. Mis.-Zulma E. Lunt, to Ralph
Miss
M. Simouds, of Worcester, Mass.
Lunt is now teaching in the Hyde school,
Newton Highlands, Mass.

Xe*r».

were

is at home sick
seen

in

A.

again*

Valentine; gate-keeper,

Charles

Ginn;

this vicinity last

attending the BurPartridge.
college, Boston.
Elmer Pervear, while chopping im the
NORTH SEDGWICK.
woods, cut his thumb quite badly.
A daughter, Ruth Louise, was born to
The big sloop Reliance, Capt. Simpson Sullivan Curtis and wife Monday. Jan. 1.
The W. T. I. 8. held its annual meeting and Harry Conary, was here last Monday
Mrs. Maude Thurston attended the
with Mrs. Myra Rumill Wednesday, Jan. fitting out for a trip “down east'*.
funeral of her grandfather, Darius Herrick,
3.
The following officers were chosen:
There was an interesting business ses- in Brooklin Tuesday.
Mrs. Jennie Dorr, president; Mrs. Ella sion of the North Brooklin Wharf Co. at
George Abbott and wife, of Bluehill,
Norwood, vice-president; Mrs. Eunice Henry Grindie's Saturday evening.
and Mr. Evans and wife visited Richard
Lopaus, secretary; Mrs. Nettie Rumill.
The house-warming in honor of Mr. and Abbott and wife last week.
treasurer; Mrs. Lena Robbins, assistant
Mrs. Arthur Cole next Thursday evening
Mrs. Abbia Allen, of Brooklin, wh> has
secretary; Mrs. Maud Webster, chairman is
looked forward to with pleasant anticibeen spending a few weeks with her siscommittee; Letitia Sprague, Anna Lunt,
pation
by
many.
committee on work; Mary S. Lunt. Mertie
ter, Mrs. Linda Allen, returned home the
The new double-roller grist mill, which last of the week.
Angell, Lizzie Thurston, solicitors.
Hale
ordered
from
Herbert
Philadelphia,
Jan. 8.
Thelma.
There will be an entertainment at
Eugene

Hamilton is

dett business

has been set

up.

The motive power

is

She

be missed.

studies at Bates

returned to resume her
college to-day.

There have been
the

a

aeries of small

parties
M.

past week-Tuesday evening at E.

Cunningham's, Thursday evening at
Oatiey Grays’ and Saturday evening at
Capt. Will Coggins’. The time passed
pleasantly with conversation and games.
Refreshments were served and all appeared
to enjoy the gatherings much.
Jan. 8.

Tramp.

guest

of her aunt,

Mrs. Sophronia

a

Riverside hall, Sedgwick, Friday evening,
gasoline engine. The mill does Jan. 12,
given by the pupils of all the
as
it might owing to
Mrs. Skillin, of Decring, id visiting her not operate a.s well
schools of Sedgwick. Cake and ice-cream
This will be
an oversight in setting it up.
son, R?v. H. L. Skillin.
will be for sale after the entertainment.
corrected right away.
Lynam Stanley made his first trip in his
The regular meeting of
Sedgwick
Jan. 8.
Xenophon.
new naphtha launch Jan. 6.
grange was held Friday evening. The following officers were installed by Fred
Lyle Newman ani wife are receiving
EAST FRANKLIN.
of
Brooklin, assisted by J.
congratulations on the arrival of a son
Mrs. E. K. Donnell and Mrs. Orin Don- Phillips,
Laurence Saunders.
Bridges and Miss Inez Page: W. M., G.
nell are on the sick list.
M. Allen; overseer, Rollo Closson; stewThe stork made a present, in the first
Curtis Hooper, w ho has been quite ill a
ard. Harry Thurston; assistant steward,
hour of the New Year, of a baby boy at
seems
to
be
on
the
time,
long
gain.
Richard Grindle; chaplain, R. A. El well;
the home of Mr. and Mrs. J. K. Robinson.
Edward Crann. w ho had his hand badly treeasurer, A. F. Allen;
secretary, A. G.
Henry Smith, who fell and broke his jammed at the quarry, is getting along
Allen; grate-keeper, H. H. Allen; Ceres,
leg while at work on a building at Milo
A. L. Allen;
quite well.
Pomona, Bertha Orcutt;
Junction, is doing as well as can be
Miss Carrie Blaisdell, who has been on Flora, Sadie Allen; lady assistant steward,
expected.
After the installation,
the sick list since Christmas, is in the Maud Thurston.
Jan. 8.
Mad.

Mr. and Mrs. Burns was
a
pretty wedding on
Sunday afternoon, Dec. 31, when Sidney
and
Miss H?len Blanch Bo,Leroy Joyce
The home of
ihe scene of

worth

married.

The parlor and
beautifully detcrated
holly. The bride was
taste fully gowned* in white silk, trimmed
with white silk applique, and carried a
bouquet of white pinks. The bride and
left Monday morning for the
groom
were

dining-room
With cedar

the whole
suffers.
Poor
health
body
follows poor blood ; Scott’s
Emulsion makes the blood
pure. One reason why

were

and

bride’s home in

North Anson for a mouth's
Mrs. Joyce has taught several terms
•lay
of school nere and in Min turn.
They will
live v ith L. B. Joyce and wife for the
Jar?. 6.

<

OCEANVILLE.
Th draggers are doing a
good business
eatohing flounders and smelts.
Kalph Buckminster, of Sedgwick, is Here
buying clams for Twitchel Champlain Co.,
■

Portland.

Miss Alice Lane, who has been
spending
Christmas vacation at home, returned
to Quincy on New Year's day.
ber

The grammar school
pupils, under the
supervision of their teacher, are preparing
for an entertainment at the eloee of
school.

_A.

SCOTT’S
EMULSION
is such a great aid is because
it passes so quickly into
the blood. It is partly digested before it enters the
stomach; a double advantage in this. Less work
for the stomach; quicker
and more direct benefits.
To get the greatest amount
of good with the least possible effort is the desire of
everyone in poor health.
Scott’s Emulsion does
just
that. A change for the
better takes place even before you expect it
W e will send you

SEAWALL.
A

quiet

wedding

took

a

•ample free.

place Sunday

that this
picture in the form of
• label is on the
wrapper of every bottle of
Emulsion you buy.
Be

soon, Jan. 7, at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
K. E. Newman, when Mrs. Newman 's eldsat daughter, Lucy Frances
waa

Dottiver,

married to Winfleld P. Kent. Rev. J. B.
Aldrich officiated.
The ceremony waa
witnessed by the relatives of both bride
and groom. The bride was dressed
in
white flowered muslin trimmed with lace.
After the ceremony ice-cream and cake
•ere
served. The presents were both

_X.

irregular

sure

Scott & Bowns
f

«

Chemists
409 Pearl St., N. Y.
JO cenusnd $1.00
Aii druggists

7.

Jan. 8.

LAMOINE.

man

vicinity,

re-

week.

Herbert l>ority and wife attended th*
installation of the G. A. K. officers and

Saturday evening.
Bayard, one of th? oldest
residents of the town, died Tuesday. Bh*.*
was about ninety-live years old, and death
relief corps
Mrs.

was

Maria

due to old age.

Year’s

sermon

a

very

Sunday.

interesting New j

tion at their

Her home

Daniel Brewer went

spend

The high price of clams has started a
large number in town in the business of

The
usual

the holidays with her grandmother.
shooting match on Monday had the
result, the Stanley family getting

shipping.
chickens—in
geese ducks and
short,
Miss Mary Covey, who has been era- “taking the whole shooting match."
Gustavus Robbins and wile, who have
ployed at Bar Harbor the past two months,
returned home Saturday.
been spending a few days here, returned
Tuesday evening Lamoine grange in- to their home in Cambridge on Thursday.
stalled officers. Daniel Hall and wife, of While here they sold their house to Capt.
Bay View grange, w re installing officers. Carman, of Mountainville.
Jan. 5.
followed.

Lamoine

grange

H.

was

largely represented.

GOTT'S ISLAND.

Jan. 8.

Y.

Charles H. Harding has gone to Atlantic
business.

HANCOCK POINT.

on

Gertrude Cirter is visiting in Ellsworth.
Martha Ball is visiting friends and relatives in Bar Harbor.
The new Brown cottage is finished on
the outside, and the crew has gone home.
Mrs.

Daniel Gall iron has returned home

(rom the

Provinces,

weeks among

where she spent six

relatives.

Charles 8. Chester, who has been spending his vacation at home, has returned to
his school in Exeter, N. H.
J. Clark, who has been employed at
5. A. Penney’s the past eight months, has
E.

j

four

to

horses,

waa

with

W.

H.

Harding.

NORTH DEER ISLE.
Arthur H. Eaton, who has been mate of
the schooner Brigadier, has returned to
hie home at Little Deer Iale.
Mr*. E. T. Marshall has returned from
New York, where she has been with her
husband on the schooner Jeremiah Smith

Gapt. Cnarles Haskell has placed the
schooner Susan N. Pickering in winter
quarters in New York, and is home for
the winter.
Capt. George L. Holden has gone to
Rockland in the schooner Florence Iceland to have repairs made db the vessel
The captain’s wife is with him.
Jan. 8.
E.
SALISBURY COVE.
Mrs. 8.

BED 3 WICK.
The sessions of Monaghan’s
dancing
school will be resumed Thursday evening
of this wetk.
On

Jan. 5

Eden last week.
at

Rev. Mr. Owen, of Waterville, preached
the church Sunday afternoon.

Abdon Emery has rented one of R. B
Hamor’s tenements for the winter.

L*. Hamor, a ho has been employed
Bangor for the p*»t few months, has

Ansel
in

returned home

for

a

short vacation.

Jan. 8.

k.

Scratch, scratch, tcraleh; unable lo attend to
t»u
Uuriittf the
„r sleep
durttji the
ntgbl. Itcldmr pile*-horrible l«a*e
Doan'a
Otidmeui
•tore,

cure*

Seri

r

falls

At

suy drut!

so cent*.

Banking.

Is wliat your money will
invested m sinus of the

earn

if

NEW MEKIE8

A
Is

now

opeo.

Sham, SI each. monthly pttymertfa. SI per tharr.

company of former residents |
WHY FAY RENT
of Sedgwick, with the
exception of one
when yoti can borrow on your
who now* resides there, were invited to the
shares, giro a first mortgage and
j
home of James A. Dodge in Wrest New
reduce it every mouth? Monthly
j
payments and Interest together
Mass.
A
bountiful dinner was probury.
will amouut to but little more
vided by Mrs. Dodge and her
than you are now paying for
daughter, j
rent, and »» about ten >ear» you
Mrs. Winchester, whose welcome
reception made the hours pass too
quickly. OWH TOUR OWH HOMS
Mr. and Mrs. Dodge are former residents <
For particulars innulre of
of Sedgwick. The guests were Mrs. RosHusky w. Clan max. See’y.
coe G. Allen and Mrs. Charles T.
FI:
First
Nnfi Bank Bid*.
Herrick,
F. bn, President.
of Haverhill; Mrs. Mary
Byard, of SedgMrs.
! wick;
Augusta Morgan Gould, of
Newburyport, and Miss Ellen F. Sargent, ■Mihr-crihe tor Thk Amrrica>’
a

Quality

counts

every time.

It is the first-class workmanship and first-class material
used in construction which
,

S. C. Grindie. W. P. i

(

Chips.

have made the Kineo
what they are

Ranges
to-day. The

large fire-box
sion

on

has

the end,

extenmaking it
an

very desirable for burning
wood. Coal
linings with the
Dock Ash Grate can be furnished if desired.

returned to his home in

Burry.
May Live 100 Years.
Carroll Phillips, son of Fred Phillips, of
The chances for living a full century are
1 excellent in the case of Mrs.
Jennie Duncan,
Northeast Harbor, is very ill with the
of Haynesvilie, Me., now TO years old. She
measles at the Franklin Road house.
writes:
“Electric
Bitters
cured me of
J»n- *■
E.
! Chronic
Dyspepsia of 20 years standing,
and made me feel as well and
strong as a
ORLAND.
young girl.” Electric Bitters cure StomThe Or land grange has elected officers ach and Liver disorders. Blood disorders.
j General
and bodily weakness.
lor the ensuing year as follows: Master, : Sold on aDebility
guarantee at E. G. Moore's drug
1. B. Hutchins; overseer, Louis Hubbard; i store. Price only 50c.

N. Rich visited relatives at West

Ellsvortl) Loan and finiidist kail

Anne.
__

Harding, Will E/Gott.
Jan. 8.

-amnion and wife went to FrankRoad Sunday to see their nephew,
Carroll Phillips, who is ill with measles.
J«u. 8.
Mae.

Franklin last
haul stave-

Mrs. Philip Moor*, with her two children, Harvey and Ruth, is visiting Mrs.
Moore’s parents, Capt. Edwin M. Joyce
and wife, at Atlantic.
Miss Kelly, the trained nurse, who has'
been in attendance during the illness of
Holsey and Capt. E. N. Moore, left for her
home in Bangor Wednesday of last week.
The wood-choppers’ club of Placentia, ;
is at work this fine weather cutting wood
on Placentia island.
Among the members
are

8. 8. 8

lin

to

7.

;

old home.

and

A supper

Charles Williams was called hotm> last
week by the illness of bis family.

wood.

Freda Sylvester came home from Belfast, where she is attending school, to

Modern Woodmen installed officers
Saturday evening. A supper followed.

8. Hcammon.

week.

Friday, with

Capt. Stanley and family came from
on Saturday to spend his vaca-

The

digging

Spray.

Rockland

The pastor gave

NORTH FRANKLIN.
Otis Orcott is rotting stave wood for S.

George Springer and wife, of West
Franklin, visited Mrs. Springer's parents,
W. F. Cousins and wife, this week.

relatives in Boston and

turned this

C. C. Warren is in Boston this week.

measles.

Mrs. C. II. Mover left Monday for Waltham, Mass., brting called there by the
serious
illness of her daughtor-in-law,
Mrs. Rodman Stover.
Jan. 8.
H.

Mias Jennie Grind* 1, who has b?en via*

iting

SOUTH DEEH ISLE.

Miss Phosie Hi rgins is ill with measles.
W. H. Cousins and wife are ill with Ger-

Mrs. Almira Higgins, who hss been
confined to the house with dislocation of
her shoulder, is out.

Mrs. 8. J. Brag-ion has returned from
Sulli an, where she has been visiting her
daughter, Mrs. Lena Joy.

Two Minutes

comes

sorry to
monia.

M*sa Cinatan-* Holden haa gon? to
Bluchill academy to take a special course
of study.

Every

party were Mr. and
Charles Stock bridge and daughter
Hazel and Goldie Staples.

held

Mias Verna Lawrie has resumed her
in the high school after two weeks’

j

Mrs.

past week.

BARGE NTYTLLE.

h r son, Capt. Edward Bayard. She leaves
si t children. Funeral waa held Thursday,
Harper, recently.
Rev. Arthur Carter, of West BrookJin,
Mra. Lucy Marshall, son Elraer and
cake and coffee were served.
store again.
officiating.
ti&le daughter, of Southwest Harbor, vis8.
Jan.
Rak.
EDEN.
Jan. 8.
M.
Lloyd, Carroll and Leo BlaisdelL, w'ho
it'd at Capt. J. H. Rumill’s last week.
Eben Higgins has moved to Bar H.rbor spent the holidays at home, have returuad
SOUTHWEST HARBOR.
BR03K8VILLB.
M. R. LaFurley and w ife, of Stockton for the winter.
to their schools.
Capt. Judson Robinson, who was seriJudson White and A. P. Carter are ini
Seringa, are in town, called here by the
D. G. Hall ani wife w-ent to Lamoine
Rev. Mr. Lorimer has returned from a
ously ill last week, seems to be recovering. town.
ilLitias of Mrs. LaFurley’s father, J. W.
in
visit
Aroostook.
He
where
preached
in
Mr.
Hall
the
installed
Tuesday evening,
Mrs.
Obar.
George Harmon left to-day for a
Ormond Staples is working in the woods
the officers in l^amoine grange.
Free Baptist church Sunday.
lengthy visit to her mother and sisters in for Ernest Rabson.
M ids Helen Sawyer, of Southwest HarFrank Andrews and Millard Richardson
Mrs. Seth Joy, Miss Clarissa Hooper
Allston, Mass.
kor, a' is in town Saturday on her way to are
Mrs. H. B. Hart attended the Powerswaiting for snow so that they may go and Miss Marcia Springer have returned
The Randall livery business has been Small
Qpach ,:e to teach the winter term of school. into the woods with their teams.
from a visit i.i the Georges pond district.
wedding at Dser Isle last week.
sold
to
Merrill
who
has
King,
Capt.
J. W. Ober is seriously ill.
put
Mr. Ober
Jan. 8.
R.
Lowell Jordan had a narrow escape fit m
George, the little lame son of James
William Murphy in charge.
wa* ta’ren ill at tbe dinner table WednesCampbell and wife, is very ill with lung
drowning lasv Wednesday. He sl ated on
BASS HARBOR.
day and remained unconscious several thin ice and into
George D. Atherton an1 wife, who went fever.
deep water. H s males
His
to
their
Beechhfll farm in ih <?«• ny fail, ;
The ladies' all society will m? t thi7
4ays.
physician pronou i.-e*4 the rescued him.
Miss Carrie T. Grindle has returned
trouble rupture of a blood vessel in the
lek with Mrs. J >shu« S iwytr.
having disposed of their cows, h..e ro- from
Jan. 8.
S.
Lewiston, where she has been studyand
fea-s
were
turned
bead,
home.
grave
entertained for
ir«m
ix spent a few days with relaing for a trained nurse.
feta recovery, but at this writing he seems
The special B^rvi 'es to be held during the
tives at Southwest Harbor last week.
Asurrtiscmntu.
Miss Mabel Babson, a student at Colby
H-*
has
improving.
regained conCant. Clarence Turner has hauled up bis week commenced Sunday evening it the
college, was the guest of her grandmother,
sciousness, though still unable to speak,
v »
!. the Marion Turner, and will spend Congregational church, botn p-ia ora takMrs. Susan Billings, last week.
and has take * some nourishment.
His
ing part. Topij: ‘*fh.‘ Prayers of Jesus.”
the winter at home.
J*n.
Gbacia.
many friends hope for his recover;/.
8._
David
M.
Robbins, who has been an inChester Spr*gue and family have moved
Jan. 6.
valid
for
several
HULL’S COVE.
years, friiled rapidly durhere from Southwest Harbor, and ar.
ATLANTIC.
ing the month of Decern b. r, and passed
Watson McGown visited bis brother in
living in Delorin Rich’s house.
away at the home of his daughter, Mrs. Carmel last week.
Miss Lizzie Burns has returned to Deer
The skating the past week has been exWilbur Reed, Friday evening,
Jan. 5.
Miss Edith Brewer spent a few days last
cellent, and the young people have enisle, where she has employment.
The funeral services were held on Sunday,
week in Bar Harbor.
Austin Joyce left Monday for
joyed it on the moonlight evenings.
Eastport.
iutermentat Norwood’s Cove. Mr. Robbins
where he is teaching in the
Charles Allen and wife have gone to
Mis* Helen Jackson entertained her was
high school.
seventy-six years of age, an upright,
Albert Staples and wife have gone
Physicians tell us that all
Waltham for the winter.
friends on her sixteenth birthday, Jan. 2. kind-hearted
man, very patient during
to spend a month with Mrs. Staples’
the blood in a healthy
A very pleasant evening was spent, with his wearisome illness. He
parMm Alice Higgins, of Eden, is emleaves one son,
ents, L. B. Joyce and wife.
human body passes through
games and music. Delicious refreshments Fred Robbins, of Mt. Desert light
station, ploye! at George Cunningham’s.
A small skating party want to
were served, including a birthday cake
and two daughters, Mrs. Minnie Reed and
Lily pond
El wood Donnell, of Northeast Harbor,
the heart once in every two
last Thursday. Dinner was eaten beside a
decorated with candles.
Mrs. Temperance Butler.
visited bis sister, Mrs. Myra Leland, last !
minutes. If this action bebrush fire. In the
\
the

I

Henry W. Sargent returned Saturday studies
from a business trip to Boaton.
illness.

Fairbanks

M ASSET.

hope for a speedy recovery.
Mrs. Arthur Gray and two children, of
Salisbury Cove, have been the guests of
Mr. 6ray's sister, Mrs. Lulu Lurvey, the

; and

K. M. Cunningham's health is not as
Mrs. C. H. Stover spent a few days the
good as usual this winter. He has been
past week at Manset, visiting her brother,
week.
the
past
very poorly
John Heed, who is in poor health.
School closed Friday alter a successful |
O. 9. Crockett and wife have moved into
term of seven weeks. The teacher. Miss
the Capt. Leroy Walls bouse to keep house
Sadie Grant, of East port, is very popular
for Capt. Walls, who arrived home last
with both children and parents and will |
week for the winter.

Pomona,
Ores, Gertrude
Hutchins;
Martha C. Hutchins; Flora, Linnie Keyes;
lady assistant steward, Helen G. Gott;
finance committee, J. M. Bray and J. Fred

week.

The many friends of Mrs. Ira Cousins
pained to hear of her serious illness

sre

The friends of Mrs. Herbert Cousins are
hear of her illness with pneu-

lecturer, Mrs. Clara A. Hutchins; steward,
Mrs. Sarah Young has returned from
Fred M. Keyes; assistant steward,
Ray
where she has been for some time
Bray; chaplain, Charlotte Partridge; Sound,
treasurer, Julia A. Wight; secretary, Clara on business.

NORTH BROOKL1N.

Young

Alvin

Henry Know les, of Portland, is spending the winter with relatives here.
Mrs. Ida M. Rich is in Ellsworth, the
I guest of her aunt, Mrs. Lisrie Salisbury.

Jim.
SOUTH SURRY.

nth*r p*gt

f.

Washington school improvement league
a business meeting Friday afternoon.
Officers chosen are: Vice-president, MUMias Grace Morgan, of East Burry, and dred
Mayo; secretary, Fannie Young;
j
her brother Arthur were in town Sunday
treasurer, Harold Knowles; executive
j
Mrs.
O.
E.
their
Hardy.
sister,
visiting
committee, LurettaSwarey, Sylvia Mosley,
Boas Greene, who has been employed at Sarah Hadley.
Redstone, N. H., and who has been spend- ! Jan. 8.
H.
ing a few days with his parents, leaves toINDIAN I*OINT.
day for Hardwick, Vt.

M AIX E.

COUNTY NEWS.

Robins

this way.

and

Jan. 8.

F

was

days ago.

few

Mrs. Nettie Tinker

Miss Maud Dow, who has been ranking
Mrs. Nettie Bain, a visit at
her sister,
Northeast Harbor, came home last week.
Mrs. Bain and daughter Isabelle came
home with her. Mr. Bain is scalloping

delegation

Yout man, who has been cook
the schooner Hazel Dell, returned home

The

book

without cost.

ELLSWORTH,

insulted

N. F. Twining and 8. W. Cousins, who
have been working at Bedstone, N. H.,
have returned home.

keeps
for

horse at

Charles
on

THE FIRST NATIONAL HANK.

goes with them.

over

only

a

and

WEST EDEN.

present.

family.

schooner, the J. M. Harlow, is hauled
up in New York.
Rena Lunt and Emma Thurston leave
to-day for Medway, Mass., where they
work winters. They will visit in Newton

going

order

delay.

a

His

before

money

friend who has already a
Bank Account. This causes

Mrs. Della

James Scott and wife spent the past
week in Bar Harbor, visiting relatives.

a

has

Saturday evening. Quite

Bank

a

his pen into the ink and
The Bank
write a check.

has to

money away,

buy

Account

eet a check from some

or

are

<»f ice

wite.

semi
either

leave

they

A person with

A person without a Hank
Account who wishes to

were

schoolmates,

Jan. 8.

in town

The officers of the grange

jnunity.

,•>»$«.

b+«

Saturday.
C. H. Curtis purchased a fine
Bar Harbor a few days ago.

was

n

Whr additional OwAtu .Vpm

H.

Saving.

a

were

though they have been separated, the ties
of friendship are still as strong as of yore.
A very happy day was enjoyed and ail felt
that life will be brighter for the reunion.

O. Pert, of North Conway, N. H.,

W.

Ail

Maiden.

of

EAST BLUE HILL.

day from sea.
rnrly he
Test are mere!v
Roy Eaton left Saturday for Bluehill,
tion of The American, barring the Bar where he will attend the academy.
Harbor Record's summer list, is larger
Al. Higgins has moved his family home
4fc<m that of all the other papers printed from McKinley. He will still work there.
«* Hancock county.
The Methodist church was
supplied
with a new organ last week by the comcalled

Onm»I»

ad*.. Vsmt.

WEST fREMONT.

claimed t<
can

COUNTY NEWS.

The guests departed
with good wishes. Mr. snd Mrs. Kent
will go to housekeeping in a part of Mrs.
Newman's house.
\
N.
Jan. 8.

pretty

_

fob

sals

BV

?.

MANUFACT0KED

aiivEX,
by

Ellsworth,

Me.

Noyes & Nutter Mfg. Co.,
Bangor, Me.

COUNTY
nuumm-U

NEWS.

again

€*>*»****?-.***?.
BLUEHILL.

Most of the town schools closed Jsn. 5.
The winter term of the academy opened
Jan. 2.
Frank Maddocks, U. of M., ’07, was
home to spend New Year’s.
Frank W. Stover has been drawn to
nerve on the traverse jury of the January
term of court.
The week of prayer a* ill be observed by
the two churches by union meetings, beSunday evening, Jan. 7.

ginning

WEDDING ANNIVERSARY.
the regular meetings of the

James
After
A. Garfield post and corps Saturday evenand wife
ing, Dec. 30, Stephen B. Wescott
were given a Delegation in honor of the
fortieth anniversary of their marriage.
The retiring president of the corps, Mrs.
Ella Hinckley, presented them with a
picture and a hand-painted china plate,
and read a poem by Mrs. Mayo. Refreshments were served, and the occasion w'lll
long Ik* pleasantly remembered.
Mr. and Mrs. Wescott have always taken
much interested in the work of the post
and corps and ever aided in it by faithfully filling different positions of responsiTheir many friends wish them
bility.
long years of health and happiness. The
follows:
poem by Mrs. Mayo
Christmas bells or wedding bells;
Which did 1 hear a ringing?
When the Mars Sept waten, while ibe wheels
%

Day

Christinas bell* or wedding ball*.
Whit l- the »o> k th y're sinning?
We have h* ant them oft as the years
Two melodies In their ringing.

parsed by

do Christ mss l»«ll« and wedding bells
Together bare Iweti blending.
For forty years, to jou, good f tends.
Their cheer and music lending
And thus the message of the bells.
Your friends are now repeating;
Congratulation* on Ibis day.
And our in *t cordial greeting.
Comrade and sister, to this cause,
(n which we are united.
You're faithfulness we’re always k<
here our rows we

own

plighted.

A.

on

business.

H. Kane and wife,

Miss Edith Allen, of Sargentviile,
visiting her father and grandfather.

a

home for the

Brook lin lodge, I. O. O. F., will install
to-night at Odd Fellows hall.
The masonic lodge will hold it3 installation Jan. 24.
officers

The many friends of Albert Hooper at

Bluff, Cal., were sorry to learn of his
by fire. Mr. and Mrs. Hooper were
formerly of this town.
Baptist Sunday school elected officers
for the year Jan. 7: Superintendent, E. B.
Tainter; assistant superintendent, H. 8.
Kane; secretary and treasurer, Miss Musa
Dollard; organist, Miss Harriet J. Kane;
librarian, Miss Maude Nutter.
Center Harbor Rebekah lodge held its
The
installation Friday evening, Jan. 6.
Mrs.
following officers were installed:
Lena Lurvey, N. G.; Mrs. Frances Bridges,
V. U.; Mrs. Rose Allen, secretary ; Mrs.
Rachel Herrick, treasurer; Mrs. Carrie
Griffin, warden; Mrs. Belle Blake, conductress; Mrs. Alice Stanley, chaplain;
Mrs. Neva Bridges, I. G.; Will Herrick, O.
G.; Mrs. Anna Herrick, R. S. N. G.; Mrs.
Hattie Joyce, L. 8. N. G.; Miss Eva Her-

served after the
Unk Femme.

McNeil, wife and son Herbert
logging; camp for the winter.
Mrs. Emma Morgan, of Ellsworth, is

Austin

at their

the guest of her sister, Mrs. E. A. McNeil.
George A. Martin, jr., leaves Tuesday to
his studies at Phillips-Exeter

resume

academy.
C. E. Petersen, one of the judges at
Boston poultry show, leaves this week

Rev.

for the Hub.
John W. Blaisdell has a small crew of
cutting logs on outer boom lot towards Georges pond.
Eugene Bunker, wife and young daughter Marion, of Kingman, spent New Year’s
week with his parents, C. T. Bunker and
wife.
men

donation at the Methodist
evening of Jan. 1. A
barrel of flour, and various other necessiministerial
ties helped replenish the
was a
on

the

winter.

Urder.

H. Howard, who has been working at
Bluehill, is at home.
sak

Lorimer and Petersen and Mr.
Nickerson, of the high school, have interested themselves in providing a course
of lectures during the season. It is hoped
the people will avail themselves of this
unusual privilege. Theoj>ening lecture is
Jan. 11.
billed for Thursday evening,
President Charles L. White, I). 1)., of
Colby college, will speak on the subject,
“Through Europe on a Bicycle.” This
lecture will be at the Baptist church.
The second in the course is slated for Jan.
25, by Hon. W. W. Stetson, State superintendent of schools, at the Methodist

R.

Bernice Perkins is home from East Bluewhere she has been teaching.

hill,

Grace Stover and Phebe Durgain visited
Bluehill and North Sedgwick

schools at
last

Wednesday.

Curtis Durgain and wife went to North
Bluehill Saturday night.
Mrs. Durgain
installed the officers of Halcyon grange.
Jan. 8.
D.
EAST BURRY.
Mrs. Lizzie Young is still very ill.!
E. C. Lord itTagaiii down with nervous
prostration.
Mrs. J. A. Cbatto has been
from erysipelas in the eyes.

suffering

The sessions of Monaghan's dancing
school will be resumed [Saturday evening
of this week.
Leverett Bellatty, who severely hurt his

leg several

weeks ago

by being caught

in

rope, is still contlnod to the house and
crutches.

a

on

Mr*. Lizzie Burett, who has been ill for
is greatly improved. She sits up
a part of each
day. Mrs. Annin Peterson, her
sister, lias returned to her
home in Maiden, Mass.
The young people who came back to old
homes for the holidays have all left to resume their various
vocations. Arthur
Webber returned to New York to take

months,

Kovb.

church.
Jan. 8.

B___

WEST HANCOCK.
The measles has visited this place with

a

vengeance.

Victor R. Smith and wife and Mrs. WatK. Springer spent a few days last week

son

in Bangor.
Leslie C. Springer and wife and Miss
Ella, of Lamoine, were recent guests of
W. K. Springer and wife.
Victor R. Smith and wife, of Northeast
Harbor, have been, during the past fortnight the guests of W. K. Springer and
wife.
Jan.

SfMAC.

7.
m.nEHTU.

Bents the Music Cure.

falls.

Grace
Candace fell ou the ice and
keep the body in tune,” writes Mrs.
Mary Brown, 20 Iafayette Place, Pough- sprained her ankle badly.
NewN.
Y.
take
Dr.
“I
King’s
keepsie,
Mr. Webster, of North Haven, was in
Life Pills. They are the most reliable and
pleasant laxative I have found.” Best for town Saturday and Sunday.
the Stomach, Liver and Bowels.
GuaranDavid Friend, who has been on the sick
teed by E. G. Moore, druggist, 26c.
list for the past week, ia better.

Mrs. Sinclair

SORE FEET—
Itching, horning and offensive
perspiration are instantly relieved and
speedily cured by warm baths and afterwards by using

BURKE'S FOOT POWDER.
Sent

by mail on receipt
of price.

Address—

25c

—

BURKE L. GRIXDIiE,
IKS Tnmont

St,

Hutton. Hut.

was

called home to Sar-

gentville Saturday to care for her daughter Gertrude, who is quite ill.
Lizzie Conary spent Sunday here with
relatives. She is spending the winter
with her brother Joseph, at BlnehiU.
Elder Woods, of Surry, held services at
the Falls Sunday morning and afternoon.
He was accompanied by his little daughVivian.
Jan. 8.

JOHNSON’S
Anodyne LINIMENT

week, commencing with a preaching service in the Congregational church Sunday
evening and ending with services in the

it is for internal

well as external use its virtue is
years of ‘'practice” Johnson’s
Anodyne Liniment has cured thousands of cases of
croup when aid was immediate and imperative. Invaluable also in severe cases of colds, coughs, bronchitis or
tou si litis—relieves colic, cholera, and diarrhoea—eradicates the pain from wounds, cuts, burns, bruises, chans,
chilblain or frost-bite. A wonderful remedy for rheumatism, lame back, lumbago or sciatica. Should be
“first” in every home medicine chest.
25 cents; 3 times as much 5c cents.
As

as

apparent—during its 95

I

r

torpid

Livers

I. S. JOHNSON A

ter

__Cbcmbs.

Lumber Yard Lem—I hain’t seen Weary
Willie around lately. Seven League Saunders-No, he’s disguised himself as a
college perfessor an’ livin’ as one o’ dem.
He's goin’ to write a magazine article on
deir.lives an’ habits.

CO.,

Boston Mass.

i

and sallow complexions

A jaundice colored skin that (foes with a sluggish liver, sick headache, biliousness, indigestion and constipation, can l»e easily banished if you know thesecrefc^ If you wish to
have a rosy complexion, a clear eyo, buoyant spirits and perfect healtliffee Parsons’ Pills
frequently. They tone up the li^£r, aid
digestion and assimilation offood,<mve impurities from the blood and although very
mild act quickly and surely—making
you feel and look as if you enjoyed life.
25 cents a box; 5 boxes $1.00, postpaid.
~

IS,*oniFiis

Methodist vestry the last half of the week.
Miss llaslem, who has occupied the
building on Water street owned by R. B. 1
I. S. JOHNSON A CO., Boston, Mass.
Brown, where she has been doing dress- !
mak ing, left on Monday for Bangor. It Is
understood the building will be used this
winter for a reading-room for the young
From Oregon comes the joyful news
ILugal Natter.
Heath; secretary, Alberta Hanson; treaspeople of the town.
W. Bow- that the women have succeeded in obtainF. A. Perkins, D. D. H. C. R., of the I. urer, E. C. Bowden; chaplain, J.
ARTHUR M. DEVEREUX,
den; steward, Littleton Webster; L. A. S., ing the signatures of one-tenth of all the
O. F., made his official visit to Eggeof Castiue, County or Hancock and
A. 9., Carl Perkins; gate- registered voters of the State to a petition State of Maine, by his mortgage deed dated
Lucy
Webster;
Frimoggin lodge at South Brooksville,
for the submission of an equal suffrage the eigbtb day of June, A. D 1908, and reFrank Devereux; Pomona, Lucy amendment to
popular vote, und^r tne corded in the Hancock Ccunty, Maine, Regisday evening, where he installed the keeper,
Una Grey; Flora, Florence initiative and referendum law.
This is try of Deeds, In Book 393, Page 351. con eyed
Patten;
Ceres,
officers of the court. On Monday evening
the
first
of
the Oregon < ampaign, to the SACO AND BIDDEFORD SAVINGS
victory
he made his official visit to Penobscot and Bowden.
and the friends of equal rights all over the INSTITUTION, a corporation existing under
L.
the laws of
Jan. 8.
having its principal place
United States are rejoicing.
Woman's of business Maine,
installed the officers of Court Bagaduce.
at Saco, County of York and Stake
Journal.
of Maine, “three lots or parcels of land situMr. Perkins reports the order in a very
PENOBSCOT.
ated in said Castiue, and bounded and deprosperous condition in this district, and
scribed as follows:
C. K. Bridges and wile spent Sunday
SCoticca.
First lot is hounded northwes terly by WaterILqjal
gaining largely in membership.
with relatives in Bluehill.
St : northeasterly by land of Wm. H. WithOnce more death has removed from this
erle; southeasterly by land of John P. Rea,
ARTHUR M. DBVBREUX,
Mildred Wilson has returned to Castine,
and southwesterly by land of A. W. Clark, beof Castine, County of Hancock am!
community one of its older residents, Mrs. where she is
ing same premises sold and conveyed teattending normal school.
Stated Maine, by hist mortgage deed dated
B. J. Wilson, who died on Thursday last
lames B. Crawford by Jane E. Cate, to whiehr
of
A. D. 1901, and recorded
tlie
third
June
oay
and Nina Varnum, of
recorded in Hancock Registry of Deeds*.,
Mark Smith
at the age of seventy-five years. Mrs. Wilin the Hancock County. Maine. Registry of deeu,
reference may be had for more particular deat
Deeds, in Vol. 363, Page 371, conveyed to the
Bucksporf seminary, spent Sunday
son had been an invalid for a number of
SACO AND B1DDEFORD SAVINGS IN- sciiption.
s* comi lot begins at Water St. on the northhome.
STITUTION. a corporation existing under east line ot Wm. H. Witberle’s brick stove
years, and the manner in which she
Leo M. Sillers, of Boston, who has been the la as ol Maine, having its principal place lot: tbence southeast along said liue te a
bore
her sufferings gained her the
of business at Saco, County of York and state h
said'
nling way; thence north* ast.
sympathy and love of those with whom in town visiting relatives during the holi- of Maine. ‘the two following tracts or parcels hauling way to store lot of A. along
W
Clarkr
ot land together with the buildings thereon,
thei ee northwest along line of said Clark lot
she
came
in
contact.
Mrs.
Wilson days, has returned to his work.
s tuated in said Castine and bounded and deto Water St., thence southwest along said
leaves three sisters, Mrs. J. S. Norton,
The second annual rabbit-hunt took scribed as follows:
street to point of beginning, reserving for the
First:
Beginning at the corner of Court use of Wm. H. Witberle, his
heirs and asMrs. J. N. Gardner and Mrs. Hudson place Saturday, with Otis Leach as captain and
State sir*e h ineuce northeasterly along
signs forever, a right of free way over and
land
of
the
all
of
Bentreet
over
Windmill
Hill
to
three
State
Devereux,
Castine,
sons,
on one side and William Sellers on the
a
from Water St. to the
along
way
passage
late A. G. Perkins; thence along the liue of
hauling v ay aforesaid, contiguous to the
jamin, Edward and Rufus, and two grand- other. Eighteen took part in the contest. said Perkins land to low water
mark; thence northeast line of Wm. H. Witherie’a briek.
sons, William and Jay Wilson, to whom Capt. Otis Leach and his men won the easterly by said low water mark arou d the store lot, five feet wide from the most projeek*
thence around the shore southerly and
she had been as a mother. The family has contest, bringing in twenty-two rabbits, shore; to land of John N. Gardner
granite.
and John ing underpinning,
westley
The third lot is bounded on the northw‘»tffc
the sympathy of its many friends.
the losing side having only nine. The W. Dresser known as the brick yard; thence and northeast b> land formerly owned by the
the line ol the land ol sal- Gardner ami
by
on
the
southeast by Water Hi.
Hodgdon heirs,
losing side will furnish supper at Grange Dresser to a large rock a: high water mar k and and
ou 'he southwest by
land of George M.
INSTALLATIONS.
trom said lock N. 68 degrees W. twenty rois;
hall sometime the coming week.
Witberle.
hence S. 23 degr« ei oil minutes W. fifty four
Tbe three lots herein described being sanM
January is the month for installations
Th* officers of Court Bagaduce, I. O. F.,
rods; thence S. 32 egrees 30 minutes E. to the
mortgage upon which was assigned'
at the various lodges.
During the past will be installed Tuesday evening, Jan. 9, northeast eno of Water street; thence along j premises
Hancock County Savings Bank of EUaWater stieet to the laud of James Douglass by
week installations and suppers were held
wortb. in the S-ate of Miine. to tbe Castiae
of
sai
A.
tnence
Fred
Douglass
District
southwesterly;
along
Perkins,
Deputy
by
Water Company. June 14’h. 1899, and recorded
by Massasoit lodge of Odd Fellows, C. L* taatine, as follows: William S. Bridges, line northwesterly and along the line ot toe in Hancock
Registry ot" Deeds, Book 338, Pa$c
land owned by JuQu VV. Col&on northwesterly
to satd
Stevens po«t,G. A. K., and Hancock lodge,
311, and released by said
C. R ; Frank R. Perkins, V. C. R.; M. F. and southwesterly to land cf Frank Douglass; Arthur M. Devereux, by thecompany
el ease deed of
I F. and A. M.
said
Frank
thence iiorihweste ly along
Dougexecu ed bv George F.
and
said
S.
F.
H.
C.
company
Bryant,
K.
T.; 1 or 'in*- to Court street; thence across said
Perry,
S.;
Bridges,
iis trustee, April 16th, 1902. being duly auThe officers of Hancock lodge were in- F. B.
to place of beginning. Also the
Mitchell, O.; E. R. Heath, S. W.; W. Court street Water
thorized by vote o said company so to do.
street and Castin? Harbor,
lot between
stalled on Thursday night by District F.
Said
S.
M.
F.
premises being same premises sold and
J.
B.; and o. iween the land ot Solomon Douglass
Grindle,
W.;
Wardwell,
by said Castiue Water Company to
: Deputy Owen
Flyc, of Brooklin, after J. L. Wardwell, J. B.; M. A. Wardwell, ami the land or the heirs of Alis Morey. Also conveyed
said Arthur M. Devereux by its deed dated
the lot ku wu as the Marsh lot, aod tne right
which scallop stew and coffee were served. C. D. and C. P.
i8th 1902. exejuted in the name of said
April
«.f way o\er the old brick yard to the shore.
company by Many G. Trask, its president,
SUBA.
Mean iug and intending hereby to convey a'1
| followed by a smoke-talk, singing, and
Jan. 8.
being duly authorize^ by a vote of its board
my right, ti le and interest in and to the land
of directors so to do."
; closing with a concert by W. A. Ricker on
oi tuc lute Mark P. Hatch, in said Castine. as
SURRY.
EAST
AND WHEREAS, the condition of said
! the phonograph.
s.
Hatch
to
ine
his
Silas
heirs,
conveyed
by
mortgage has been and is now broken, NOW
One of the best concerts ever given here and others, by their deed dated the seventh THEREFORE, by reason of the breach of the
The officers of the G. A. R. were inof July. 1892. and recorded in Hancock condition therein, the said SACO AND B1Bday
1
was thrf't at Rural hall on Christmas night,
stalled by Past Commander C. H. Hooper
Registry of Deeds, Book 282, Page 876, and as DEFORD SAVINGS INSTITUTION claims
UJr
"j | a foreclosure of said
under the efficient management of the oy •aniKuuicuh vi t»o mortgages
mortgage, and give6 this
Wru. H. ctargeut, both dated August Jst, 1892,
| and were as follows: Commander, R. B.
notice for that purpose.
Mrs. Nellie Phillips. The <ne being recorded in Hancoca Registry o
Brown; senior vice-commander, Charles popular teacher,
Dated this thirtieth day of December, A. D.
Deeds. Book 263, Page 2-iti, and the other in 1905.
hall was very prettily decorated, a wellSaco A' Biddiford Savj Patterson; junior vice-commander, E. S.
Bo k 263 Page 260. Reserving and excepting
ings Institution,
laden Christmas tree being the centre of only within the above described bounds, the
M. H. Kelly, its Treasurer.
Perkins; quartermaster, C. H. Hooper:
By
for the children. cemetery lot and the half acre enlargement
j adjutant, F. 8. Perkins; officer of day, attraction, especially
ihereof, the lot sold to Janies Ordway. deEXECUTORS SALE.
consisted of singing, ceased, the one acre belonging to Thomas E.
The programme
PURSUANT lo a license from Hon. 0. P| Joseph Hackett; chaplain, John Mcand several pretty Hale, the spring lot and rights of way belong(,'unnitgham. judge of the probate conn
Laughlin; surgeon, John R. Hibbert; ser- dialogues, speaking
lug to John N. Gardner and John W. Dresser,
of Hancock, issued at the Dedrills. Much credit is due Mrs. Phillips and the two reservoir lots sold to C&stioe for the county
geant major, Jerry Perkins; quartermaster
cern tier term of said court, held at Buck.snort
for the success of the concert, which Water Company, and the reservoirs on said on the fifth day of December, a. d. 1906. 1 shall
sergeant, Edw. Ordway.
lots.
sell at public auction at my office in Castine,
reflected her painstaking effort and interThe second tract or parcel of laud is
in said county, on the 27th day of January,
The officers of Massasoit lodge, I. O. O.
bounded and described as icllowa: CommencMrs. Phillips is very
est in her pupils.
a. d. 1906, at ten of the clock in the forenoon,
ing at the center of the "Marsh Bridge so the following real estate situated in said OaaF., were installed on Monday evening by
also
a
memand
is
in
the
I
the
old
canal
to
thence
grange,
popular
called;
westerly by
to wit:
Bounded on the southwest by
tiue,
D. D. G. M. F. 8. Perkins, assisted by F.
ber of the Rebekah lodge. The proceeds Wardswortb’s Cove to low water mark; thence Dyer street; on the northwest by land of WilA. Douglas as marshal, and are as follows:
by said low water mark to laud of one Ames; liam Colson; on the northeast by land of A.
from the concert were used in the purchase thence northeastherly by land of said Ames to
W. Clark and on the southeast by the salt
A. G. Morey, N. G.; George E. Parsons, V.
1 md of Mary Veazie; thence easterly and north- water, same
of a pretty clock for the school room.
being the homestead of the late
F. 8. Perkins, secretary; Robert Crosby laud of said Veazie to the high- Robert P. Dyer.
easterly
Geo. M. Warren,
Nick.
| G.;
Jen. 9.
the
said
highway; thence northwesterly by
Executor.
1905.
Dec.
27,
conducF.
A.
Douglas,
grove, treasurer;
way to land of one Keenar near the northeast
so called; thence northeastLane
NOTICE
OF
FORECLOSURE.
end
of
Mill
Jno.
Bewail
Perkins, warden;
Sawyer,
I tor;
land
Wilof
ORLAND.
Everett L. Lymburner, ol
erly by laud of said Ktenar anil
j IITHEREAS
| R. 8. N. G.; Jno. Gardner, L. 8. N. G.;
son Webster; thence eisterly by land qf said t W
Eden, county of Hancock, Maine, on
Measles and chicken pox have made Webster to land of David Wescott, at or near the seventeenth day of September, a. d. 1903
Jno Gross, R. 8. V. G.; Charles McClusI
the
Bog Brook so called; thtnee southerly by
by his mortgage deed of that date, recorded
| key, L. 8. V. G.; Frank Coombs, chaplain; their appearance.
land of sai Wescott to the highway ; thence in Hancock county registry of deeds, in book
Schools have closed after winter terms southwesterly by said highway to the ‘Mile 399, page 243, conveyed to the undersigned.
j E. 8. Perkins, R. 8. S.; L. C. Gray, L. S. 8.;
Corner" so called; th-uee northwesterly by
Robert H. Bennett, oi said Eden, a certain lot
H. McKinnon, I. G.; F. Bowden, O. G.
of only five weeks.
the first mentioned highway to laud known as
aivel of land situated in that part of said
or
the "Heath Lot”; thence easterly, northerly,
G.
Eden, known as Bar Harbor, and bounded
Jan. 8.
Mrs. A. B. Dunham entertained several
northwesterly and southerly aioaud said and described as follows, to wit: Beginning
of her friends Saturday, it being her birth- "Heath Lot" to the first mentioned highway at a stake on the east line of a private way
and the laud of the late Miles Gardner: tnence
NORTH CAST1NE.
j sixteen and five-tenths feet wide leading from
day anniversary.
southerly by s»id Gardner's land to and I Eagle Lake road, and at the southwest corner
Miss Minta Perkins is in Boston.
tfte
mentioned
to
the
second
across
a lot of laud numbered 21 on a plan T>1
highway
hall
The dance at the
Saturday evening land Of said Keenar and y said Keenar’sland 0Snow
aud Morse, recorded in Hancock county
W. Wallace Conner is at home from sen. was well attended. Music was furnished to land of A. M. Devereux which is the first registry of ceeds, in
j
plan book one, page 52;
laud herein described; ! thence following said line of said private way
tract or parcel of
and
Dunham
Miss Inez Perkins is home from teach- by Messrs. Soper,
Gray.
thence westerly by said Devceux land to land j south 29 decrees 21 minutes west eighty-one
ing.
Mrs. Vesta Haney, who has been with of one Frank Perkins, be ng the land of the I -1 feet to a stake; thence north 56 west fiftylate A. G. Pc kin*. io the place of begiuuing. ! tour and four-tenths (54.4) feet to a stake;
Joseph Devereux is recovering from his her sister, Mrs. Carrie Saunders, several Meaning ami i tending neieo, to convey ail ] thence no th 4 degrees 51 minutes east one
hundred feet and five tenths (100.5) to a stake
my rizht, line and interest in and to the land
recent illness.
days, has returned to her home in Penob- of
the tate William W. Hatch, in said Castinc. ! 1 hence north 85 degre* s 9 minutes west four» ho has
been quite a*
conveyed to bis son. Jacob D. Hatch, by his teen feet to the place cu beginning; being lot
Misses Annie and Grace Leach have re- scot. Mrs. Saunders,
deed date! June lith, 1886, and recorded in : n umbered 23 on said plan of Snow and Morse
ill, is improving.
turned to Portland.
Hancock Registry of Deeds, Book 207, Page 70. j Meaning and intending hereby to convev the
G.
Jan. 8.
and conveyed by said Jacob D. Hatch to me same premises convey e 1 to George W. Doiliver
Miss Mabel Wilson left Wednesday to
by his deed dated March 10th, 1894, and re
by Edward 8. J. Morse by his warranty deed
corded in said Registry, Book 278, Page236, dated May 25,1910. and recorded in Hancock
SOUTH PENOBSCOT.
spend the winter in Florida.
and as by assignment of mortgage to me by 1 county registry of deeds in book 349, page 138
Miss N. J. Grindle left for Whitinsville, James Barr Ames, dated December 6th, 1892. mid subsequent mortgage conveyed by said
Capt. Frank W. Hutchins, of the sloop
and recorded in said Registry. Book 266, Pant- Doiliver by ids warranty deed, dated June K,
Teddy Roosevelt, has closed his work of Mass., Saturday.
The two tracts or parcels herein de I 1903, to be recorded in said registry, together
301.
contain three hundred and ; with the buildings thereon; and whereas the
shore-fishing and is home to remain until
Ernest P. Perkins arrived home from scribed are sai>i tomore
Provide that: condition of said mortgage is broken,
or less
acres,
thirty-two
nowt
spring.
Boston Friday.
if any part of said premises is sold, the morttherefore, by reason of the breach of the con-'
on receipt from the mo-tgagor of the
dition thereof, I c.aini a foreclosure of said
gagee.
Mrs. Isaac Dunbar has returned from
Prayer meetings have been held at the consideration paid thertfor, shall release such mortgage.
Robert H. Bennett.
West Brooksville, where she was called by
from the operation of this mortgage."
Dec 26. 1905.
By T. H. Smith, hisatiy.
Baptist church for the past week, and it part
AND WHEREAS, the condition of said
the death of her nephew', Ralph Farrow'. was decided
Friday evening to continue mortgage has been and is now broken, NOW "V| THEBE AS Linoa B. Kalph, now of Southwest
Harbor
(then of Tremont). counbreach
of
the
THEREFORE, by reason of the
Rev. W. C. Curtis and wife, of Waldo- the meetings into next week.
;
condition thereof, the said SACO AND BID-, ty of Hancock and State of Maine, and John
boro, were guests at Edward West’s last
Rev. J. C. Gavin announced Sunday that DEFORI) SAVINGS INSTITUTION claims | C. Kalph her husband, who joins in this deud.
by her mortgage deed dated the 13th day of
a foreclosure of said mortgage, and gives this
week. They were en route for Sedgwick,
at the request of many he will preach next notice for that
November, a. d. 1900, and recorded in Hancock
purpose.
to attend the funeral of Mrs. Curtis’
A.
“Heaven”.
D.
registry of deeds, book 355. page 551, conveyed
this
thirtieth
of
on
the
Dated
December,
Jan.
day
subject
14,
Sunday,
to Obadiah Allen, of Mount Desert, in said
1906.
Saco & Biddehord Savings Ins’tn,
mother, Mrs. Maria T. Bayard.
It is hoped there may be a large congregaBy M. H. Kelly, its Treasurer. county and State, a certain lot or parcel of
land situated iu said Tremont, at a place
tion.
ORANGE INSTALLATION.
Id the District Court of the United States for called Southwest Harbor, bounded ana deG.
Jan. 8.
scribed as follows, to wit: Commencing on the
the Hancock District of Maine.
The regular meeting of Cue tine grange
county road leading from Mount DeBert to Bawi
In the matter of
Harbor at the northeast corner of a lot Df
)
A man will trust bis wife with the care Gibson H.
last Saturday evening was a most enjoyElmer
|
Hanna,
land owned by Deborah A. Clark, for a right of
A.
Hanna and Dallas { T
More than ninety patrons were of his children, but not with the care of
able one.
Bankruptcy.
way and following the northerly side of said
Hanna, individually and
right of way north seventy-four and one-half
as Hanna Bros.
present, including about thirty of the nor- his prize chickens.
1
degrees west about sixty-eight feet to aulros
Bankrupts,
j
mal students, accompanied by their teachbolt at the southeast corner of a lot of land of
To the creditors of Gibson H. Hanna, Elmer said Clark, and running by said Clark’s land
A Modern Miracle.
er, Miss Nellie Harvey.
A. Hanna and Dallas Hanna individually northerly tnirty-one feet to an iron bolt*,
The officers elect were installed by
and as Hanna Bros., of Sullivan, in the thence south seventy-seven and one-half de“Truly miraculous seemed the recovery
Mrs. Mollie Holt, of this place,” writes
county of Hancock, and district aforesaid, grees east sixty-nine feet to an iron bolt no;
County Deputy J. E. Dority in an impres- of
the west side of said county road; thence folbankrupts:
R. Hooper, Woodfora, Tenn., “she
J.
O.
sive and painstaking manner, ably as- was so wasted
is hereby given that on the lowing the west side of said county road thii
by coughing up pus ■VrOTICE
26th day of December, a. d. 1906, the ty- three feet to the point commenced at and
slated by Reuben Devereux and Eva Bow- from her lungs. Doctors declared her end J3I
aaid Hanna Bros, were duly adjudicated containing two thousand one hundred and
den. An excellent programme was ren- so near that her family had watched by her bankrupts; and that the first meeting of their fifty-two feet and all the buildings theteon:
bedside forty-eight hours; when, at my oreditors will be held at my office, Ells- and for a further
ler description
description reference may
dered, followed by a harvest feast. J. W.
>ck county, Maine,
of
urgent request. Dr. King’s New Discovery worth, Maine, on the 20th day of Jan- be had to Hancock
Bowden after twenty years of faithful was given her, w'ith the astonishing re- uary. a. d. 1906. at 10 o'clock in the fore- deeds as follows book 289. page 225,registry
book «5,
146.
15, page 146.
service as worthy master, declined to ac- sult that improvement begari, and con- noon, at which time the said oreditors page 148, book 815,
_nd whereas the oonditlou of said mortgage
attend, prove their claims, appoint a
tinued until she finally completely re- may
trustee, examine the bankrupts and transact has been broken and remains so, now* therecept his re-election.
and is a healthy woman to-day.” such other business as
fore by
reason of the breach of the condition
may come before said lore
by rea
The following are the officers for the en- covered,
Guaranteed cure for coughs and colds. 60c meeting.
William E. WnfiTiifG',
them>f, If claim a foreclosure of said mortReferee in Bankruptcy.
suing year: W. SI., Bradley Morgrage; andfl.OOat E. G. Moore’s. Trial bottle
Osamab Allen
T
Dated January 6, 1900.
Dec, 18,1
By his att’y, Qeo. K. Fullest
lecturer, Addle Bowden; overseer, Norris free.

WHEREAS.

—

WHEREAS

|

|

1

<

Melvin Smith has returned to his work
on the M. C. R. R.
Mrs. Helen I-arty, ol Bangor, has been
visiting her sister, Mrs. Rucl McFarland.

“To

atAntittnunte.

This being the week of prayer, union
services will be held every evening this

Thursday.

There

The Mechanics installed officers Jan. 6.

The Devereux Coal Co. is having a large
built at
its
wood yard,
comprising a main shed 28x50 feet,
with an addition for
the housing
of the sawing machine, 20x30 feet. The
work is in charge of P. A. Perkins.

Charles Herrick, who was called here by
the illness and death of his father, Darius
Herrick, returned to his home at Camden

parsonage

A midnight visitation of that dread disease “croup” strikes terror into the heart of many an anxious
mother. There is no time to send for the doctor—something must be done at once—relief must be immediate. In such cases there is no remedy that will give srreror quicker relief than

woodshed

home from

FRANKLIN.

WEST SEDGWICK.

has been

The Unitarian society has recently organized a young people’s meeting, holding the first service on Sunday evening,
with an attendance of fifty-seven.

Brooksville
Saturday, where he has been visiting his
brother, S. B. Blake.

the

CROUP ROBBED OF ITS TERRORS

home last

death of Mrs. B. J. Wilson.

Brook lin.

are

returned

Edgecomb, w’here she

Benjamin Wilson, Edward Wilson and
wife, William and Jay Wilson w*ere in
town over Sunday, called here by the

is

The measles still claims victims.

school in district 15 cloned Friday,
5, for the winter vacation. Owing^to
the season of the year therefjwere several
instances of tardiness; however, one pupil,
Florence Carter, succeeded in not being
tardy for the term. Those who did not
whisper without permission throughout
the term were:
Roth Leach, Daisy Emerton, Father Saunders, Kdith Hinckley,
fiddle Hinckley, I*on Grindle, Maynard
Grindle and James Billings. Those w ho
received rank of over 90 per cent, in all of
their examinations were:
Edith Hinckley, Ruth I^each and Maynard Grindle.
The following received rank above 90 per
cent, in several of their examinations:
Florence Carter, Eddie Hinckley and
James Billings.

Cox

The phonograph concerts at W. A.
Ricker’s store are enjoyed nightly by a
good-sized and appreciative audience.

A. H. Mayo will close his factory at Naskeag this week and move his family to

was

e$

Jackson has been confined
house the past week with the grip.
Rev. Charles Harbutt, of Portland, spent
Sunday here on a visit to his brother, Rev.
Robert Harbutt.

is at home.

came

jW|

teaching.
Miss Mary

Horace Ashley, of Sorrento, is the guest
his sister, Mrs. A. E. Blake.

A. F. Blake

other

to the

bright

The

week from

Wallace Kane has gone to Springfield,
where he will be employed.
of

are

CASTINE.

Harold Babson, who has been employed

Stonington,

iddiHrmal County N**r»

Miss Louise

R. R. Babson has returned to Btonington
to resume his work.

A collation
installation.
Jan. 8.

Jan.

is at

H. Sherman is in Boston

Born, Jan. 2, to
daughter.

shal.

M.

*o»

BROOKXJN.
A.

'dUbrrti0rmmt0.

COUNTY NEW*.

of
Leslie

line

stalling officers were Mrs. Fannie Parker,
D. I). P., Mrs. Eliza Herrick, grand mar-

Jan. 6.

Capt. Frank Perkins

Morgan

rick, R. S. V. G.; Miss Lena Cousins, L. S.
InV. G.; Mrs. Geneva Babson, P. N. G.

And ss in lore and loyalty.
For years we have been meeting,
Long may It be our happiness
To welcome you lo gneilng.
And a* each anniversary day
At Christmas tlrov appears,
May health and joy an memories
Incresse through all the >esrs.

the

loss

Christ mis hells ! Tls »he song of peace.
And .lad good will to brothers;
And wedding bell*. In a soft refrain.
Tell cf one, preferred to other*.

Since

on

for Han Francisco, Oil.

Red

bringing.

were

position

Smith returned to his work on a steamboat; Byron H. Chat to to the general
electrical works at Lynn, Mass.; Susie
Stinson and Emily Morgan to their teaching at Eden.
Jan. 6.
C.

at

of time
A Christmas

a

steamers

[In

4

Strbtrtiermmt*.

JUmcrtieinunU.

ELLSWORTH FALLS.

flbbtrtiscmcnM.

and wife are enjoying a
with relatives in
Boston and Providence.

George

j

E. Davis

of

visit

several

weeks

Mrs. T. S. Tapiey and son, who have
visiting Mrs. Tapley’s parents, teturned to their homj at West Tremont

;

been

Saturday.

I

D. N. Mooie has returned home
Monson, where she has been visiting
for several weeks with Rev. H. W. Conley
Mrs.

from

I

!

and wife.

Alexander Rogers, who has
| eastern
Maine

been at

general hospital

j

for several months for
! turned home somewhat
,

at

the

Bangor

treatment, has

re-

improved.
Mrs. S. 8. Jordan is spending several
weeks with relatives in St. John, N. B.
Mrs. Jordan’s father, whom she has not

seen

for several

years, has reached the ad-

ninety*hine years.
Rev. G. H. Hefflon, a former pastor of
Union Congregational church here, has
resigned his pastorate at Dublin, N. II.,

vanced age of

where he has been the

*

Company, Attention !”

“For recreation you \\ill now
listen to a story from headquarters." Capt. Kexall, Adj.
he
imagiued lie was a locomotive.
There was, he thought, no limit
to his vitality.
He regarded his stomach as
the firebox. All he had to do
was to keep the firebox full.
He followed the Mississippi
Steamboat plan, ami crowded
every old thing into his stomach.
One day when he was pulling
a heavy load the firebox didn't
bum right, so the Human Locomotive stopped to investigate.
He found the flues choked,
the firebox full of clinkers, and
so
stuffed with fuel that it
couldh’t even show a red glimA

;

j

Nugent, a Yale divinity student,
has preached here very acceptably
for the last two Sundays, left Monday
noon for New Haven to resume his studMr.

certain man, because
strong and hearty,

ies.

4

it is

Mr. Nugent graduates in June,
possible a call may be extended

by the

church here.

MOl'TH OF THE

I

Little Virginia Pinkham has gone to
Portland and Lynn to visit relatives.
Miss Bertha Fullerton, of Brewer, visfather, A. B. Fullerton, recently.
Mrs. E. L. Williams and son. James Garland, visited relatives at Oak Point last
week.

Smith, who has been the guest
cousin, Mrs. W. L. Remick, has re-

Thaddeus
of his

turned home.

Capts. George

an aged citizen and
the oldest residents of this settlement, died at his home here Sunday, aged
eighty-five years. Mr. Milliken hod been
in failing health the past few years, but
the end came suddenly. For many years
Mr. Milliken followed the sea. He was
the only survivor in Ellsworth of the
one

^

Tablets

/

cure

or

spring.
Benjamin Milliken,

it until

1

arc

Price, 25c., at our store

Perry Alley have
Boston, and are

Ernest Harrington, who has bought tha
John D. Murch homestead, as reported in
The American last week, will not occupy

He was further advised to
RexaJI Dyspepsia Tablets
for the purpose of putting himself in first-class shape.
He did as he was told, and
was soon able to pull and haul
as well as ever.
Besides he
puffed less under a Iteavy load.

medicine you take.

and

hauled their vessels up in
at home for the winter.

use

absolutely guaranteed to
all thedistrejslng forms
of Dyspepsia and lndigestion, or we'll pay for all the

RIVER.

ited her

Somebody told him to keep a
clean fire with a good draught,
and feed it regularly, with only
a certain quantity at a time.

Dyspepsia

and
him

Mina Kay has been at North Ellsworth,
the guest of Mrs. Emery Patten.

mer.

Rexall

;

Mass.

who

90

EL.

one

dover,

THE HUMAN LOCOMOTIVE.
Wm

past four and

half years, and will spend the winter in
study at the theological seminary in An-

(

§

v|

of

Peruna is recommended by

Aroostook war, and drew a pension from
He leaves one son, Fred Milliken. Funeral services were held yester-

fifty members of
Congress, by Governors, Consuls, Generals,
Majors, Captains, Admirals, Eminent Physicians,
Clergymen, many Hospitals and public institu-

the State.

day, Rev. P.

A. A. Killam

officiating.

LAKEWOOD.

by mail.

<3.
MOORE,
Druggist.

Frazier, who has
measles, is out again.

Vernal
the
B.

J. Franklin and wife

the hatcherv

over

been

were

ill with

tions, and thousands

down from

John Wilbur, of East brook, conducted
services at tne church last Sunday.

upon thousands of those in

the humbler walks of life.

Sunday.
1

the

Miss Mary Garland, of Lamoine, visited

parents|here Saturday and Sunday.
F.^ Rollins, who has been in poor
health'during the past two weeks, shows
some improvement.
The many£friends of Martin Garland,
son of James S. Garland, are glad to know
of his success in securing a position as
principal of the Ellsworth Falls grammar
her

C.

Ask Your

Druggist

COUNTY NEWS.
•br

mdditional County A'rut

school.

n<'

other

of

H.

W.

Kinsman and wife have gone to
Milo for the winter.

:

Harry Rhodes, after a visit to his family
here, has returned to Massachusetts.
Quite a number in town arc ill with

There

was a

dance at

day evening.
Misses] Lura

Grange

hall Thurs-

uty Charles Snow installed the officers of
Bluehill lodge, I. O. O. F. Supper was
served by the ladies of the Rebekah lodge
to 120. J. H. Morse is N. G. and Ward
Wescott V. G.

The smelts

Don't make any

a bertha

notable addition to the many handsome
be ready for occupancy

Swamp-Bob*. Dr. Hl«r*» 8wawp-Booy cottages here, will
gadjbe add rasa, Btaghawtno. 1. T, OB aver* next spring.

of.

Even the lowly
share.

Islands.

hog wants the lion’s

At a meeting of the stockholders of the
Bucks port national bank yesterday after-

are

1 the last few

Brookiin,

was

in

bituig somewhat better
some getting as high as
with the high price of
that is doing very well.

days,
fifty pounds, and

the present time
Officers of Arbutus grange

;

were

installed

Friday night by Worthy >Master John
Wood, of East Bluehill. The installation,
which was public, was held in the town
hall. Supper was served at A. O. L'. W.
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hall.
A letter has been received from
Capt. F.
W. Witham, a former resident of this vilwho
is
now
lage,
living with hi* son Heber,
in San Francisco. He seems to be
enjoying good health, and is contented and
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happy.
Much credit is due Capt. McKay and
M. Coulter for the able manner in
which they managed the grange
supper
The young men waiters
Friday night.
are receiving
many compliment* for waiting on the tables ao nicely.
Jan. 9.
g

Capt. C.

j

Charles Marlow, Amos Hardy, Edgar
TREMONT.
Emery, Leslie Cotter and a few friends
and Frances Wallace are ill with !
Clayton
the
at
Lake.
spent Sunday
the measles.
Miss C. Chapman is entertaining a few
The ladies’ aid society will meet Fri- I
the back is also
friends at the Chapman cottage this
week, day afternoon at the home of Mrs. !
Mrs. Fanny H. Parker, district deputy,
convincing proof that the kidneys and bladand they are enjoying the
and
der are out of order.
skating
went to Ellsworth Tuesday, Jan. 2, to
Joshua Sawyer.
What to Do.
install the officers of the Rebekah lodge. ice-boating.
Mrs. Morris Rich went to Southwest
There is comfort in the
Ice
is
eleven
inches
so
and
Mr. Parker accompanied her.
several Harbor
knowledge
thick,
Friday
Saturday to see her brother, Capt.
often expressed, that Dr. Kilmer's Swamphave
to
house
their
begun
Jan. 5, Mrs. Parker, with Mrs. A.
ice, among Judson
Root, the great kidney remedy fulfills every evening,
Robinson, who is very ill.
them
Horace
F.
being
Capt.
Lord, Amos
wish in curing rheumatism, pain in the M. Herrick for G. M., went to Brookiin to
Chester Sprague and wife came from
York
&
Miller.
Hardy,
back, kidneys, liver, bladder and every part install the officers of the Rebekah lodge.
Southwest Harbor last week, and will live
of the urinary passage. It corrects inability 1
Irving Osgood, of Ellsworth, installed
with Sidney and Loring Rich this winter.
to hold water and scalding pam in
SOUND.
passing the officers of James A. Garfield poet SatMembers of the ladies’ aid society met
It, or bad effects following use of liquor,
Miss Melissa Brown
the installation being priis
home from
urday
evening,
wine or beer, and overcomes that
at the parsonage Monday evening to
unpleasant vate. R. S. Osgood is again commander. Scmesville.
plan
necessity of being compelled to go often
tor an entertainment to be given in FebMrs. Alice Butler very ably installed the
Miss Cora Richardson is employed at
during the day, and to get up many times
ruary.
during the night. The mild and the extra- officers of James A. Garfield W. R. C. in a Seal Harbor.
The usual Thursday night meeting will
ordinary effect of Swamp-Root is soon public service the same evening. A
H. G. Somes and family are
occupying not be held this week, as the pastor is atfaaltzed. It stands the highest for its won- twenty-five-cent supper was served by
the Nash house at Somesville.
derful cures of the most distressing cases. the ladies of the corps, which was well
tending the week of prayer meetings in
L. V, Higgins gave a zonophone concert his Southwest Harbor
M you need a medicine you should have the patronized.
parish.
at the schooihouse Friday
bast. Sold by druggists in 50c. and$l. sixes.
Jan. 9.
evening. The
Jan. 8.
L.
M.
You may have a sample bottle of this
concert was poorly attended on account of
Wonderful
the
hot
those
WINTER
HARBOR.
who
discovery
weather,
BUCK8PORT.
.were there
•ad a book that tellsg
F. E. Weston has begun work on the enjoyed it greatly.
Capt. J. W. Nichols, of this town, has
more about it, both sent|
Jan8H.
been assigned to the command of the
Kerbaugh stable, for which he has the
__
absolutely free by mall,
contract. The stable will coet about f7,000.
address Dr. Kilmer ft
steamer Oregonian, now in New York
boom ofa—- —r ° —*
A
man seldom punctures his tire.
lazy
Co., Binghamton. N. Y. When writing men- Work on the cottage, C. E. Grover, contaking in her cargo. She expects to clear
Proof of one’s temper is the loss there- the last of
tion reading this generous offer is: this paper. tractor, la well advanced. The place, a
January for the Hawaiian
■awe.

of

last Saturday and Sunday.
Mrs. R. G. Osgood ,visited her brother,
Capt. Hugh Duffy, at Bluehill Falls, last
week.
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your linen it is
evidence of kidney trouble: too
frequent desire to
pass it or pain in

the following were elected directors:
William Beazley, Parker Spofford, Pascal
P. Gtlxnore, Andrew Jordan and Horace E.
Snow. At a meeting held by the directors
Pascal P. Gilmore was elected president
and Edward B. Moor cashier.

town

Jordan with his team has gone in
the woods to work for Stephen Jordan.

Mrs. Josephine Stanley has gone to
Carter, Mary A. Smith Bangor, where she will receive instruction
and Mildred H. Seeds, class ’06, Ellsworth in bo ikkeeping and piano lessons.
at this place and Bass Harbor, has
Mrs. Sleeper, of Bar Harbor, and Mrs.
NEWS. churches from
high school, are attending school and
a church at
Dublin, N. H., boarding in the city.
For Additional County Nexen see'other pages resigned
Varnum, of Ellsworth, were the guests of
after a pastorate of four and one-half years.
Mrs. Alden Haslem Friday.
Asa M. Barron went to Bangor
Tuesday
He will spend the winter in study at the
SOUTHWEST HARBOR.
for treatment at the hospital. While abA. C. Fogg has been in town the past
A recent issue of the Congregationaliat theological seminary, Andover, Mass.
sent he visited his cousin, Mrs. Emma week connecting telephones to several
that
Rev.
G.
H.
for
five
reports
Hefflon,
residences.
Bodge. He arrived home Thursday.
BLUKH1LL.
the
years pastor of
Congregational
School in district No. 10 closes Friday
Court Snyctic and companion court
Miss Carol Hooper has gone to Castine
for the winter vacation. The pupils have
to attend the normal school.
Sunbeam, I. O. F., held a union installaassert ianntnta.
made rapid progress in their studies under
tion Saturday evening, Jan. 6, C. D. Ella
Miss Edith Chase went to Boston last the faithful
teaching of Miss Gertrude Martin doing the work. The officers of
Thousands Have Kidney Trouble wreek to enter a business college.
Seeds.
companion court are as follows: C. K.,
and Don’t Know it.
The week of prayer is being observed by
Mrs. Jane McFarland, of Trenton, who Josephine Stanley; V. C. R., Abbie Hasunion meetings of the two churches.
How To Find Ont.
has been visiting her sister, Mrs. Octavia
lem; R. 8., Lenora Kingman; F. S., Belle
Mr. and Mrs. E. W. Mayo extend an Stackpole, went to the
Fill a bottle or common glass with your
hospital at Bangor Haslem; Sen., Nettie Lie Beck; O., Lizzie
water and let it stand twenty-four hours; a
invitation to their friends to spend Friday Friday
for
surgical treatment. Mrs. Jordan; S. J. C., Helen Dyer; organist.
scMuncm
or
setevening, Jan. 12, with them, tht occasion Stackpole accompanied her, returning Elizabeth Jordan; 8. W., Alice Jordan; J.
an
indicates
tling
being the twenty-fifth anniversary of Saturday.
W., Mattie Pettengill; 8. B., Etta Blake:
unhealthy condi- their marriage.
J. B., Helen Haslem.
tion of the kidJan. 9.
green lake.
H.
Thursday evening, Jan. 4, District Depneys; if it stains

1906.

SURRY.

B. F.

P.

free Peruna Almanac for

Capt. Fred Phillips,

measles.

WEST ELLSWORTH.

a

noon

pao«v

WALTHAM.

the icy and dangerous conditions of the roads, Mrs. Charles Garland,
an aged and respected lady of this place,
has attended church regularly, walking a distance of nearly a quarter of a mile.
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for

For It

SOME8VIULE.
The annual

harvest of ice is under way.
E. W. Richardson, who has been employed at Bar Harbor, is home.
Miss

Haywood, the primary teacher,
been ill, is convalescent.

ffWOTtunnunig.

who has

H. G. Somes and family are
occupying
the lower part of the Nash house.
j
Somes pond is a great place of
amuse-'
ment these days with
and ice-

skating

boating.

Lewis Richardson, of Bar
Harbor, visited at his old home a few
days of last
laat week.
The chicken shoot at
Parker’s point
last Saturday was well attended
by all the
local sports.

As

Necessary as Tea
for the Family

Dear Sirs:—
I have used your very valuable Bitters for about thirty years, and should
I live as much longer I should still use
them, lor they are as necessary to have
in the house as tea, is for the table, I

H. R. Hysom has
recently had his house
plumbed, Roy J. Goodwin, of Ellsworth, should not know how to get along
without them.
doing the work.
Jan. 9.
,
I am very trul£ yours,
WEST TREMONT.
MRS. F. C..TRUE,
E\ erard A. Lunt came home
May
as,
Readfield, Me.
1903.
Saturday.
He has been mate with his
A
family remedy of eatablished
brother, Capt
Charles P. Lont.
merit You may profit by the exper*
ence of others.
Oti Ingalls took Miss Elizabeth
Always keep “X- r.
Tinker,
Atwood’* Bitters in the house.
bettei known as “Aunt
Betsey”, to Surrv
Sunday, where she will spend the winter
with

her

niece,

Mrs. Louise Ingalls.
TO.,

M
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